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PREFACE
This dissertation deals with the problems of education
among the Jewish Displaced Persons (known among Jews as
Sheer~t . Hapletah (Saved Remnant) in Germany following the
end of World War II in 1945.
"Knowledge and Education"--"Learn, Learn and again
Learn"--"With Education and Knowledge Your Future Will Be
Assured"--such were the slogans of the leaflet distributed
by the Regensburg region of the Central Committee of Jewish
DPs. 1

However, founding schools for children and adults

was not a simple task and this dissertation delves into the
available archives revealing the manifold problems that
faced the Sheerit

Hapletah in their efforts to establish a

network of schools.
Apart from printed materials, the main source for this
study were the very rich archives of Jewish / Displaced Persons'
camps and settlements in Germany, Austria and Italy, now located at the YIVO Institute for Jewish Research, New York,

N.Y.

A detailed description of this collection of materials

will enable the reader to grasp the sui generis world of the
Jewish DPs after World War II.

It will also prepare him to

1 A leaflet addressed to Youth by the Central Committee
forLiberated Jews in Niederbayern and Oberpfalz, Regensburg (YIVO, 1384). Note: a reproduction of the original is to be found in appendix section.

viii

understand better the complexity of that existence.
A few collections constituting the archives are worthy
of mention.

1.

These are:

The American Jewish Distribution Committee Archives,
an extensive and highly important collection of
materials on aid to Jews overseas in three fateful
periods in Jewish life:

the 1930s, the years of

World War II and the post-war years.

Most of the

materials are from the post-war period, from the
surrender of the Nazis to 1958. 2

2.

A collection of newspaper clippings on the condition of the DP's, mostly from the years 1945-46
by Professor Koppel S. Pinson when he was cultural
director of the DP program under the auspices of
the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA).

Included in this group are
(

several confidential reports, minutes of meetings,
the curricula of DP schools, programs of musical,
dramatic and literary soirees, a list of twenty
DP Publications, mostly ephemeral. 3
3.

The Leo W. Schwartz private archive obtained by
YIVO in 1958.

Leo Schwartz was Director of American

Jewish Distribution Committee in the United States
Zone of Germany.

It alone consists of 651 files.

2News of the YIVO No. 79, July 1961.
3 News of the YIVO No. 80, October 1961.
ix
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YIVO and YAO VASHEM Established the Joint Documentary Projects.

Its primary aim has been the

publication of a c o prehensive bibliography on the
Jewish Catastrophe in all languages and a classified catalogue of the huge collection of materials
on the survivors in the YIVO Archives. 4
A complete picture of the collections is rendered in
the following excerpt:
The cataloguing of the huge YIVO collection of
materials on the DP's in Germany was recently completed.
The work was done by the staff member z. Szajkowski.
The catalogue furnishes an excellent overview of the
complex organizational structure and ramified activities of the largest DP center in Europe in the years
1945-1950.
The collection consists of 2,320 files, containing
over 200,000 leaves, which may be divided into four
major divisions: the Central Committee of the Association of Liberated Jews in Germany and .its branch organizations; the separate DP camps; the political and
cultural organizations of the DP's operating independently from the Central Committee; institutions and
organizations that aided the DP's, such as the Jewish
Distribution Committee, the Organization for Rehabilitation and Training, the United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration and similar organization.
Included are the following materials of the Central
Committee: minutes of the plenary sessions, the presidium and the congresses; the literature of the congress
elections, such as lists of candidates, posters, announcements of meetings and the like; the reports of the
branches; correspondence with the camps, the Jewish
Distribution Committee, Jewish World Congress and other
organizations and representative bodies. Noteworthy
is a list of 136,682 Jews in th~ various camps and
cities.

4News of the YIVO No. 82, April 1962.
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Then there are the various materials--minutes,
reports, correspondence, bulletins, circulars, printings
and the like--of the departments of the Central Committee, namely economics and finance, provisioning, transportation, health, sports and physical education, agriculture, productivization, culture and education (which
was in charge of the elementary, secondary and trade
schools, as well as evening schools, kindergartens,
theaters, orchestras, libraries and the like), the
Central Historical Commission, infermation and guidance,
immigration, the Commission on Personnel, the Commission on Liquidation, and the autonomous central
arbitration court. Special mention should be made of
the archives of the association of the staff members
of the Central Committee and of the individual camps
(a list of 640) •
Of the individual canps, the largest is that of
Feldafing, which contains 273 files, giving a complete
picture of daily life in a DP camp. Other large collections deal with the following camps: Eschwege,
Fernward, Landsberg, Schwabach and Stuttgart, as well
as several cities with large settlements of Jewish
DP's. Of special interest are the archives of the
camp courts, such as the one at Fernwald, containing
165 files and Feldafing--30 files.
These court archives are of particular significance for the history
of the Catastrophe, for many of the cases considered
arose from the abnormal conditions of life in that
period. Of no less significance are the reports of
the United ijations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration teams of 22 camps.
This gigantic collection is an important source
not only for the history of the survivors and their
rehabilitation, but also for the history of the
Catastrophe itself.
In the files of the arbitration
courts and in most of the other materials there are
~any repercussions and reflections of the years of
desperate struggle with the enemy, of trials and
tribulations and--in some instances--a measure of
triumph.
On the other hand, this rare collection provides .
a clear picture of the vigorous and complex life going
on in the DP camps, from the minute details of daily
life to such gene~al and complicated matters as the
illegal immigration to Palestine, consultations on
Jewish affairs on the part of the American forces of
occupation (including diaries and notes) .5
5 .

News of the YIVO No. 87, September 1963.
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One must also mention the YIVO Library which is ~ery
rich in original documents and materials on the Sheerit
Hapletah, all of which havP now been catalogued.

In the

notes, in most cases, single documents are identified for
reasons of authenticity and credibility.
description of the file is given.

In other cases a

The number in parentheses

at the end of each note referred to as "YIVO" indicates the
number of the file, each one very often consisting of many
items.
The documents are written in Hebrew, Yiddish (in Latin
characters, since there was no Hebrew type available in
Germany after the war), German, Polish and other languages.
It was my good fortune to possess a knowledge of these
languages, which made my study possible.
I am grateful to YIVO for making available to me the
archives which enabled me to undertake and complete tris
study.
To Mr. Marek Webb, Associate Archivist, Ms. Susan
Leibtag, Processing A~chivist, Mr. Zosa Szajkowsky, Research Associate and Ms. Dina Abramowitz, Head Librarian, and
all cf the YIVO staff I express my appreciation for their
help.
Last, but not least, I am indebted to my teachers.
Dr. Meir Ben-Horin, Dr. Juda Pilch and the late Dr. William
Chomsky.

Dr. Yehoshua I. Gilboa, Yibadel L'Hayim Arukim,

consented to serve in place of Dr. Chomsky.
manuscript and made valuable suggestions.
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He read the
Dr. Solomon

Grayzel, Chairman of the Sponsoring Committee, who gave of
his expertise and guidance to bring this work to completion
deserves my everlasting gratitude.

December 1977
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INTRODUCTION
The Scroll of Agony of the Jewish Child
During and After the Holocaust
/

In the Abyss
Long before the rise of Nazism, Mendele Moher Seforim, the
father of modern Yiddish literature, 1 with his customary keenness
of observation noted,

"There are no Jewish children, only small

Jews and big Jews • • • . "
These words were never truer than when applied to the inhuman treatment Jewish children suffered at the hands of the
Nazis.

They were not thought of as children, only small Jews.
In the annals of the unbelievable horrors and brutali-

ties committed in Nazi-dominated Europe, the plight of the
Jewish child certainly fills the darkest page.

Starving,
(

suffering from cold and deprivation, hunted day and night
by the inhuman persecutors, they perished by the hundreds
of thousands--in the ghettos, in the deportation trains,
in the concentration camps and in the gas chambers.
There is no debased torture which was not experimented
upon innocent and defenseless Jewish children. 2 Wherever
1 Pen name of Shalom Yaacov Abramowitz (1835-1917), actually
known as the "zayde" (grandfather) of modern Yiddish
· literature.
2 Italics

s.

G.
xiv
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the Nazi genocide program for Jews wen~ into action, the
children under fourteen and the older people above age
forty-five, were segregated and exterminated, while the
able-bodied Jews were sent to slave labor camps to toil
until death.

Jewish children were deported from their

homes or places of refuge, separately or together with
their parents, to the death camps of O~wi 1cim, Treblinka
and Maidanek.

A Jewish child who escaped the ghettos and

hid arong Aryans was persecuted by hundreds of Gestapo
officials, SS men and Wehrmacht members, and was often
denounced and betrayed by adults, and even by children of
the local population.

The Jewish child served as a tar-

get for Hitler-Jugend shooting lessons.
leniency was shown him or her.

No mercy, no

For Jewish children

carry with them the heritage of their race; they represent "a latent danger" which could only be forestalled
by their "disappearance"--as the quislingite Dutch Vorlk
en Vaterland explained when asked by a naive reader whether
it was not possible to save some innocent children, even
if they were Jewish. 3
At the outbreak of World War II on September 1, 1939, all
formal types of Jewish education and child care ceased to exist.
School systems such as Tarbut, Tsisho, Yavneh, Beys and Bnos
Yaacov, as well as countless talmud-toras, chadorim and yeshivot
wer~ ruined overnight.

A more lethal blow was rendered

1zorach Warhaftig, "Uprooted," American Jewish Congress,
World Jewish Congress, November, 1946, p. 118.
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the Jewish philanthropic child care centers under the auspices
of organizations like CENTOS and TOZ. 4

Children of these in-

stitutions became the instant victims of an earthquake-like
upheaval.

From the very onset of the war, chaos engulfed

millions as they fled their homes.

Bombardments .from above,

mass arrests and initial mass executions in every town tore the
entire fabric of Jewish life.

Under these circumstances the

child became most vulnerable to starvation, disease and epidemics.
The world that was as brutally merciless to the child as to the
adult rendered the child a burden, a liability.
Traditional Jewish love for the child oftentimes demanded
superhuman courage and self-sacrifice.

This led to initial steps

aiming at protecting the homeless, orphaned and dislocated
children.

These actions were essentially the same throughout

Poland and, with the exception of minor differences reflecting
local conditions, they may be divided into the following f 1ve
categories1
a)

Spontaneous or immediate assistance;

b)

Organized assistance;

c)

Constructive assistance;

d)

Moral protection and guidance;

e)

Rescue work.

4centrala Opieki Nad Sierotami (Tsentrala Opyeki Nad Shero-tami); Center for the Protection of Orphans. Towarzystwo
Opieki Zdrowia (Tova-zh*stvo Opyeki Zdrovia); Society for
the Protection of Healt.
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Each of the above categories symbolizes a phase of life in
the ghettos and the heroic struggle which the doomed organized
on behalf of their helpless, innocent children.

If the Catas-

trophe5 in its totality does not represent to some the most
tragic chapter in the history of man, and if the victims' unbelievable endurance to retain the "image of God" and their humanity is minimized by others, then the tragedy of a million
Jewish children on the face of Europe, by itself, shall for all

times stand as an indictment against Christian Europe.

The only

redeeming factors in this dark period of mankind were the acts of
love and self-sacrifice shown these innocent children, not only
by parents, but by the entire community.

It is proper as well

to aclmowledge the courage of many individual non-Jews throughout Europe who, at the risk of their lives and those of their
families, saved Jewish children from extermination.
At first private initiative by neighbors, among them teachers,
nurses or doctors, was predominant in bringing "first aid" 1 to
children in need.

In the large city courtyards, feeding stations

were organized and standards for the maintenance of personal
hygiene and sanitation were set up.

As the number of needy child-

ren grew they would be divided into age groups.

This permitted

the introduction of some "educational" work and guidance.

At

that time, immediately after the cessation of war operations,
there wereas yet no schools, no organized life.
At the end of October 1939, in response to the ever-growing

511 Catastrophe" is used by some writers instead of "Holocaust."
xvii
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need for help and services, the American Joint Distribution Committee and other welfare institutions organized a central agency
ZYTOS (ZSHYTOS), 6 Which took over the coordination of all welfare programs.

Later this agency entrusted the welfare of all

needy children to CENTOS.

Soon its activities were extended

to embrace all needy children in the territory of Poland
occupied by the Germans.
It is estimated that 400,000 Jews lived in the Warsaw ghetto
when its gates were closed on November 16, 1940.
were 100,000 children up to the age of 15.

Among them

Almost 75% of tam

were in need of food, medical care, guidance and shelter.
tried desperately to extend its helping hand to them.

CENTOS

A few

statistical data showing various types of shelters, dorms, childcare centers, with the number of children in them illustrate the
situation as it existed on December 1, 1941, in Warsaw and vicinity.
Institution

Number of Children

16 dormitories

2,295

5 half-dormitories

899
68

2 houses of quarantine
I
25 kitchens for children

15,467

8 stations for children

1,540

24 clubs in refugee centers

2,608

39 clubs

3,820

2 stations for nursing mothers

1,725

Total

6 z dowskie Towars stwo O ieki Soc ·alne· (Zshy-dov-skie Tova
Zshystvo Opyeki . Sotsyalney ,; . B_o ard for Jewish Sociel Services.

7warsaw Collection No. 135, YIVO Archives, New York City.
xviii

Dr. Adolf Berman, Director of CENTOS provides the following
data regarding the scope of his agency's outreach program ·n
July, 19421
1.

JO-Jl orphanages and shelters;

2.

over 20 part-time dorms and stations for children;

J.

over 20 kitchens for children;

4.

over

5.

8
over 10 day care centers (day camps).

JO clubs for children;

A total of over 110 institutions provided

varied services and

assistance to 25,000 children, i.e., 25% of the child population
in Warsaw and the surrounding communities.
To gain a real picture of the scope of the misery existing
in the ghetto we must remember that 75% of the 100,000 were in
need of help.

Of them, only 25,000 or, more exactly, 28,422

received that aid; viz. a little over
to the other 50,000?

1/J of them.

What happened

To be sur~ there were some privately or-

ganized institutions and societies that provided some form of
help.

The others had to work or assist their parents in obtaining

food.

Some of them took care of their younger siblings while

their parents were at work.

The rest made up the .beggars, smug-

glers, "thieves," actors,and the homeless starving in the streets.
"Children in the ghetto became grownups overnight.

Instinctively

they felt that whoever wants to remain alive must cease to be a
child. 119
8nr. Ado-l f Berman, "Walka z Dziecmi," PRZELOM, Warsawa, June,
1948.
9Mira Berger, "Schools and Educational Institutions in the

Ghetto of Vilna." Dertsiungs Entsiklopedie, Vol. II, Congress of Jewish Culture, New York, 1959, p. 199 (italics, s. G.).
xix

It would,howeve~ be erroneous and indeed sinful not to speak of
the spiritual and cultural life in the ghettos.

If there is need

to prove that there is a spiritual dimension to lif e, and that
man can transcend himself in the face of the worst kind of depri~
vation, the cultural life in the ghettos should prove it.
Long before the Germans ordered the Judenraten to open the
schools, a widespread "illegal" school system existed.

The very

kitchens where children were supposed to come for a meal and
leave in order to make room for others, became nests of
educational activities.

Jewish holidays were celebrated, stories

of Jewish glory and heroism were related and very often the JNF
box, even if the only tangible symbol of Eretz Yisrael, expressed
the hope for a better tomorrow.
In Warsaw, In Bialystok, In Vilna, in Cracow and indeed in <
all Jewish settlements, teachers taught, historians wrote chronicles, actors organized programs even as the bitter cold, hunger
and continuous uncertainty of one's fate were a constant reminder
of a brutal, merciless world.

Of all acts of courage the story

of Jewish education in the ghettos is unique because it involved
limitless idealism, love and devotion to the most innocent of
all victims--the children.
Here is what Genia Silkes, a survivor of the Warsaw ghetto
and a teacher there, writess
Of all the legendary deeds and acts--which now, after
-

the passing of time, seem to be unbelievable--the story of
Jewi&h education' is unique.

It was continued without in-

terruption during all upheavals, deportations, pogroms and
xx

-

incessant brutal decrees and police actions.

It took place

while hiding long months in bunkers, in attics, in cellars
and even while hiding outside, on t he Aryan side in shelters
provide.d by Christians.
Teaching Jewish children took place with fervor at feeding
stations, kitchens, shelters, orphanages, etc.

Even during

the short period when the Germans did permit schools to
reopen and to teach only subjects they approved of, even
then, under the mantle of legality, subjects taught were of
Jewish content, serving Jewish interests, nurturing the
Jewish soui. 10
Schools which before the war used Polish as the language of
instruction, and were de facto public schools without any Jewish
content, stressed Jewish cultural and national values in the
ghetto.

"To sustain Jewish youth morally, to heighten Jewish

awareness, to instill a sense of national pride and faith in a
future when redanption v.ould come--these were the ideological
foundations of education under all circumstances, legal or
illegal. 1111

The school was the only refuge for the tortured

soul of the Jewish child, the kitchen the only warm place for
his meager body, and the teacher the only person in a position to
transform the harsh world into a "promised land."

10 see, "Di Bloy Vaisse Pushke Oif Groye Ghetto Vent," by
Genia Silkes, The Day-Morning Journal, New York, Friday,
June 17, 1966.
11 Ibicl.
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On August Jl, 1940 the Germans ordered the Judenrat to open
the schools.

The Judenrat established a department of education

and TOZ, known for its activit i es from before the war, took over
from CENTOS the administration of all kitchens and other facilities serving children.

At the same time the newly established

department of education proceeded with preparations to open
elementary and secondary schools.

High schools were only allowed

to offer a program of vocational and professional training.
pursuit of liberal arts or science remained outlawed.

The

It may

be mentioned that these restrictive measures regarding education
applied to the Polish population as well.
The order of August Jlst, as we saw, included trade and
professional schools.

This opened an opportunity to embrace

many teenagers who, till that time, were completely neglected
and very often demoralized.

It was hoped that now they would

be directed to constructive work by learning trades, agriculture
and other technical skills.

When soon after it became apparent

that only those engaged in productive work would be ~ared from
deportation, many sought to register for courses or work in the
shops.

Two organizations, ORT 12 and TOPOROL13 responded by

offering their expertise in the field of vocational training.
On December 1st TOPOROL started its activities.

They included,

12 0RT; Organization for Rehabilitation and Training.

13TOPOROL1 Towarsystwo Popierania Pracy Rolnej (Tova-

zshystvo popye-rania pratsy rolneY}; Society for the
Promotion of Farming.
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1.

exploiting any available land for cultivation;

2.

providing courses in gardening, farming and landscaping;

J.

training in some areas of agricultural industry.

ORT and TOPOROL had two objectives,

to provide an education

thus strengthening the Jewish child morally; and to enable its
students to become productive--a matter of life and death.
Jewish children and teenagers were engaged in the production
of vegetables, so badly needed in the ghetto, and in planting
gardens and flowers which would "beautify" the surroundings.
With the assistance of ORT and other community agencies the work
had begun.

In addition, two courses for boys and girls aged 14

were opened where they studies for nine months.

ORT had also

offered a series of courses in the chemical field and in the
production of pharmaceutical productso
field of engineering.
teachers.

Other courses were in thEr

Permission was even obtained to train

Such a course lasted in Warsaw from May to the end of

July, 1942.
During this period of time the old school organizations
like Tarbut, Yavneh, Bet-Yaacov, Mizrachi, all of them enjoying
the support of an ideologically oriented constituency, did their
utmost to provide the badly needed moral support for the child
and teenager.

In June of 1940 the activists among the nationally

oriented circ~es opened a Hebrew Gymnasium (High School),

This

was the first underground Hebrew High School formally operating
as a school and not merely as · a group of students being taught
by a teacher~

It opened in August with an enrollment of three

students; one month later it had grown to 35, students, and by
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the end of the school year it listed 72 students with a faculty
of 11 teachers "

13 teachers.

The school ultimately grew to 120 students and

The director was Professor Rundstein and among the

staff members we find the names of the now famous Emanuel
Ringelblum, the Yiddish-Hebrew poet, Yitzchak Katzenelson and
Janusz Korlzak. 14

The school was modeled after the Polish Gym-

nasium from before the wars

four classes wi½h Hebrew or Polish

as the language of instruction plus two years of lyceum, offering
courses either in humanistic studies or in natural sciences.

It

had a budget of 50,000 Polish zlotys provided by tuition fees
and community support.

The greatest number of students came

from poor homes and attended free of charge.

While .the program

included subjects such as Hebrew, Polish, Latin and either German, French or English, History, Jewish History, Bible, Physics,

1

Mathematics, Jewish Sociology and the Arts, the emphasis on
Jewish studies was the real motive of the founders in the es t ablishment of the school.
The students of this school became involved in furthering
cultural activities and adyancing Jewish awareness in the ghetto.
They, as well as their teachers, took up arms when the time came
to defend the honor of their people.
Vilna, the crown of Jewish culture and scholarship in Europe,
the Yerushalayim ~'Lita, came under German rule only two days
after the war between Germany and Russia broke out on June 22,

14 see bibliography.
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1941.

The initial "introduction" the new rulers launched did

not differ from the hundreds of other places.

On September 6th

the 40,000 Jews were enclosed in two prepared ghettos.

After

seven weeks of existence, the smaller one was liquidated.
even there a school had started to function.

But

The other one,

ghetto no. 1, existed for two years and two weeks.

In the

first year of its existence it established over 20 institutions
of learning where, without a system of compulsory education, 80%_
of the children of school age did attend school,

Underground

school units on the elementary and secondary levels were prevalent.
By the time the Judenrat was ordered to open schools, 3,000 children six to fourteen years of age registered.

Many children re-

mained outside the system for reasons similar to those prevailing
where,

they had to work, assist parents, take care of younger

siblings, smuggle or beg in the streets.
Here, as in Warsaw, the legalization of schools enabled
the teachers to introduce subjects of Jewish content in the two
national languages,
ideologysigrruiz ed

Hebrew and Yiddish.
the educational work.

The national Jewish
Jewish History and

Bible constituted a significant part of the curriculum.
Here is what a leading personality of Vilna formulated as
the principles of education,
It should fosters
1.

a feeling of national Jewish pride;

2.

love for the people's past and for its heroes/champions

of liberty (the Hasmoneans, Bar-Kochba, Massada);

J.

cognition of the present condition of Jewish communities
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ese-

and the deepening of faith in their future;

4.

_

belief in a free Jewish people in a sovereign EretzYisrael as a member of the free family of nations;

5.

love for work and liberty;

G.

a spirit of international cooperation among all
natms in the struggle for a better and more just
world;

7.

the study of Israel (not the State) as a subject by
itself;

8.

religion--non-obligatory--to be taught to children
wishing to acquire a basic knowledge of the subject. 1 5

It is interesting that in the Vilna ghetto supplementary
religious schools were established at the request of many parents.
Two Yeshivot, one elementary and one for advanced Talmudic studies ,
existed.

In all, 200 students were enrolled in the religious

schools.
As long as there was a semblance of conditions that permitted the contemplation of a future, in spite of all indications to
the contrary, parents, teachers, and community leaders did everything to prote~t the children by providing a framework for their
physical and moral growth.

All these efforts were made while

the reign of terror and death prevailed.

Hunger, starvation,

executions, deportations of individuals and groups was the daily

1 5Yerushalayim d'Lita, in Kamf un Umkum, chapt. "Shulvezn"
(The School System), ibid. (See bibliography.)
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bread of ghetto dwellers.

One never knew whether he would re-

turn home if he ventured out into the street.

Especially tragic

was the lot of orphans whose numbers grew from day to day.

In

spite of the enemy, teachers prepared courses of study, lesson
plans,and extracurricular a ctivities; a nd they cared for the proper
functioning of the schools.
In 1941, "The Month for the Jewish Child" was proclaimed in
Warsaw.

With the cooperation of many civic and community organi-

zations, a million zlotys were raised.
Lag

Ba.Omer--May Sth--1942 was designated "Day of the Child"

which was elaborately celebrated wherever children dwelt together.

A few excerpts from the program-guide developed by

CENTOS are in order: 16
1.

The "Day of the Child"--Lag

BaOmer--ought to generate

a spirit of celebration and exultation, symbolized
even by the display of symbolic greens; 17
2.

Programs:

entertainment, dramatic presentations in

all institutions such as shelters, orphanages, kitchens, day care centers, clubs and stations for refugee
children, and hospitals (over 100 places);
3.

All places provided for by CENTOS ought to be appropriately decorated displaying childrens' creations,
works and posters;

· 16warsaw Collection, file #49/4, YIVO Archives, New York City.
17 rtalics 5. G. Obviously there was little vegetation
in the ghetto.
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4.

Each child is to receive a flower (made of paper} and,
if possible, a flag or pin;

5.

On the "Day of the Child" a special holiday dinner
should be served, with additional rations and sweets to
be provided for each child;

6.

Prior to, and on that day, all children-beggars should
be removed from the streets and assembled in the
quarantine house and other "first aid" stations.

On May 20, which was a Saturday, a grand performance,
"Children for Adults" took place.
choir and dramatizations.

The program included dances, a

Dr. A. Berman and Mr. Geffner extended

greetings.
Let us return for a while to the Vilva ghetto.
unusually high quest for learning prevailed."

There, "an

This quest did

not come from a conviction that one would survive, hence it was
the best way of utilizing available time.

3o; the majority used

study as the only humanizing factor in the escape from reality. 18
To meet the needs of the working youth, clubs were organized
which functioned as self-governing units assisted only by specialists.

Numerous sectio~s covered a wide range of interests, such

as history, mathematics, physics, world literature or Yiddish
and Hebrew literature.

In Dece~ber 1942 the History Club or-

ganized a mock public trial of Herod.

On January 7, 1943, on

l8Mira Berger, "Di Lern un Dertsiungs--Anshtalten in der
Vilner Ghetto," Dertsiungs Entsiklopedie, Vol. II, New
York, 1959, p. 204.
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the occasion of opening its new quarters the club staged a
childrens' opera, a Sholem Aleichem dramatization, two choral
recitations and dances.

This program was presented to children

and adults and was repeated six times. 19

Other programs in-

cluded a Tschernihowsky evening, as well as another mock trial,
this time of Josephus Flavius.

The Yiddish circle under the

leadership and guidance of the well-known Vilna poet Abraham
Sutzkever organized a literary program in honor of Yehoash 20
and on that occasion dedicated a Yehoash
open for two weeks.

exhibit which remained

As late as March 12th, 194J a Sutzkever

program was tendered in honor of the poet by the organization
of teachers, at which time the honoree read his latest poem
"Kol Nidrey."

The picture of the cultural activities would remain incomplete without mentioning the Vilva Jewish libraries.

Of its

collection of 45,000 volumes in all European languages, the
library lost about 20% in the first few weeks of the Nazi occupation.

The library was reorganized and reopened for the public.

1,500 members, most of them youths, registered as subscribers.
This is what Mira Berger reports a
Remarkably, after each action (deportation) the lines
in front of the library grew bigger.

19 Italics

s.

The library served

G.

20Yehoash;
"'
pseudenymn of Yehoash Solomon Bloangarden (1872-

1917), Yiddish poet and Bible translator.
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over JOO readers daily, most of them children.

In the

first year of its existence the library exchanged ' 88,697
books.

The library offered a resting place physically and

spiritually to its visitors.
week, eleven hours daily.

It was open seven days a

Usually books were exchanged

at a temperature of below zero.

Only seldom were the

doors closed because of the cold. 21
This, then, was a struggle for the retention and preservation
of the human spirit.
We know now that all this was of no avail • • • • The evergrowing Hurban Literature 22 records atrocities beyond human
imagination perpetrated upon the tortured body of the house of
Israel on the European continent.

We have concentrated on

Warsaw and Vilna because of their prominence.

However, the sam1

and even greater brutalities were perpetrated in Lublin, Cracow,
Tschenstochova (Czestochowa) and hundreds of towns and villages.
Any writer or researcher must be stirred to his deepest
emotions when he confronts the cynicism and perfidy which the
German Reich carefully devised in carrying out the extermination
I

of children.

The cover-up methods used seemed almost like acts

of mercy (a cherished value of Western civilization).

One

21 Mira Berger, "Di Lern un Dertsiungs--Anshtalten in der

Vilner Ghetto," Dertsiungs Entsiklopedie, Vol II, New
York, 1959, p. 204.
22

Reference to the literature on the Holocaust.
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becomes so deeply embarrassed by belonging to the Family of Man
that any human endeavor, or for that matter, recording thi~ chapter, seems to be fruitless.
In their eye-witness testimony, two Jews from Tschenstochova,
Poland states
One morning Digenhardt came and ordered the Jew Glaster
(in charge of supplies by the Judenrat) to appear before
him.

He pulled out his revolver and threatened to kill

him if "the poor Jewish children will continue to be so
poorly fed."

"Is it the fault of small children that a war,

a plague of God, ravages?"

When Glaster answered that he

had no supplies, the German gave him the right to some.
He ordered Glaster to be supplied with additional rations
of milk and eggs for the children.

A few days later Digen-

1

hardt again appeared and said "if he were sure to locate a
few women who would take good care of the children, he would
release them from other work so that they could devote themselves exclusively to the children."

Special quarters

were assigned for the over 100 children on Kozshe St.

He

used to come daily, pat the children on their heads and give
them gifts.

Suddenly in December 1942 on a very frosty day,

Digenhardt appeared in the children's home and ordered the
police to deliver them to police headquarters.

Seeing that

many registered children were missing he ordered the Judenrat
to deliver them within two hours, otherwise they would be
executed.

The children were delivered.

them by throwing them on the trucks.
xxxi

The Germans loaded

Before the departure

...

'.

the children were undressed.
before they were killed.

Many of them froze to death

Digenhardt witnessed the scene,

his face expressing full satisfaction with the successful
execution of his plan. 23
August 17, 194J was the day when the uprising in the ghetto
of Bialystok was liquidated.
The Gestapo announced that all children between 6-10 years
of age would be removed from the place of selection and sheltered
in a house.

Rumors were spread that the children would eventually

be transported to Switzerland where they would be exchanged for
German POWs--two children for one German soldier.

To give cre-

dence to this announcement three families in possession of foreign
passports were attached to the children.

Following is an ex-

cerpt from the description of this day by Chana Bubiaks
Many parents believed that their children were destined
to be rescued and voluntarily enlisted them.

Many pushed

their children into the "lucky group" though they were
either younger than six or older than ten.

Many parents

gave their children addresses of their relatives abroad.
But there were parents who refused to give up their children.
The Nazis tore them from their hands and thus assembled
1200 children.

A supervisory staff of 40 was assigned,

among them educators, supervisors, even a doctor.

Only

23 "B. Rand, Testimony; Abraham Izbi tzky, Testimony." Tschenstochoyer Yidn, (Jews of Czestochowa, Poland), New York,
1947, PP• 201-212,
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two of the teachers survived, the only ones of the entire
group, and from them this account was recorded.

They are

Wolkenberg and Sprung-Lefkowitz. 24
The following is another account of the tragic end of a
once gloriDus center of Jewish cultural and religious life, Lublin,
famous for its yeshivah "Yeshivas Hahmey Lublin."

As a result of

the systematic concentration of the Jewish population in bigger
cities, Lublin, which before the war numbered about 37,000 Jews,
became in 1941 the site for close to J00,000 Jews who lived in
its vicinity; of that number there were 10,000 children.

After

the deportations in 1941 the number of helpless orphaned children grew as did the hunger and starvation.

Professor Nachman

Korn gives this vivid picture about the unfortunate children
theres
Children started !mocking on doorso

There no longer

was a question of education, but simply of giving them
food to save them from death

by

starvation.

One saw many

horrible pictures of children's desolation and pain in
the narrow streets of the Lublin ghetto.

As the autumn

of 1941 progressed, during the cold rainy season, children,
bare-footed, wrapped in rags, languishing, would stretch
out their swollen hands begging for bread.

24 chanah Bubiak, "Der Goyrl fun di Bialistoker Kinder funeni
Geyrush in August 1943" (Fate of Bialystok's children on
the day of deportation in August 1943), Bleter Far
Geshichte B'4, Book J, July-September, 1953.
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During the continuing exterminations of March-April 1942,
10,000 children of the Lublin ghetto and among them the 100
'

children of the orphanage were gunned down in Kalinowszczyzna
in the vicinity of Lublin. 25
In Warsaw amidst the heightened and intensified efforts on
behalf of the children, the ax of the executioner fell.

The

beginning of the end, "the final solution," had arrived there
as well.

A visual symbol of that incredible bestiality is the

now famous picture of the Jewish boy in the Warsaw ghetto, his
hands up, his face and eyes expressing a chilling fear, and a
German soldier turning his bayonet at him.
I

The deportations and extermination actions lasted two months.
During that period 9o,g of the Jewish population was murdered.

It

is estimated that between 330,000 and 340,000 people perished,
among them 90,000 children.
The first victims were the childreno

Under the pretext of

removing undesirable elements, all children on the streets, in
shelters an~ orphanages, or those on their way to public kitchens
were caught and led away to their deaths.
ghetto was indescribable.

The panic in the

The entire fabric of life collapsed

and all welfare agencies were totally unable to protect their
childr~n.

Indeed, children in institutions became easy prey for

the Germans in their program of making the ghetto "Kinder rein."

2 5Nachman

Korn, "Dertsiungs Problemen un Kinder Elnt in
Ghetto" (Problems of Education and Children's Loneliness
in the Ghetto), Dos Buch fun Lublin (The - Book of Lublin),

Paris, 1952, P• 503.
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CENTOS' attempts to send children to families was of no avail
because most of them were already orphans.

Nothing helped.

This

became apparent when the institution of the tragically famed
Janusz Korczak was not spared.

Korczak himself, a little babe

in his arms, insisted on going with "his children," not wanting
to take advantage of the offer to stay back.
In the Fall of 1942, the remnants in the ghettos had no
illusions about the ultimate aim

of the Germans.

Those who

remained were granted "the right to live" and again were assured that
there wouldn't be any more deportations.

In Warsaw, according

to Nachman Blumentha1 26 there remained about J0,000 Jews who were
employed in workshops and factories, and another 25,000 "wild
ones," i.e., those whohad escaped deportation.

Between 6:00 A.M.

and 6100 P.M. a curfew was imposed and nobody was to be seen
in the streets.
Feverish plans to rescue the children were now in the minds
of everyone.

Contacts with the underground were established.

Dr. Adolf Berman, former director of CENTOS was now on the Aryan
side himself.

I

The cooperation of Polish individuals and insti-

tutions was sought to rescue as many children as possible.

A

"Council for the Rescue of Jews" was formed and within this
framework attempts to accommodate children on the Aryan side
were made.

Dr. Eva Rubitska, in charge of social services for
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children in the Polish part of Warsaw, was very helpful ever
since the occupation had begun.

Some children found refuge in

institutions, m~nasteries and orphanages.

Others who escaped

the ghetto and "lived" there were hunted by the Polish police
and their accomplices and thrown back into the ghetto.

Most of

these unfortunate children were beyond rescue, swollen from hunger, sick with open wounds, terrified.

They were usually

rounded up and delivered to the Umschlagplatz 27 for deportation.
The ghetto, now reduced to an area of about twelve streets,
started to prepare for armed resistance.

Underground bunkers

and shelters were built, food stored and arms either scught or
produced.

The "leaders" of Z .o .B., 28 many of them in their teens

and coming from the ranks of National or Zionist youth movements,
became a serious factor in the affairs of the ghetto.

When

the hour struck they rose in defense of their human dignity in
an uneven confrontation, knowtng well that theirs was not a
fight for their own lives.
The heroism of children and youths, both on the battlefield
as well as in meeting the challenges of everyday life in the
ghettos is a legacy of the invincibility of the human spirit
over tyranny.

27 A collecting point in the ghettos for deportation, usually
near a railroad siding.

·

28 Zydows~a Organizacja Bojowa (Zshydovska Organizatsya
Boyova. The Polish name for the Jewish Fighting
Organization in the Warsaw ghetto.
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Remarkably, a young Jewish girl from the Netherlands, Anne
Frank, 2 9 will for all times remain a source of inspiration for
everything that is noble in life.

Another young Dutch-Jewish

child, Moshe Flinker, 30 recorded his inner thoughts in a diary
written in Hebrew.

These two young ma r t yrs may well symbolize

the same "faith and fate" of all Jews.
While Anne Frank came from an assimilated environment,
Moshe Flinker was a devout young Jew.

One wrote in the

language of her birthplace and adopted home; the other in
the age-old language of his people--Hebrew.

The one recorded

what man had made of man, the personal details of the
cramped, circumscribed human circle in which she moved;
the other, the relations between Israel and its God.

The

one saw catastrophe, the other redemption. 31
In contrast to them, who, comparatively speaking, lived in
good circumstances, let us hear the voices of two youngsters in
the Warsaw ghetto who joined the underground and worked closely
with Dr. Emanuel Ringelblum, the historian of the Warsaw ghetto.
Both of them, Nahum Grzywacz {Gszy-vatsh), and David Graber,
children of the poor working classes, buried their entries and
"Last Wills" in the summer of 1942.

They were found at the

29 Anne Franks The Diary of a Young Girl, Pocket Books,
New York, 1953.
30 Young Moshe's Diary, Yad Vashem and the Board of Jewish
Education, New York & Jerusalem, 1971.
31Aryeh Newman, "Moshe Flinker--Anne Frank's "Double" with
a Difference," ibid, cover.
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same time as the Ringelblum archives.

Indeed, their work was

to safeguard Ringelblum's chronicles and bury them for posterity.
Though they did not become "famous," and theirs was a life of
struggle and self-sacrifice, it is important to hear their voices,
On July JO, 1942 [ciuring the mass deportations, S.

G.J

Nahum

writes,
I was one of those who buried the treasure containing
the pain of the Jewish people in the Hitler-land area.
During the days of mass executions I have hidden and
buried these materials so that you might lmow about the
Hitler tyranny.
My Last Wills

I am writing my last will.
comrades.

We lost contact with our

In the midst of our work we were separated.

I,

the teacher Lichtenstein, and Graber decided that times
like these have to be recorded and we have started doing
so, last night because we v.eren't sure that we would live
till today, August J, 1942, ten after 21JO.
writing.

I have finished

We don't want to stay alive for our own sake, but

only in order to alarm the world.
Our goal is to sabotage "quietly" the German front.

Our

work was minimal considering that we are within the ghetto
walls.

But the knowledge that we are not merely waiting

for Messiah, but getting ready for the armed struggle
with the enemy, fills us with joy.
encouraged us.

The military exercises

Happy is the one who is accepted in the

organization.
xxxviii

On pages

JO-JJ we read,

Whatever we could not sa:y aloud to the world we have
buried in the ground • • • •
I don't expect any thanks.
for that.

I have not given of myself

I would like to be alive when this treasure will

be unearthed one day and its message made known to the
entire world.

For those who have not gone through our

experience we should appear as decorated veterans.

We

should be the fathers, the teachers of the future, the
grandpas who tell their grandchildren the stories of vietories and defeats, of life and destruction.

0

0

0

We will, however, certainly not live that day, and therefore I am writing my last will.
good hands.

May this treasure fall in

May it alarm the world and tell what happened

in the Twentieth Century.

Our last wish is that after its

publication, this archive should find its permanent pl ace
in a museum in a liberated, independent Eretz Yisrael.
Then we shall rest in peace--liberated.

Now we can die,

we have done our share, we finished our mission.

May

history pronounce its verdict.
David Graber3 2
After the uprising of the Warsaw ghetto we find in the
underground paper, "The Voice From Abyss," published in 1944 by
the

Council to Rescue Jews, on the Aryan side the following notes

32 Jewish Historical Archives, Warsaw, No. 1720.
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There are almost no Jewish children left in Poland.
The Germans killed 99% of ttan.

Those to be found alive

live in hiding to avoid the eyes of the hunters.

Those

who are discovered are killed instantly. 33
From now on the Jewish child becomes the most hunted, the
most wanted enemy of the Third Reich.

Whatever existence there

was left for Jewish children throughout Nazi-occupied Europe
could be described as one in which they had to be capable of
functioning in an atmosphere of incessant fear.
self- immolation,

erasing ones own identity.

It required
Even those whose

physical features and command of the Polish language were in
their favor to pose as gentiles had a difficult task of internalizing Christian usages·, responses and skills.

It ought to

be remembered that Jews in Eastern Europe constituted a distinct
culture and religion.

t

Under stress it was easy to elicit res-

ponses which would unmask their true identity.
A crypto-Jew could betray himself with a Jewish turn of

phrase, an ignorance of more complicated Polish customs
and mores, a different way of caring for or caressing his
child, an unwillingness to join in anti-Semitic conversations,
lack of friends and relatives, too much money, etc.

All

. many ins
. t ances d.id, unmask a J ew. 34
h . could , and in
tis

33nertsiungs Entsiklopedie, Vol. I, p. 114. ·
34Eva. Mahler, "The Fate of Jewish Children During the

Holocaust," Yad vawiem Bulletin, No. 15, Jerusalem,
August, 1964. P• W.
xl

One is at a loss trying to select excerpts from a book
based on hundreds of children's autobiographies and over sixty
interviews with people who survived the war as 1 children, and
later settled in Israel.
Giselle M. {at present a dancer in the Israeli opera)
was only five when her desperate parents decided to send
her and her eight-year-old brother to the "Aryan" side.
Giselle refused to go.

She clung desperately to her mother,

holding onto her dress, clutching her hands, and kissing
her endlessly.

Taken out of the room, the little girl

grabbed the door handle, kissing it as passionately as she
had kissed her mother before.

The door handle represented

home for her • • • •
Meta Wrobel was 12 when, in the confusion and panic of
a night action, she became separated from her parents and
brothers in a field.

"I remained all alone in the world,"

recalls Meta, "in the dark of the night.

And I did not

lmow where to go • • • I crawled into the bushes and stayed
there holding my breath • • • Then some shooting started.
A woman with a baby at her breast was killed not far from
me.

I thought in my fright and misery,

my mother is still alive.

'God only knows if

I haven't any place to go

0

O

0

there's only shooting and screaming all arctrd • • • I have ,
nothing to eat • • • and there isn't anybody to say a
word to .• • • "

Her parents and four of her six brothers had been killed.
Meta, hiding with one of the remaining brothers, survived by

xli

a sheer miracle.

Again alone in the bushes, she brooded:

"My brother is no longer alive •

. . My mother

is no longer

'
alive, and my father and my four big brothers
are dead too.
For whom shall I live?

There's nothing to eat • • • Why

stay alone in such cold in the bushes?

I will go and give

myself up to the Germans • • • .. 35
The girl, Lea K. tells her story in a broad dramatic
outlines
From that day on our real experiences began.

Each

passing day was full of miracles.

We stayed in that hospital,

and then moved to another ghetto.

Then we were once more

driven to the pits to be shot, and escaped.
father's friend, a Gentile.

We came to my

He kept us for a few months

• • • When the Gentile had to flee for his life, we ran
away too.
My mother was blond, looked "Aryan," and spoke good Polish
• • • Nobody suspected that we were Jews.

We wandered from

one village to another, from town to town.
sweaters and socks, sewed and begged •

•

Mother made

0

I

We were nearing the front line.
and never heard of them.

We never met any Jews,

Many a time on a cold night some-

where in the woods, hungry arrl cold, I would huddle close to
my mother and beg hers

'Mommy, I am afraid, talk to me. • •

Tell me how you will take me to Eretz (Israel).'

And my

mother would tell me how the whole world would welcome

35Ibid, P• 49.
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the remaining Jews, and we would go to Eretz, and I wouldlearn Hebrew together with other Jewish children • • •
Tramping around became more difficult from day to d ,y.
We could have fallen into German hands at any moment.
we had to hide during the day.
anything to eat.

But then we did not have

Mother was very weak.

that we would survive.

She begged mes

to the pond and drown ourselves.
I cried and pleaded,

So

She did not believe
'Leyele, let's go

Let's end our misery.'

'Hold on, Mommy.

For my sake, hold on.

I won't ever again tell you that I am hungry.

But don't

take me to the pond • • • ,36
In the Aftermath
Over a million Jewish children under

15 years of age perished
\

in Nazi-dominated Europe.37
Superhuman efforts were made to save the children.

Jew-

ish fathers and mothers willingly sacrificed their lives
in order to rescue them.

Small children were hidden for

months and years by Jewish parents and other inmates of
concentration and labor camps, and some of them have lived
to see the moment of their liberation.

During the deporta-

tion wave of Jews from France to the East, when the deportation of orphaned children was ordered halted, Jewish

36 Ibid, P• 50.

3711 Jewish Children in Liberated Areas," Joint Distribution
Committee Research Department Reports, no. 1, January,
1946, p. 1.
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mothers and fathers often committed suicide in order to
assure the status of orphans to their children.

Jewish

youth and underground groups, under the risk of their own
lives, were active and instrumental in rescuing hundreds
and thousands of Jewish children.

Jews gave away the last

remnants of the property to non-Jewish families which accepted the care of Jewish children.
In some countries the merciful help of parts of the nonJewish population was very instrumental in the rescue work.
In France, Belgium and Holland the help of the underground
movement and of the clergy was of great value.

Monasteries,

convents and Catholic schools, closed to the Gestapo searchings,
became places of refuge and hiding for Jewish children.
Chased and hunted by the millions of butchers in Axis
Europe, abandoned by the civilized, democratic world, it
was little short of miraculous that some children were
rescued. 38
After the war, the number of those saved was relatively
small.

The total of surviving Jewish children in liberated

Europe, outside the USSR was 150,000. 39
The major responsibility of Jewish aid societies and rescue
organizations was to safeguard the return of surviving Jewish
children to their parents, relatives or to the Jewish community.

38 zorach Warhaftig, "Uprooted," ibid. p. 119.
39 see note 36, ibid, p. 2.
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The European Jewish communities, devastated and shattered, were
in no position to undertake this mission a~d even less to provide the organizational structure for that operation:

very

often these matters became entangled in international political
and legal maneuvering contingent on pending· legislation or the
whims of local officials.

In an address before the Committee

for Human Rights of the UN on June 9, 1949, at Lake Success,
entitled "The Jewish People Demands the Return of its Children,"
Dr. Isaac Lewin pleadedz

"Children whose parents pe rished in a

war or another catastrophe must be reared in the religion of
their pq.rents ... 4 o
While many Jewish children were rescued from physical destruction, the danger of spiritual or religious destruction hovered
over many others.

Some Christian individuals and institutions, \

often convinced of the virtue of bringing "salvation" to their
charges, simply refused to release Jewish children.

Not infre-

quently they demanded either a ransom or reward for their protection and care.

A Jewish child rescued by a convent in France

whose aunt from Israel ~emanded his return was abducted by a
devout nun to Spain in order to escape the French police.

The

case dramatized the tragedy of many Jewish children in the postwar period.
In Warsaw, for instance, 91 Jewish girls out of JOO rescued
frqm the destroyed ghetto are known to have been baptized by the

40 Dr. Isaac Lewin, "After the Destruction," Research Institute for Post-War Problems of Religious Jewry, New
York, 1950, p. 287.
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Christian educators.

More, they

were

poisoned with anti-

Semitism and when reclaimed by their rescued par (in ts, refused to
•

return to "-t he Jews. 1141

There are even some journalists who justify, this cruel
climax to the. terrible tragedy of the Jewish child in Nazidominated Europe.

In an article published in Liberation of

December JO, 1944, under the title "Les vivants meme sont
morts," Alexis Danan wrote,
" • • • The real truth, which everybody knows, particularly those who had to do with the rescue of Jewish children from the Hitlerist heli is

that the rescued children

do not wish in reality to find their mothers.

On the con-

trary, deep in their hearts, is their wish that they need
never return. • •
"You who are living--if you still exist somewhere in a
concentration camp in Poland or in Czechoslovakia!

Out of

love for your children, let your children enjoy life where
they are, for if not, they will carry hatred against you
because of your return.
"But your benevolence can be counted upon--you will
not return. • •
"The children do not want to know you any more.
"If you are not yet dead, your children have died for
you• .,42
41

;,
Jewish Morning Journal (Yiddish), February 2, 1945.

4211 Uprooted," ibid, p. 12J.
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Certain measures, though quite insufficient, were undertaken to ensure the return of Jewish war orphans to a Jewish environment,

In Holland an Order in Council of Au~st 13, 1945

established a War Orphans Committee with whom the compulsory
registration of all infants and war orphans had to be made by
persons executing actual supervision over them.
In Belgium, in a concrete case, the Vice President of the
Civil Court in Brussels ruled that Jewish war orphans should be
returned by their present foster parents to their traditional
Jewish environment. 4 3
In France the Jewish Maquis succeeded both in collecting
many Jewish children from non-Jewish homes and in passing them
to Jewish institutions.
The Chief Rabbi of Palestine, Dr. I. Hertzog, took an exten-

\

sive trip through Europe to obtain the orphans' transfers from
non-Jewish homes to Jewish environments.
In Poland and Hungary the situation was much simpler.

There

Jewish war orphans were ransomed by reimbursement of the foster
parents' expenses in rearing the children during the war, or
upon payment of a reward which at times was excessive.

Many

hundreds were ransomed in this way, mainly by the Jewish religious
com.muni·t·ies. 44
Finding a permanent home for these children was the crux of

43 Premiere Chambre

No, 30537, September 24, 1945; Le Penple
(Brussels), December 4, 1945.

44Jewish Morning Journal, October 13, 1945.
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the matter.

The psychological and educational aspects of the

situation and the prospects for the children's future remained
dark in the countries where the children had li~d thrrugn so many
horrors, and the death of their dearest ones.
Children and adults, broken in heart and body realized the
depth of their tragedy when the most terrible war in history
came to an end.

They realized what the Heavens had decreed.

The following is one survivor's reactions
God in His mercy accepted the sacrifice of the Bundist
and the Zionist alike!

The youngsters of the Hashomer

Hatzair, like the yeshivah bochurim, lie under the same
canopy.

Where in the world will Jewish mothers rock their

babes to sleep singing "Rozhinkes mit Mandlen" or "Toyre iz
di beste skhoyre?"

Jewish towns and villages--desolate and \

empty--with death hovering above--no voices of children
learning by rote in the Kheder, no charming faces of Jewish
girls looking through the windows.

All have been decimated by the murderer's sword--believers
and secularists alike!

Gone is Vilna.

Warsaw has disappeared.

Lublin has vanished--deserted streets, vacant houses of
prayer and learning, devastated cemeteries. 4 5
A nation of mourners cried in despair and bitterness.

A feel-

ing of guilt engulfed not only those who were outside of the war-

4511 Message of a Survivor," Shlomo Goldman, The Principal,
Bo~d of Jewish Education, New York. Vol. XXII, No. 8,
April, 1977.
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zone but also those who survived.

On the part of the latter it

was the death of the children that tormented their souls.
is reflected in the vast Khurb~n literature.

.

This

. .
The most stirring

pages were those devoted to the martyrdom of the Jewish child.
The writer has selected three poems-dirges on the death of
Jewish children written in four corners of the world to illustrate the universally shared feeling of despair of the House of
Israei. 46

Based on Chaim Nachman Bialik's "Unter di Grininke

Beymelekh, .. 47 J. Papernikow writes a dirge, "Moyshe 'lech
Shloyme'lech. 1148
No longer do they play under the trees and in the bushes.
Moyshe'lech and Shloime'lech, Sara-lach and Lea'lach, the
sound of their laughter has been silenced.
Israel in Poland has lost its children.

The House of

Only here and

there do lonely children who survived still hide in holes,
cowering, crazed by terror, with the fear of death in their
eyes.
In Palestine Nathan Alterman, in a stirring poem, "From

46 The texts of the poems in Yiddish and Hebrew as well
as the translations or transliterations are found in
the appendix section, pp.

47 chaim Nachman Bialik, "Songs and Poems," I. J. Schwartz,

__ 1935, p. 140.

4 8itecord published by World Federation of the Bergen-Belsen
Associations.•
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all Peoples, 1149 cries out to Heaven,
When our children cried in the shadow
•

of the gallows,
We never heard the world's anger;

For Thou didst choose us from all peoples,
Thou didst love us and favor us.
And in New York a son of Warsaw, Aaron Zeitlin, the son of
the saintly Hillel Zeitlin, who met his Maker in the Warsaw
ghetto, quietly prays and whispers,5°
Kopele, where is your little head?
Where the spark of your eyes?
Where is your little hand, Yentele?
Your little foot, Feygle?
Names--only they remained,
Dvoytele--Dvoshele--Khayele.
Shmerele--Perele--Serele.
Shimele--Shiyele--Shayele.

49
Translated by Simon Halkin in "A Treasury of Jewish Poetry,"
ed. Nathan and Maryam Ausubel, New York, 1957. P. 157.
50Aaron Zeitlin, "A Kholem fun noch Maidanek," Part IV,
in Lider fun Khurbn un Lider fun gloybn, Vol. 1, pp. 9394. Copyright 1967 by Aaron Zeitlin and reprinte ci' with
his permission in Night Words, a Midrash on the Holocaust,
compiled by David Raskies. B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation,
Washington, D.C., 1971.
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Dr. Mark Dworzecky, a son of Vilna--the "Yerushalayim of
Lithuania"--who dedicated his life to the children of the ghetto,
left us this most stirring summons, written in a-Biblical verses 51
Remember Israel's Catastrophe;
And should you lead your child unto. the bridal canopy,
Lift high the memory of Jewish children, who never will
be led unto it,
And for those whose souls no Kaddish will ever be said.
And let them be Onel

the perished and the living

he who was torn away and he who was sp 0 red;
he who departed, and that who remain.
The survivors--the Sheerit Hapletah 51 as it will be shown
in Chapter II, represented a group of people between ages 20 and

45 almost completely without elders or children.

The fate of

the children during the dark night of the Nazi period and the
struggle for their redemption after the war made them singly
and collectively the most precious possession of the liberated
Jews.

While education has always occupied a high place among

Jews, for its intrinsic values, it became a high priority
among the Sheerit Hapletah.
The introduction, while concentrating on the fate of the
I

past will help the reader to appreciate the role of education

51 see Footnote no. 14.
52 Term denoting the surviving remnants of the Holocaust
dtll,'"ing the Second World War.
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in the camps in the restoration of a new faith.
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PART I
THE EMERGENCE OF A NEW JEWISH COMMUNITY

2

I.

THE SURVIVORS:

THE SHE'ERIT HAPLETAH

At the end of World War II in the Spring of 1945 the
majority of Jews under the Nazis were scattered throughout
the territories of the defeated Third Reich.

Some of them

were liberated by the Russians advancing from the East, the ,
others by the Americans and British advancing from the North
and South.

Among an estimated 10,422,000 non-German people

then in Germany, exclusive of the Allied armies, there were
only 75,000 Jews, 1 most of them inmates of concentration
camps and a few thousand who emerged from hiding.

Almost

all of them, unlike other nationals and ethnics, felt that
he or she was a last survivor, a remnant.

Indeed, they

were collectively and individually remnants of wiped out
Jewish communities throughout Europe and surely the only
survivors of their immediate or extended families.

Of the

3.3 million Jews who once populated Poland (1937) , 2 for
example, only 7,000 we~e found there at the time of its
liberation.

1 Malcolm J. Proudfoot, European Refugees, (New York:
MacMillan, 1957) pp. 189, 306. - He acknowledges that
his is no more than an intelligent guess. The reader
should bear in mind that this may be true of other
statistical data as well.
2Alge~eine Entziklopedie: Yidn, Association Simon
Dubnow, Paris, 1939, p. 312.
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This consciousness contributed immensely to the coinage
of a collective name for all Jewish survivors, "Sheerit
~apletah"

(Spared Remnant).

While the international status

of this collective body was officially to be known as DP.s, 3
the Hebrew name expressed more accurately their self-perception and that of Jewish communities throughout the world.
Many writers on the subject admit that among the many millions of DPs, Jews represented a unique group.
they belonged to but one category:

Unlike others,

the Jews had been in-

mates of concentration camps and their ultimate destiny
had beeri death.

This was not true of some other elements.

It ought to be remembered that the multitudes of other
nationals belonged to various categories other than concentration camp inmates, for example, as slave laborers in
private German enterprises.

Some of them had volunteered

to work in Germany, or had gone there as Volks-deutsche, 4
or as Nazi collaborators who retreated together with the
German armies because they felt safer in Germany than in
their original homes.
It was the policy of the victorious powers to repatriate

3 In November, 1943, the UNRRA (UN Relief and Rehabilitation Administration) coined the term "DP." It was
to define "persons who had been- forcibly removed by
the Germans and their tools to localities other then
their regular place of residence."
(The Jewish Displaced Persons Problem, by Kurt R. Grossman, p. 10),
New York World Jewish Congress, 1951.
4

The term denotes people of conquered (occupied) territories who claimed German ancestry.

'
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the majority, if not all of the liberated people, to their
homelands as speedily as possible.
Jews had a homeland.

Indeed, most of the non-

Most of them could return to their

communities and families.

But except for a few thousand Jews

from the West who sought repatriation, the majority, East
European Jews, knew that there was no country, no community
and, most tragic of all, no family to return to.

Unique

even in this tragic chapter of Jewish history were the experiences of these lonely individuals when they were suddenly confronted with an unexpected liberation. 5

They

sensed that nobody belonged to them and they to nobody.
None of the other nationals would return to towns and villages completely emptied, or to homes occupied by strangers
who would greet them with hostility, express bewilderment
at their survival, and refuse to return their properties.
The literature on the Holocaust is full of such recorded
experiences.

In most cases, the burned out synagogues and

desecrated cemeteries bore the only testimony of a once
existing Jewish community.
Mr. William Bein, JDC Director, Poland, addressing a
staff meeting in Paris on February 28, 1948, stated:

"Here

when I look out of the window I see houses, trees, automobiles and people in the streets.

When I look out of my

window in Warsaw I see only ruins.

I have become so

5 The writer was himself liberated by the Seventh
American Army on April 30, 1945, in the vicinity of
Munich.

5

accustomed to that sight in Poland that it would be unusual to see something else.

Every Jew looking out of his

mental window sees a graveyard, a cemetery, ruins." 6
At this point it will be helpful to summarize for the
reader the repartiation policies of the Allied armies in
order to understand in how many ways the situation of the
liberated Jews differed from that of all others.

Ironically

the Jews were affected by these policies the same was as
some Nazi collaborators, though for different reasons.
The United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration(UNRRA), established in 1943, was to provide administrative, medical and welfare teams to work with the DPs.

Under

the agreements signed with SHAEF (Supreme Headquarters Allied
Expeditionary Forces) UNRRA was to function only when "called
forward" by the armies and be subject to military regulations.

Political realities required the inclusion of cate-

gories such as "stateless," "refugee" and "persecutee" in
the roster of those to be granted DP status.

Of the above

the first applied to many
Jews and non-Jews, the second
'
to people dislocated within the boundaries of ones own homeland.

The third category was of crucial importance to

German Jews who, having been persecuted by the Nazis for
reasons of race, religion or political opinions, would not

6AJDC Bulletin No. 24, Paris, ~arch 8, 1948, pp.
209 (italics S. G.).
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be regarded as enemies and thus be granted equal status
with other DPs.

A most significant clause in the agree-

ment between SHAEF and UNRRA guaranteed the right of any
one DP, except war criminals and Soviet citizens, not to
be repatriated against his will.

While the majority of

the DPs were eager to return home and were expeditiously
repatriated, others, either because of fear not to be prosecuted or for ideological reasons, refused to return.
Paradoxically, Jews found themselves, among others, surrounded in DP camps by Ukranians or Lithuanians who had
murdered Jews in the ghettos and were fearful to return to
Soviet occupied territories.

Thus the status of DP pro-

vided equal protec tion to the Nazi collaborator and to his
victim.

For the liberated Jew this was an intolerable

situation.
the Jew.

The term DP had a different, unique meaning to
His refusal to return to the country of his ori-

gin was rooted in his unique Jewish experience as a Jew
and not as a Pole, German or Czech.

The immediate past

experience of the Jewish survivors demanded solutions
reflective of Jewish national aspirations.

Even non-Zionists

among them sensed that, and expected their liberators, the
Allies, to grant them their wishes.

On the local scene

these yearnings contributed to the establishment of exclusive Jewish DP camps of which we shall speak in greater
detail later.

This study is not intended as a history of the Sheerit
Hapletah.

It concerns itself with the educational system

7

which the Sheerit

Hapletah established in Germany after

liberation in 1945 and which continued during a p eriod of
five years in the DP camps and local communites.
In order to understand this unique phenomenon we m~st
provide a few insights into the psyche of the liberated
Nazi victims.

Uprooted and lonely, emerging from the Nazi

hell where human life had no value, the victims should have
been devoid of any sense of tragedy (reducing human beings
to this level of "existence" was the Nazis' goal).

More-

over, the absence of a social structure would probably have
justified their turning to violence and lawlessness, at
least at the time of liberation.

It is to the credit of

the survivors that they were instead obsessed by a fierce
desire to build all over again and "to tell their story."
Underlying these desires must have been a conviction which
affirms life, and a deeply rooted faith that the world would
want to know what had happened inside the German Reich
during the War.

Each survivor felt that there was a purpose

to his survival extending far beyond ones own physical
existence.

Whether this was to "tell the story," to per-

petuate one's family, community or an entire people, varied
with each individual.

Perhaps it was all of the above plus

a belief that the Allies would punish the Germans and establish a new order.

But regardless of the motive, there was

a sense of mission to survive, and it was shared by all.
In his introduction to The Jewish DP Problem, Kurt
R. Grossman's book, Abrahams. Hyman, Major, Office of

'

8

Advisor on Jewish Affairs to the Commander in Chief of
United States Forces in Germany, writin g about the Sheerit
Hapletah states:

''It is the story of un ~aralleled courage,

the will to live, which this remnant of European Jewry displayed."

The ''never again" philosophy which characterizes

the Jewish indivi<lualand collective, conscious and unconscious behavior all over the world nowadays, originated in
the ghettos and among the Partisans and was the leitmotif
of the Sheerit

Hapletah.

The national goal gave meaning

to the life of the individual survivor.

Without that goal

life would have been meaningless and an unbearable burden. 7
This, then, evolved as a rationale for existence out of
which the educational philosophy developed.

It evolved

into an educational system built on the ashes of destruction under the most severe physical and psychological conditions.

There were no trained teachers and no textbooks,

while the students spoke half a dozen different languages.
All this, compounded by the absence of a cultural milieu
or parental guidance, was, in the world of Major Hyman, part
of that "unparalleled courage" demonstrated by the Sheerit
Hapletah.
It became a Zionist, future-oriented education.

Slo-

gans like ''Speak Yiddish, Learn Hebrew," 8 "Jews, do not

7 see Victor Frankl, Man's Search for Meaning, New York

1963, p. xiii.
8

l

"Unzer Weg," No. 16, Organ of the Sheer~t

Hapletah.

'
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flirt with foreign languages, foreigners also flirt very
little with you" were to remi .d the liberated Jew that his
was to be a life dedicated to the future of Eretz Yisrael
(the Land of Israel).

The story of the role of the Sheerit

Hapletah in the struggle for Israel's independence, prior
to and after the establishment of Israel, belongs elsewhere.

The education of the young and adult segments of

the community in transition was to prepare themselves for
the future task, while it rejected the notion of recreating
or rebuilding the past.

Nevertheless, it was rooted in the

Jewish experience of the immediate past.

An enlightened

American Jew, though very close to the scene and sympathetic
to the DPs, made the following comment about the education
of the young:

"It is especially depressing to see young

boys and girls of 8-12, whose rehabilitation to normal
childhood should emphasize obliteration of these memories,
participate in and be encouraged to share in such demonstrations of emotional reliving of the past. 119
The study of the educational system of this distinct
group of poeple will reveal that its vitality was indeed
derived from "the emotional reliving of the past."
out it there was not much sense in a future.

With-

The United

States Government in Washington and .its army in Germany

9 Koppel S. Pinson, "Jewish Life in Liberated Germany,"
Jewish Social Studies, Vol. IX, 1947, p. 109.

,

10
sensed the distinctiveness of this new community by setting
up DP camps and cente7S for Jews only, regardless of their
country of origin, an<l by treating them with special care. 10
These Jews could not have regained their humanity and their
sense of dignity in any other way than by organizing their
own internal social structure.
We shall now turn our attention to the development of
the organizational structure of the Sheerit

Hapletah.

The

educational system here, like those elsewhere, reflected
the interplay of ideological and socio-economic conditions
of the group.

In this study, it will be shown that the

ideological and political factors among the She'erit Hapletah
outweighed all others.

As it was true of Jewish communities

in the past so it was necessary now to establish an organizational framework which would provide for the special
Jewish needs for the remnants of the Holocaust.
these needs differed from all others.

Basically,

No Polish or Lith-

uanian DP had to worry whether his community or family suffered total destruction.

His people, even under Soviet

domination, continued its national existence and his family
and community likewise continued living, even if under

lOsee the Harrison report to President Truman which
appeared in the Department of State Bulletin 13,
September 30, 1945 and in the New York Times of the
same date. Also, the Ben Gurion memorandum to Generals Smith and Eisenhower, October 25 in which he
suggested the establishment of a "Jewish enclave" in
Germany with "autonomy" and to be treated as a nationality. Yehuda Bauer, Flight and Rescue: Brichah. New
York, 1970, Random House, 370 pp.
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somewhat different conditions.
The li b erated Jew after having succeeded to save his
"naked existe nce" was engulfed in total despair.

The hor-

rendous crimes committed against him by the Nazis and hopeless, intolerable circumstances of his existence after
liberation, often again behind barbed wires and in concentration camp barracks, evoked resentment and bitterness.
The free world and Jewish communities abroad had to hear
his cry.

He could not dwell with those whom he suspected

of complicity with the ~azis.

He emerged from the Holocaust

as a Jew and had the need for a total Jewish environment.
In the history of the She'erit Hapletah (U.S. Zone)
three places are of special significance.
berg, Feldafing and St. Ottilien.

They are Lands-

They emerged as exclu-

sively Jewish DP camps and gave rise to an autonomous community structure for the entire

u.

S. Zone in Ge rmany,

legally recognized by the U. S. Army.

It is also in place

just to mention the role of the famous Bergen-Belsen camp
in the British Zone which played a similar role.
Landsberg and its vicinity was the site of many camps
which were branches of Dachau.
evacuated the camps.

The retreating German army

Many of the inmates, exhausted, died

on these marches or were shot by the. SS.

When the Ameri-

cans finally liberated them at the end of April 1945, eight
thousand inmates, among them Russians, Poles, French and
Jews, returned to Landsberg and its vicinity.

,

12
A former concentration camp inmate, B. Viduchinsky,
who was liberated by the Americans on April 28 , 1945, tells
the f ollowing about the emergence of Landsberg as a DP
Center. 11
"Liberated concentration camp inmates of various national origins roamed around the town without permanent
living quarters.

The

u.

S. field army decided on May 1st

to establish the Landsberg camp as a DP Center.
"The first commander of the city had ordered to ingather the scattered inmates from Landsberg and its outskirts and provide them all, regardless of national origin,
with living quarters in the camp barracks.
"The barracks were very dirty.

In the rooms one could

find remnants of uniforms, ammunition, utensils and broken
furniture.

The first DP arrivals had to sleep on the floor

using rags as pillows and blankets.
"The camp housed many nationals:

Jews, Russians, Poles,

Hungarians, Lithuanians, Latvians, Estonians, Frenchmen,
Ukrainians, Italians, Greeks, Bulgarians, Rumanians, DutchJ
Belgians as well as Germans.

Their number reached between

7,000-8,000 men and women (there were no children in sight).
Many were sick, mostly stricken by typhus.
hospital in the camp.

There was no

The two doctors, Nabriski and Akabas,

not having any instruments or supplies, had with bare hands

11 Landsberger Biuletin, No. 3, May 1947 (translation
by Solomon Goldman).
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converted a few rooms into an infirmary.

They separated

the sick from the well.
"The camp was guarded by the military and was administered by a military commandant.

Each national group had

its representative and all of them would be called daily
to receive instructions on how to improve the camp conditions.

A camp militia was also organized to maintain order.

"In the main warehouse the Wehrmacht had left behind
provisions such as rice, canned meat and peas.

This con-

stituted the diet fed to the inmates who would line up
daily in front of the kitchens.
"There was also a scarcity of water in camp.

A special

pump in town provided the camp with limited quantities of
water at certain designated times.

The water was pumped

'

through leather pipes.
"May the 6th, Captain Cole of the United States 100th
Division was appointed Camp Commander, a post he held for
six weeks.

His men guarded the camp.

it without a special permit.

Nobody could leave

The DPs used all kinds of

excuses to obtain a permit, such as going for a hair-cut
or seeking a tailor.
"The looks of the DPs and their physical condition were
terrible.

The Jews attracted special attention, as many

among them could hardly walk and had to be assisted by
their stronger colleagues.
"No clothing was available.
German uniforms.

The majority had to wear

During Captain Cole's administration the
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emphasis was put on sanitation and health.
"When Captain Cole was transferred to Mannhein, two
commanders from Nurenburg were appointed in his place, Lts.
Friedland and Or. Stimardt.

Both of them energetically

undertook the task of improving the living conditions of
the inhabitants.

They gave special attention to the Jewish

inmates and it is thanks to their intervention with the
higher authorities that Landsberg was declared a Jewish camp."
The camp was later administered by UNRRA under the
directorship of Mr. Credos and his staff.

Four and a half

thousand Jews remained there, later augmented by new arrivals, reaching at one time the number of 6,000 people.
Among the inhabitants of the camp were people who had
experience as community leaders; among them Dr. Samuel
Gringaus, Or. Nabriski, Engineer Jacob Olieski, who later
became leaders of the Sheerit

Hapleta.

Major Irving

Heymont, a Christian young man from New York, who understood
the needs of these people granted them administrative autonomy during his administration of the camp.

In September

of 1945 the inhabitants were gathered at a public mass
meeting for the purpose of preparing for the election of
their leaders.

Landsberg thus became the first Jewish

community in the United States Zone of Germany which
elected its own representatives.

It became a model of

Jewish autonomous administration of camps and communities
in towns and cities throughout the three military zones.
This democratization eliminated self appointed "leaders"
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who often reminded them of concentration camp regimes.
From now on democratically elected leaders representing the
entire spectrum of Jewish political, cultural and religious
life, were to conduct their affairs locally and speak on
their behalf to both U. S. Military or civil German
authorities.
Feldafing, like Landsberg, was a former German military camp.

In the latter part of May army trucks assembled

all former concentration camp inmates in the vicinity and
brought them there.

As mentioned before, the writer was

among the first arrivals in the camp.

At first the inmates

were cared for by the German hospital staff.

The Commander

of the camp, Lt. Irving Smith, a Jew, was very much in accord with the idea of making it a Jewish camp since most
of the people were Jews.

The writer had a personal know-

ledge of Lt. Smith because he worked for a while in the
camp office.

In August he joined a group of friends on

the way to Poland in search of possible survivors of his
family.

Smith was a good administrator and contributed much

towards the restoration of the health and well being of
the camp inmates.
St. Ottilien, a Benedictine monastery used by the Nazis
as a military hospital, became in time, a hospital for the
many suffering Jewish DPs in Bavaria.

The story of St.

Ottilien is connected with the names of two individuals who
later played a major role in the lives of the She'erit
Hapleta.

Both were Jews.

One of them, Dr. Zalrnan Grunberg,
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himself a Nazi victim, and the other a young Reform Rabbi,
Abraham J. Klausner, a chaplain in the United States Army.
Both of them had transported sick Jewish DPs to St. Ottilien
at the time of liberation.
patients were Jews.

Soon the predominant number of

With the help of Rabbi Klausner and

other Ameircan officers, St. Ottilien became the first
hospital for Jewish DPs.

Dr. Grunberg, a Jew from Kovno,

Lithuania, became the leader of the group.

Not only did

he care for the sick but started to organize cultural
events for all inhabitants, 400 of them, patients and staff.
Among them were members of the Kovno ghetto orchestra,
liberated together with Dr. Grunberg.

It was there in

May of 1945 that the first Jewish organized activity took
place.

It took the form of a gala concert to ~ark their

liberation. 12
As mentioned before, 30,000 Jews from Western countries
had returned to their countries of origin.

From the very

beginning, however, the Jewish DPs from Eastern Europe and
the Baltic lands refused repatriation.

An order on July

10th by General George S. Patton, Jr., Commander of the
Third Army, to transfer all liberated persons from the
Flakkasserne in Munich to repatriation centers near the
Russian zone, resulted in an unauthorized dispersal of the
people.

Most of them found accommodations in Feldafing,

12 This event is movingly described in The Redeemers
by Leo W. Schwartz (see bibliography, pp. 3-9/
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Landsberg and other "Jewish" centers.

A similar order on

July 11th to evacuate all DPs from Camp Buchberg brought
resistance on the part of the Jews.
These incidents coincided with several internal developments all of which contributed to the consolidation of
the organizational structure of the Sheerit

Hapleta.

On

June 20th 1945 a small group of soldiers of the Jewish Brigade
of Palestine, serving as part of the 8th British Army, arrived at the Flakkasserne in Munich.
experience.

This was an emotional

The delegation brought to the attention of

the eager listeners the existence of an Aliyah Center in
Italy which would organize their emigration to Eretz Israel.
It was there and then decided to call an assembly at the
Flakkasserne of representatives of camps and communities
from Bavaria.

On June 24th a festive gathering took place

where the need for a representative body was raised and
decided upon.

Organizing the Zionist oriented DPs was

another task that had to be speedily accomplished.
On July 1, 1945 Feldafing hosted the first larger
assembly of the Sheerit

Hapleta in Bavaria.

Over forty

delegates participated in addition to representatives of
the Jewish Brigade, chaplains of the
Klausner among them) and guests.

u.

S. Army (Rabbi

The Feldafing assembly

adopted a constitution consisting of thirteen paragraphs
of one sentence each.

The Federation would have as its

principle purpose the protection of the survivors in the
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American Zone of Occupation and representation of the
people vis-a-vis military and civilian authorities, including Jewish relief and political agencies in Palestine~
and the United States.

"The policy making body would be a

Rat, that is a Council of 21 men elected at the conference,
which in turn would choose a permanent Executive Committee
of five."
The conference gave an unmistakable expression of the
Sheerit

Hapletah's feelings and yearnings.

Dr. Zalman

Grunberg, the principal speaker, emotionally declared:
"We have been robbed of family and fortune, but not of
fortitude.
peared.

The landmarks of a thousand years have disap-

New ones must be built alongside those of the

pioneers who preceded us on our own soil.

This and no less

must be the goal of the representative body which we have
assembled to organize."
"You are bone of our bone, flesh of our flesh" responded Major Kaspi of the Brigade.

"Our families are

overjoyed to know that you have survived, and are waiting
to welcome you with open and loving arms."
"Unite!

He concluded,

Be organized and disciplined!"

Grunberg was elected chairman of the Executive Committee.
It was clear from the very beginning that the future
of the Sheerit

Hapletah and the YISHuvl3 would from now on

13 A term used in reference to the Jewish Community in
Palestine prior to the establishment of the State of
Israel.
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be linked together in a common struggle.
The major difficulties hampering the functi o ns of the
new organization were lack of official recognitio n by the
military authorities, no communication among camps and
communities.

It had nevertheless established its head-

quarters in the bombed out Deutches Museum in Munich and
organized its departments.

The thwarted actions of the

above mentioned attempts by the Third Army to liquidate
camp 3uchberg and Flakkasserne strengthened the role of
the Central Committee.
The Committee had not yet succeeded in establishing
its authority internally i.e., vis-a-vis communities,
camps and the authorities.
A number of developments on the international scene
required the Federation's actions or evidence of its readiness to act.

a new Labor government, friendly to Jews came

to power in England.

President Truman's envoy, Earl G.

Harrison, 14 implied that there was sympathy in Washington
for the aims of the liberated Jews and in . London a meeting
was pending between the Zionist Executive and the UNRRA
Commission.
It was especially the scorn of two Brigade officers

14 we have mentioned the Harrison report before (note
- 10). Because of its importance it is reproduced
and included in the Appendix section.

'
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that "the Federation had not yet sent out deputations to
arouse world opinion" that the need for wider political
action by the Sheerit
taken.

Hapletah had to b e speedily under-

Under these circumstances a third conference was

convened on July 25, this time in St. Ottilien.
by far the biggest and most successful.

It was

ilinet~four dele-

gates from all over Germany and Austria participated.

It

reaffirmed the political stance of the She'erit Hapleta
vis-a-vis the world.

The fourteen points of St. Ottilien

program included the following mandates or demands:
~iberated youth should be incorporated in the
Fighting Brigade;
Existence as a nation be demonstrated by use of the
Zionist Banner;
Collection of Historical Documents and their transfer
to Palestine;
Full compensation for Loss of Life and Property by

Germans;
Representation at International Tribunal for War
Criminals;
Teachers to be brought from Palestine to aid Restoration of cultural life;
Immediate organization of search service to unite
separated families;
Discontinuance of military regime in camps and
granting of autonomy;
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For purposes of our study it will suffice to conclude
this chapter by mentioning the fact that General Dwight
D. Eisenhower, Supreme Command~r of SHAEF, in recognition
of the special status of the Jewish DPs, paid a visit to
Feldafing on Yorn Kippur of 1945, observed for the first
time in six long years (Tuesday, September 17).

There in

the synagogue he replied to the enthusiastic greetings of
the crowds:
"I am especially happy to be in a Jewish camp on the
holiest day of your year.

For the time being you are here

and you must be patient until the day comes when you can
leave for whatever destination is yours.
Army is here to help you.

The United States

And it must rest with you to

maintain good order and friendly relations with the
established authorities.

I know how much you have suffere d

and I believe there is still a bright day ahead for you."
Eisenhower's visit helped improve the lot of the DPs.
Their daily rations were raised from 2,000 to 2,500 calories.
On September 20 he ordered more living quarters be provided
to eliminate the overcrowded conditions.

He also came to

the conclusion that the Army was not psychologically capable of dealing with the intricate problems of the DPs.
He saw to it that civil authorities and agencies do the job.
After his appointment as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff in November of 1945 General McNarney and Clay continued his policies with regard to the Jews.
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More than fourteen months after the first assembly
of the Committee in Feldafing, on the morning of September 7, Genera} McNarney, surrounded by Generals
Huebner, Mickelsen and White, and Advisor Bernstein,
received the rep r esentation of committeemen in the
great War Room of the Frankfort headquarters.
In this
spacious hall whose somber mahogany and hangings betokened power and authority, the commanders of the most
powerful nation on earth shook hands with the leaders
of the Sheerith Hapletah.
r-k:Namey si;oke briefly, with evident candor:
"Since
the defeat of the Germans and the liberation of the
oppressed peoples, the United States Army has accomplished much in behalf of persecuted Jews.
It is now
permitting the entry of refugees, supplying them with
food, dwellings and clothing. Today the Army is recognizing the free, democratic representation of liberated Jews in the American Zone for the purpose of helping
the Army fulfill its tasks, to advise the Army and make
suggestions to improve conditions and to elevate the
moral and cultural status of the people.15 We must
never forget, however, that the Army has many other
obligations in Germany. A primary task is the maintenance of law and order.
"Many of your people have come to the American Zone
and many must remain longer than we or you would wish.
Those who chose to live outside the camps must live
among Germans and strict supervision must be kept to
prevent incidents and clashes. There is a legal way
to settle all disputes, and that is through the United
States Military Government. Whether or not our laws
meet your approval, as long as you are here they must
be obeyed. The Army will do all it can, and is prepared, whenever possible, to confer with the Central
Committee and improve these laws.
"The Army will also help materially, as it has in
the past. In the matter of rations and clothing, Jews
have priority over the Germans. But we must remember
that we are living in a postwar era of shortages, and
aid must be distributed all over the world.
In addition, because of political commitments, the American
Zone must now receive millions of racial Germans from
the East. America, wealthy as it is, cannot provide
for all.
It is my earnest wish that by extending the

15 rtalics

s.

G.

,
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Army's recognition to the Central Committee, greater
mutual aid and understanding will result in the attainmen.~ of the maximum that present political and
economic conditions will permit."
Grungauz answered for the delegation. He stated
that the Committee had also been deeply concerned
with the problem of employment, and aalled upon Retter
to present the substance of a work program that the
Committee experts had prepared.
Retter underscored
the intense desire of the people for employment and
the equally intense resistance to working in and thus
aiding the reconstruction of the German economy. The
plan envisioned the employment of 36,000 persons in
agriculture, trades and industry, all geared to supply
the Army, UNRRA and the people themselves. To succeed,
however, raw materials, factory equipment and compensation in real money were necessary. McNarney replied
that the fuel and equipment supplies were on the scarcity list, but he would submit the plan to the Army
economic experts for study.
Then, precisely at twelve o'clock, Gringauz handed
General Heubner's letter of recognition, signed on
behalf of the Committee by Retter and Ratner, to
McNarney. He in turn signed the letter and, having
returned it to Gringauz, invited the committeemen to
join him for lunch.
When the simple but moving ceremony was over, there
were no multitudes to celebrate the triumph of the
recognition. The committeemen returned to Munich alone,
elated and conscious of the import of their act. The
Committee was now a free, legal institution. A major
victory in the long battle for self-rule had been won.
~hat the world still refused to grant in Palestine,
they felt they hqd gained on the incarnadined soil
of Germany.16
Interestingly, long before the Central Committee of
Liberated Jews in Germany was officially recognized by the
Military Government, the local camp committees and the
Central Committee itself were entrusted with the organization
of education and cultural activities.

The roles of Jewish

16The Redeemers, ibid., pp. 155-156.

'
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chaplains in the Allied Armies, the AJDC and the Jewish
Agen cy for Palestine were crucial.
Rehabilitation, productivization were the concern of
thoughtful people emerging as spokesmen for the DPs.

Thus

the scene was set for the education of the DPs to meet the
challenges of the outside world.
While our concern in this study is education, it is
well to remember that the formal structure of education was
but one of the processes of reconstruction and rehabilitation.

Generally speaking, the five year period 1945-1950

may be divided into four phases:
1945-46:

physical recovery and frantic search for
families;

1946-47:

influx from the East and crystallization
of the DP pattern of life;

1947-48:

stabilization of numbers and hope for an
early end to homelessness;

1948-50:

mass movement. 17

17 Kurt R. Grossman, The Jewish DP Problem, ibid., p. 11.
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II.

THE DEMOGRAPHY OF JEWISH DISPLACED
PERSONS IN GERMANY AND SCHOOLS

In the second half of 1945, there were, according to
one source, 68,469 Jewish Displaced Persons in Germany,
10,097 in Austria, and 12,000 in Italy, and total of 90,566
people.

In Germany, 54,419 resided in the American Zone,

12,550 in the British Zone and 1,500 in the French Zone. 1
{Actually, about 40% of the Jewish population in Germany
had straggled in from Eastern Europe after the liberation.)
In May 1945 the

u.

S. Army opened the gates of the

Concentration camps for 30,000 Jews in the U. S. Zone.

In

September 1946, sixteen months after liberation 138,-51 Jews
--more than four times as many--were being maintained by
the United States Army in the camps and communities of the
United States Zone.
Total PoEulation Figures
Jewish population on April 30, 1946

64,519

"

"

"

May 31, 1946

67,691

"

"

"

June 30, 1946

75,517

"

"

"

July 31, 1946

91,410

"

"

"

August 31, 1946

115,898

1Kurt R. Grossman, The Jewish DP Problem {New York:
World Jewish Congress, 1951), p. 11.
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Jewish Population on September 31, 1946

138,551 2

From July 1, 1946, to September 30 the Jewish population
increased by 63,034 persons.
As of April 30, 1947, the number of Jewish Displaced
Persons in Germany, Austria and Italy was estimated at
176,234; by August 31, 1947--16,424; by the end of 1947-160,090, and only 135, 527 by May 1948 (see Table I) . 3
This decline was a result of emigration to Palestine and
other countries.
Most of the Jewish Displaced Persons lived in camps.
However, according to one source, as of May 31, 1948,
32,500 Jewish Displaced Persons in the three countries,
lived outside the camps; of them 25,400 lived in Germany
(see Table II) . 4
As of January 1, 1948, there were a total of 1,057 Jews
in the French Zone of Germany.

In addition, 1,360 Jews

lived in the Russian Zone of Germany, distributed as follows:
Brandenburg--44; Chemnitz--78; Dresden--184; Halle/s-81; Leipzig--359; Magdeburg--188; Schwerin--109; Thueringen
--317. 5

2 AJDC , (Activity in the U.S. Zone of Occupation in Germany from July to September 1946, p. 2,
(YIVO, 52)
3 Grossman, 9-g· cit., p. 17.
4 Ibid.
5 AJDC Paris Bulletin, No.
(YIVO, 158).

24, March 8, 1948, p. 213,

f
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By December 1949, only 29,835 Jewish Displaced Persons
remained in Germany:

27,535 in the American Zone; 2,000 in

the British and 300 in the French Zone.

According to a re-

port of July 13, 1959, only 26,421 of them remained in all
three zones of Germany.
and 14,556 in cities.

Of these 11,865 resided in camps
By November 1950, the number of Jewish

Displaced Persons fell to about 20,000 and by January 1951
only three Jewish DP camps remained in Germany:

Foehrenwald

with 3,487 individuals; Feldafing with 2,190 and Lechfeld
with 1,332.

Another 8,000 Jews remained in various cities.

and about 600 sick Jews in hospitals. 6

Finally, only one

Jewish DP camp--Foehrenwald--remained in Germany.

In April

1952, 1,925 people resided there (860 men, 599 women and
466 children);

in the beginning of 1954, 1,700 Jews; and

by A~gust 1955, about 1,350.

The camp, which was then under

German jurisdiction, was closed in March 1957. 7
What was the percentage of children of school age
among the Jewish Displaced Persons?

According to a survey

of November 1945, there were no children under tha age of
6 among Jewish survivors in the American Zone and only 3%
of those included in the survey were in the age range of 6

6 YIVO,

7

158.

Joseph Gar, "Bafrayte Yidn" (Liberated Jews) Fun
Noentn Ovar (Out of the Recent Past), (New York 1959),
Vol. IV-.--
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to 17. 8

On December 28, 1945, UNRRA published the first

statistics on the Jewish population, based on the JDC report.
According to the report, there were then 1.7% children under
6; 2.9% children from 6 to 14; the rest (96.1%) was composed of children over 14 years of age, and adults. 9

The

first screening of about 30,300 Jews carried out by the AJDC,
in the American Zone in February 1946, showed the following:
Children under 5 .
From 5 to 16 .

.

.

.

1. 15%

. . 7.28%

Ages 17 and 18 .

. 7.05%

Adults, over 18.

.84.52% 10

The UNRRA estimated the total Jewish population at the
end of March 1946 in the United States, British and French
Zones, including Berlin, at 90,964, of whom 53,301 lived
in UNRRA centers and 37,663 outside such centers. 11

On

March 3, 1946, the AJDC made available the following statistical data based on an investigation of 22,500, out of a
total of 40,000 persons who lived in Jewish DP camps at
the end of January 1946.

Of them, 7,240 were children of

8 G. H. Muentz, AJDC Statistical Office to Dr. Philip
Friedman, Educational Consultant, re: number of Jewish
children in the U. S. Zone (YIVO, 163).
9 rbid.
lOibid.
1 fte·p ort <;>n visit to Germany, January 6 to April 8, 1946
by H. Viteles, AJDC, May 11, 1946. (Photostatic copy.)
(YIVO, 55.)
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of 18 years or younger, of whom 6,240 lived in camps and
1,000 outside camps; 530 were 6 years or younger; 1,970
--7 ~o 14 years old; 4,780--15 to 18 years old.

New data,

of September 1946, showed the presence of 9,300 (10,8%) of
the 115,898 Jews living in the American Zone as being of
school age.

By October 1946, new statistics showed the
12
presence of 24,650 (17.5%) children of school age.
An
AJDC survey estimated the number of Jewish DPs as of early
April 1946 to be only 76,818, 14,146 less than the UNRRA
estimate.

For our purpose, the age of the Jewish DPs is

of primary importance.

According to a survey conducted

in Feburary of 1946 among 65,731 registered Jews in the
American and British Zones and in Berlin, 2,800 (4%) were
14 years old or younger and 5,189 (8%) were in the 14 to
18 year old age group (see Table III). 13
At first, in 1945, there was only a small number of
children.
tion camps.

Few children came out alive from the concentraChildren did not fit into the slave labor

program of the Nazis and they were therefore sent systematically to death camps for extermination.

Most of the child-

ren started to arrive at the DP camps a little later.
came from hiding places and with refugee families from
Soviet Russia.

Their number grew constantly, as can be

12 Yivo, 163.
l)YIVO, 55, IIIC.

They
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seen from the monthly statistics for 1946.
the birthrate among the Jewish DPs was high.

Furthermore,
According to

a report of Movember 9, 1946, between 600 and 700 babies
were born monthly in the American Zone and the number of
marriages was on the increase.
As of January 29, 1947, there were 4,557 Jews at the
Foehrenwald camp.

Among them were 306 babies of one year

or younger, 257 nursing mothers and 147 pregnant women. 14
One American Jewish chaplain noted that many Jewish DPs
were "feverishly trying to rebuild families which they
had lost, to bring children into the world to take the place
of those children who had been killed; to love and to be
loved."

At one time during 1948 there were 15,238 Jewish

DPs in the Regensburg region; 8,936 men and 6,302 women.
Of the women, 1,046 were pregnant and 900 with infants.
Out of 438 newly registered babies, 109 were born in Germany since the end of hostilities. 15

This created a tre-

mendous demand for infants' supplies, including special
foods. 16

However, in view of the tendency to emigrate as

soon as possible, the high birthrate did not affect the

14 YIVO, 163.

15 statistical Analysis of the Regensburg Region (YIVO,
138 4) •
16
Menorandum by delegation of the Central Committee
visiting the U. S., January 28, 1947 to Mr. Edward
M. M. Warburg, Chairman, AJDC, p. 3, (YIVO, 20).
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schools.

In January 1946, there were in the American Zone

of Germany, 120 children from one to five years 0 f age: in
December 1946, 4,431.

The number of children between six

and nine years rose from 380 to 4,355, and the number of
children between 10 and 17 years rose from 770 to 8,839
(see Table IV) . 17
According to a survey conducted in April 1946, among
63,236 out of 63,640 Jews in the United States and British
Zones of Gennany, and all sectors of Berlin, 674 were 4 years
old or younger: 772 between 5 and 9 years old: 6,338 between
10 and 14: 1,490 between 15 and 16, and 3,501 between 17 and
18.

Thus, less than 5% of the Jewish population was in

18
. d ergarten, e 1 ementary or secon d ary e d ucation.
·
nee d o f a k in
By January 1947, there were about 170,000 Jews in the
United States Zones of Germany (including Berlin and the
Bremen region).

The age distribution of 29,962 children

was registered as follows:

12,989 of pre-school age (5

years or younger); 16,973 of elementary and secondary school
age (from 6 to 17 years inclusive).

Most of the 29,962

children (except those in Berlin and Bremen) 21,505 lived
in DP camps: 2,784 in children's centers: 423 in hospitals
and sanatoria: 334 at hachsharoth: 19 and 2,937 in communities

17 YIVO, 63.
18
YIVO, 55.
19
Hachsharah (-roth, pl.)--an ideological group forming
a Kibbutz-type way of life as a preparation for that
type of life in Palestine.
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outside the camps (see Table V).

20

As of June 30, 1947, there were in the United States
Zone of Germany 15,694 children of schoo l age.

Of them,

8,020 were between 6 and 13, and 7,674 between 14 and 17
years of age.21
However, those statistics were not always reliable.
Thus, 23,600 children between the ages of 1 and 17 were
registered ~ccording to AJDC. statistics of November 1, 1946.
In reality, there were 15,000 more children of school age
in the American Zone.

However, the school statistics of

the Kulturamt of the Central Committee showed that only
about 10,000 of these 15,000 were registered students.
happened to the remaining 33%?

What

A part of them actually did

not attend any school; they were a group between 14 and 17
years of age residing in places where there were only elementary schools with 3 to 4 grades.

In other places the

Jewish population was too small to have an organized
school. 22

In spite of the high birthrate among DPs noted

above, the percentage of children was below the normal age
distribution.

In 1939, for example, 29.6% of Jews in

Poland were children up to 14 years of age.

2 0AJDC Statistical Office, Munich,

In 1948, the

(YIVO, 54).

21 AJDC Statistical Office--u. s. Zone in Germany,
Munich, June 30, 1947, (YIVO, 453).

22 or. Friedman to Leo Schwartz, Report on November
1946, (YIVO, 28/001684).
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majority of the Jewish DP population was still middleaged.

Those between 18 and 45 years of age constituted

62.7% of the total number.

The Jewish population had only

a small proportion of older people.

Age groups over 70

were virtually non-existent since the elderly had been
"liquidated" by the Germans quickly because of their uselessness.
Thus the number of Jewish children of school age was
very small.

The age group 6 to 13 amounted to only 5.6%.

The number of men in the marriageable age group between 18
and 45 exceeded that of women by more than 9,000.

However,

the urge of the Jewish DPs to reconstitute family life and
to replace the children who had perished at the hands of
the Geramns, manifested itself in the extraordinarily high
birth rate which prevailed among the Jewish DPs.

At a

rough estimate, the birth rate in the first half of 1946
was higher than that of any other country or any other population.

But there was a downward trend thereafter and in

1948 the birth rate was 31.9 per thousand of the Jewish
population. 23
As already noted above, there were no children of
school age among the Jewish survivors of concentration camps
in the first weeks , after the liberat~on.

Children came

late.r, either alone or with families of survivors from

23 Kurt R. Grossman,~- cit.,
·
p. 19 •
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Eastern Europe.
Since the end of the war, there had been a movement of
Jews into the Americar\:cand British Zones of Germany and
Austria.

Up to December 31, 1945, it was estimated that

more than 30,000 Jews had come from Poland alone.

From

April to November 1946, another 98,000 persons came from
Poland, the majority of whom had previously been in Soviet
Russia, where they had fled in 1939-1940 from the western
provinces of Poland overrun by the Germans.

In 1946, Russia

permitted the repatriation of Polish nationals.

A total of

150,000 to 160,000 of an estimated 180,000 to 200,000 Polish
Jews who were in Russia returned.

Most of those repatriates

did not want to stay in Poland because of pogroms and for a
number of psychological reasons.

They left the country

and came to the United States occupation Zones of Germany
and Austria in the hope that their stay there would be only
temporary and that they would soon be able to leave for
Palestine or any other country of their choice.

The move-

ment from Rumania and Hungary commenced at the end of 1945.
This postwar infiltration resulted in the

u.

S. Army direc-

tive of April 2, 1947, for the closing of all DP camps to
those who entered the zones of occupation after that date.
After the fall of the Benes government in Czechoslovakia
in Fe~ruary 1948, some 1,100 Jews entered the
of Germany from that country.

u.

S. Zone

There was also a large in-

flux, especially in the first part of 1948, from Hungary,
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it was impelled by political and economic developments and
by the desire to reach Israel.
reach the

u. ~.

Hungarian Jews sought to

Zone of Germany by way of Czechoslovakia,

but adverse measures taken by the Hungarian and Czechoslovakian Governments slowed down this movement considerably.

It is estimated that between four and five thousand

reached the U.S. Zone of either Germany or Austria. 24
Because of the influx, the Jewish DP population in the

u.

S. Zone increased steadily from 64,519 on April 30, 1946,

to 133,551 by September 30th of the same year.

This steady

immigration did not merely increase the population but also
changed its composition.

The first group of Jews, 15,000

ex-inmates of concentration camps who remained in Germany
after the liberation, consisted primarily of young people
between the ages of seventeen and thirty, the majority of
whom were male.

A typical composition of this group was

given in the statistics of the Displaced Persons camp of
Feldafing, 25 which listed only 2.8% as 16 years or younger
(Table VI).

Among a group of arrivals at Cham on August

20, 1946, 6% were younger than one year, 15.9% from 1 to
16 years, and 78.11 over 16 years. 26

24 .!.__!_.,
b'd
pp. 14 - 16 •
25 The writer was one of the very first group of liberated concentration camp inmates gathered by the u. S.
Army and brought to Feldafing in May of 1945.
26 AJOC Report, July-September 1946, p. 4 (YIVO, 52).
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According to a report of Eschwege, between the 12th
and 19th of June 1946, 1,000 people came to Eschwege, among
thero 300 children.

Most of the people came from Russia,

almost without any clothes or luggage.

Of these, 200 were

children, who came with them and their health and clothing
situation was very serious.

They were pale and thin.

The

personnel were not qualified and were unable to take care
of them.

However, 70 children did come with an excellent

doctor and as a well-organized group. 27
The constant migration--infiltration to and a desire to
emigrate from Germany as soon as possible to Palestine or
other countries--created difficulties for the educational
system.

An AJDC study of June 30, 1946, reported on the

fluctuating relationship between these stragglers and education.

In the early days, the requirements of camps and

communities for educational facilities for children was not
too extensive because of the relatively few children to be
found.

In comparison, the number arriving in the zone later

was large and it was not unusual to find as many as 20%
children in a transport.

New camps, then, required among

their primary needs more educational materials and further
assistance in planning educational programs.

New camps

were established at Bad Reichenhall and at Windsheim.

27 AJDC, UNRRA Team 522, Eschwege, May 31, 1946,
(YIVO, 23/000384).
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Large quantities of materials were sent to them for use
in schools, libraries and reading rooms.

Fortunately,

there were enough supplies in the AJDC warehouse to fill
essential needs, but at the rate of withdrawal supplies
were soon exhausted.

More nearby centers were planned,

and provisions were made for those also. 28
In January 1948, the AJDC reported that inherent in
the steady exodus from the American Zone through emigration
was the disintegration of the social structure, and that
this presented new problems with which it had to cope.
Maintenance of the educational program was most difficult
with the numbers of qualified teachers steadily being reduced.
The s~hools had shown a decrease of 20% as the result of the
successful emigration program.

This created a serious

problem for those children who, not to emigrate for months,
would not have the opportunity of attending schools either
because of the decline in the number of teachers or because
of the small number of students that did not warrant the
maintenance of separate classes.

In several instances where

communities and camps were located near one another, JDC
tried to consolidate the schools.

However, since this plan

obviously could work only in a very limited way, the Board
of Education evolved a plan whereby a regional school for
all the children between the ages of 13 and 15 was maintained

28 Ibid.
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at Struth.

In this way, the remaining qualified teachers

in the zone were most effectively utilized and educational
opportunities were made available for all children of this
age group.

The children received four months of intensive

schooling with a normal curriculum for that age as well as
vocational training.29
By October 1, 1946, there were ten children's centers
in the American Zone with a capacity to house 6,355 children.

However, because of emigration and other changes,

these facilities were occupied by only 2,932 children and
743 adults {see Table VII) . 30
One JDC worker wrote from the British Zone:

"There

is not much point in getting too involved in a real educational program because of the transient nature of the
camp--particularly children. 1131
It is worthwhile to compare the age distribution of
Jewish Displaced Persons in various other countries.

Ac-

cording to an analysis of 22,374 Jewish DPs {out of a total
of 26,784 registered) in July 1945 in Germany and Austria,
3.6% were 15 years old or younger and 21.7% belonged to the
16 to 20 years age group.

In Italy the percentage was

somewhat higher and in Sweden the percentage was similar

29 ADJC Report for January 1949, p. 13,

JOYIVO, 52.

31 YIVO, 165, p. 61.

{YIVO, 48).
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to the DPs in Germany and Austria.

In February 1946, 5.6%

of 10,603 Jewish DPs in Italy were 15 years old or younger
and 25.2% were of the 16 to 20 age group.

At the end of

1945, of 9,239 Jewish DPs, 2.6% were 15 years old or younger
and 22.4% were of the 16 to 20 age group.3 2

32 zorach Warhaftig, Uprooted, Jewish Refugees and
Displaced Persons After Liberation, New York 1946,
p. 53.
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III.

FOUNDING OF SCHOOLS

In the very first weeks after liberation, there was
obviously no possibility of, nor was any thought given to,
matters of education.
self.

Everyone was preoccupied with him-

Shocked by the sudden liberation and overcome by

vivid memories of hunger and starvation, their immediate
thoughts were directed towards searching for any surviving
relatives.

The first DP camps were in a constant state of

flux as the former inmates were coming and going in their
inner urge to find somebody they knew from back home.

More-

over, the first camps were opened for all liberated people,
Jews and non-Jews alike.

Such, for example, was the case of

the Landsberg camp, where, in the beginning, Jews and nonJews were kept together.
occupation soldiers.

The camp was guarded by American

There was not enough food or clothing,

and even water was scarce.

After about a month the non-

Jews were transported somewhere else and Landsberg became
a camp for Jewish Displaced Persons.

The camp's first com-

munal activities were soon organized, but still without any
educational plans. 1

Yet, it was not too long before the

1 a. Vidutschinsky, in Landsberger Bulletin, no. 3,

May 1947.
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survivors started thinking about cultural problems in general and about schools for their children in particular.
When the concentration camp Belsen was liberated on
April 15, 1945, it was immediately transformed into a camp
for Displaced Persons, known as Bergen-Belsen.

As early

as December of the same year, a school for children was
opened there by a group of former Jewish teachers, without
any outside assistance.

According to one source, in Lands-

berg, a school for forty children was already opened in
Septe:nber 1945. 2

In January of 1946 the school already had

an enrollment of several hundred students.
For a time, there was no central agency in control
of these schools.

They were supervised by boards on Culture

and Education designated by the local Camp Committees.

The

latter had at the beginning no official status as the camps
were administered directly by the U. S. Army or UNRRA.
The Camp Committees were nevertheless entrusted with the
organization of schools and cultural activities.
In July of 1945 the Jewish DPs in the

u. s.

Zones of Germany organized Central Committees.

and British
In the

u. s.

Zone the Committee was first known as the Federation of
Liberated Jews in Bavaria and later as the Federation of
Liberated Jews in Germany.

2 •Jewish Displaced Persons in Germany
United States of America, 1945-1960.
Joseph Batterman," (YIVO, 2270).

and in the
A Report by
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In February of 1947 a Central Directorium for Education
was established based on an agreement between AJDC, the
Central Committee and the Jewish Agency for Palestine. 3
The structure of the educational system in Germany was
somewhat as follows:

There was a Board of Education in

Munich whose chairman was designated by the Jewish Agency.
The administrator of the Board was designated by the AJDC.
The rest of the Board was composed of representatives from
the Jewish Agency for Palestine, the Central Committee of
Liberated Jews in Germany and the AJ8C.

From then on the

schools were directed by the Directorium and were supervised by its inspectors.

A number of regional supervisory

offices were established as well.
The problems facing the schools were understandably
many and most unusual.

The children came from various

backgrounds and had encountered many experiences.

Some

of them came from Russia, others emerged from the woods
and still others lived as "aryans" during the war.

Of

special interest and worthy of mention were children rescued
from private non-Jewish families or institutions.

These

were children left by their parents with non-Jewish neighbors before deportation.

The parents would, in most cases,

reward such neighbors by transferring to them all their
possessions.

It must be stated that in some cases rescue

3 AJDC, The Founding of the Board of Education and
Culture, p. 1, (YIVO, 757).
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operations were undertaken for purely humanitarian reasons.
On the other hand, however, some Jewish children

ad to be

ransomed from either institutions or private fami l ies.

We

will never know how many Jewish children were raised and
converted to Christianity.
Unfortunately, the extermination took an eipecially
high toll among the professional intelligentsia, and very
few teachers were to be found.

Those available were un-

qualified, with a smattering of education above the elementary level.

It was the teachers from Palestine whose ex-

pertise and devotion helped the situation.

When the actual

education was in the hands of professional educators, as
represented by Palestine teachers, one had a basic assurance
of continuity of the program.

In August 1948, one AJDC

representative expressed some fears that without the buffer
of the professional educators, many difficulties would arise
because the Board attempted to maintain the schools with
the help of local personnel.

"This local personnel," he

wrote, "is paid largely in terms of goods and the Board
unfortunately reflects politics in its worst sense.

There

is apt to be indiscriminate action taken which will hurt
the morale and the effectiveness of the teachers."

One of

the gaps in the structure, in his opinion, was the fact
· that there was no-one on the AJDC staff who was sufficiently
equipped or experienced in the field of Jewish education
to exercise guidance and influence on the entire educational
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program.

AJDC had, in fact, been paying for a program ad-

ministered by others, and there were amn:.: instances where
things were done "~hich we ought not to t olerate."

The

only type of direction given by AJDC was of an administrative nature, and dealt with matters of ·supplies and money.
He was convinced that it was absolutely essential that, as
an agency, the AJDC had to share in this program on the
level of educational objectives, supervision and methodology.

"In the final analysis, the responsibility is ours,"

he wrote, "and we should therefor~ be prepared to participate at all times in the decisions and the judgments made
on matters of education."

Therefore, he recommended that a

member be added to the AJDC staff in Munich whose assignment was to be the educational AJDC worker in Germany.
But basically, the situation remained unchanged. 4
Some mistakes were made as a result of the general
attitude to the DP problem.

Many leaders looked upon the

Displaced Persons not as upon individuals but rather as
parts of a vague general problem.

In August 1948, Dr.

Judah J. Shapiro, an AJDC representative, advocated a policy
of keener evaluation of each situation, of each camp and
each school.

He did not entirely agree with an approach

that dealt with the whole and ignored the particular, nor
did he feel that the entire matter should be ignored since
it was only temporary, and the Jewish DPs would quickly

4

Dr. Judah J. Shapiro's report of August 18, 1948 •

. YIVO, 446.
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emigrate anyhow.

"Similar mistakes," he wrote, "were made

during the WPA (Work Projects A:iministration) in America
<

where the maximum was not obtai \ ed because of the constant
wishful belief that the depression was of a short transitory character.

Some of these people in the DP camps were

going on to the end of their third year in this situation,
and the most optimistic estimates for the future revealed
a possible two year program for the future.

In the light

of this, it became a serious responsibility to sustain the
educational pro9ram at its maximum level during the course
of the general liquidation of the DP problem.

The child-

ren represented continuity, and already the older ones were
in a stage where they evaluated life and its patterns, and
unless such evaluation grows with the resources of a good
educational program, they will be a generation of extremely
serious misfits.

Against the abnormailities of their pre-

sent life, educational efforts must be far better than anything conducted in normal circumstances.

If there is to

be liquidation and withdrawal, then it must be systematic
and controlled."5
It is doubtful that the American AJDC personnel in
Germany were qualified for such a task and Dr. Shapiro
confirms this:
We do not have the (AJDC) personnel to demonstrate
0

5 or. Judah J. Shapiro, ibid.
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a suitable educational program, nor to establish the
climate within which it can take place.
It is not for
me, I suppose, t,, make an evaluation of our American
personnel, but from the point of view of my own responsibilities and as ~ignment, I say unhesitatingly that
we are weakest in this area.
I think that I know
American Jewish life well enough to suggest that a
small corps of competent selfless individuals can be
brought into this situation and make a tremendous
contribution.
I was startled by the fact that in
these beautiful summer days, with many of the camps
located in areas of breathtaking scenery, there were
no activities which were educational in the highest
sense of that word, because they aimed at bringing
about an appreciation of God's wealth. The r e were
no walks or hikes or discussions or story-telling
sessions, or comradery or a questing for something
in life which is more than a package from Joint.
For
this kind of work, one needs the selfless, wellinformed, catalytic kind of pers 9 n.
I know that we
have at least a dozen people who with minimum regard
for what is in it for them, could turn the lives of
the people, and especially the children, into far
more meaningful channels. 0

6 or. Judah J. Shapiro, ibid.
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IV.

STATISTICS OF SCHOOLS

Private initiative played an immense role in creating
schools.

At Landsberg, Dr. Jacob Oleiski, Director of ORT

Schools, ordered that there should be a school, and a school
was opened. 1

Not only was it difficult to open a school

but in some camps it was often necessary to enforce the
principle of education.

In Foehrenwald, for example, the

Orthodox and non-Orthodox adopted a resolution that each
child and adolescent up to age 19 must attend school, and
after the age of 15 must devote half of his day to vocational training and the other half to study in school.

The

children were informed that all sweets, clothing and other
privileges would be distributed in the school and only to
those who attended regularly.

In addition, a daily cup of

cocoa and biscuit was given daily to each child at school. 2
As already noted,, according to AJDC statistics of
Nevernber 1, 1946, 23,600 children between the ages of 1 and
17 were registered in the American Zone.

In reality, there

were--according to reports of the Central Committee--about
25,000 children.

Of these, 15,000 w~re of school age (6-17),

1 Landsberger Lager-Cajtung, June 28, 1946, p. 9.
2

l_

Report by Arthur Greenleigh, February 1946 (YIVO, 54).
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but only about 10,000 pupils were registered at schools.
Most of the remaining 5,000 children did not attend school.
They were mostly 14-17 years old and lived in places where
only elementary schools were available. 3

In November 1946,

3,230 children under 16 were registered in 31 places of the
Niederbayern-Oberpfalc-Regensburg regions; only 1,283 of
them attended school in eight different places. 4
As of March 30, 1947, there were 10,823 pupils in 83
schools, 417 classes and 57 kindergartens in the Stuttgart,
Frankfurt, Kassel, Bamberg, Regensburg and Munich regions.
The total number of teachers was 826 {see Table VIII) . 5
In October 1947, there were 76 schools in 70 camps and other
places of the United States Zone, with 9,597 children and
759 teachers (see Table VIIIa) . 6

As of February 1, 1948,

there were in the American Zone of Germany (excluding Berlin) 359 kindergartens, elementary schools, high schools,
adult education classes, and ORT Vocational courses.

The

total number of teachers in these 359 units was 894, and
the number of pupils was 15,122 (see Table IX) . 7

As of

3 Report of November 1946 {YIVO, 1993).
4 Taken from: Kulturamt bairn Central Komitet far bafraite Jidn in der USA-zone, RAJON NIDERBAJERN un
Oberpfalz, Regensburg. Tetikajtsbaricht far der
kadenc, 1946, 16 pp.
5

YIVO, 757.

6 rbid., (Dr. Philip Friedman to Charles Passman, zone
Director, Monthly Report for November 1947.
7 AJDC Report for January-February 2, 1948, p. 22,
4 7) •

(YIVO,
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July 1, 1948, there were in the American Zone:
Elementary and high schools - 6~ with 380 classes,
491 teachers, 6,417 children;

Kindergartens - 52, with 111 teachers, 2,104 children;
Evening schools - 93, with 82 teachers, 1,181 children;
ORT vocational schools - 61, with 41 teachers,
1,012 students. 8

?

During the months of March and April 1949, numerous antici ~
pated problems in the educational field actually developed.
Some of these problems were:
a. the rate of resettlement of teachers was more rapid
proportionately than that of students;
b. consolidation of schools was impractical due to
distances to be travelled and the reluctance of parents to
send children to boarding schools in the period prior to
resettlement.
The last of the schools in the Kassel area closed at
the end of April 1949 because of the lack of teachers and
the subsequent general lack of an atmosphere conducive to
learning.

Between January 1st and March 1st of the same

year, the number of schools in the American Zone decreased
by 25%, the number of students by 33%, and consequently
the number of teachers also decline~.

On January 1, 1949,

there were 53 schools with 300 classes, 4,951 children.

8 statistisze oifsztelung fun Lerer,
on teachers), . YIVO, 453.

(Statistical data

-
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By March 1st, there were only 40 schools with 215 classes,
and 3,237 children.

The number of kindergartens decreased

from 50 with 2,056 children on January 1st to 37 with 1,470
children by March 1st.

Altogether, the number of pupils

decreased from 7,007 to 4,707, and the number of teachers
from 486 to 328 (see Table X) . 9

As a result of the emigra-

tion, only 15 schools and kindergartens with about 2,000
children and 150 teachers existed by · June 1949.lO
According to a AJDC report for December 1948, 521
children were enrolled in five camps in the Ansbach area,
showing a loss of 149 children during one month.

Because

of emigration, it was impossible to maintain continuity
in the program.

Another report shows 411 children enrolled

in January, 350 in February and only 224 in March 1949.

In

April 1949, the AJDC representative in the area reported:
"The schools are now gradually coming to a close.

Although

there were then 217 children in the schools, their liquidation was planned for May 5, 1949.

The camps in the area

were being liquidated." 11
From the Ansbach area it was reported in March 1949:
"The general atmosphere of emigration is even permeating

9 AJDC Report, February 1949, p. 14,

(YIVO, 48).

10 samuel Haber; Two Years with the Sheerit Hapletah,
Munich, July 1949, 91 typed pp., (YIVO, 63).
11YIVO, 192.
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the children, thus making it most difficult to carry on
the education program."

Many parents kept their children

out of school while they were busying themselves with preparation for their departure. 12

12 Ibid.

PART II
IDEOLOGY AND POLITICS:
THE REEMERGENCE OF OLD PATTERNS
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V.

RELATIONS WITH AMERICAN AND PALESTINIAN

JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS
This chapter will discuss the relation of DPs to their
brethren from abroad, their benefactors.

Grateful as the

former were for the unprecedented relief and rescue operations, an undercurrent of resentment and dissatisfaction
was evident.

The mute resentment against the benefactor

felt on the part of the receiver is probably a universal
phenomenon.

The Jewish concept of Tzedakah (charity) as

a matter of right differs from the concept of charity
which is characteristic of the relationship of the well-off
to the underprivileged.
was intolerable.

Such a relationship between Jews

The self-government of all Jewish DP

camps and communities therefore aimed at taking over the
relief programs as well.

They very often could not tolerate

the aloofness of professional social workers who, in spite
of their dedicated work, could not fully identify with them.
This was due not only to the fact that they came from America but, in most cases, these workers .lacked basic Jewish
· knowledge.

They were culturally, linguistically and so-

cially different.

Unlike the Jewish chaplains who, right

after liberation had succeeded in conquering the hearts
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of their unfortunate brothers, the professional workers
failed to evoke in them similar sentiments.

Many of these

workers showed a complete lack of Jewish values, education
and knowledge of the Eastern European Jewish culture.

The

DPs, as this study will show, structured their lives on
models of their ruined communities.

The Palestinians who

came to work with them were in this regard much closer to
them.

The social and political structure of the Palestinian

Yishuv 1 was in many ways based on principles similar to
theirs.

One must also emphasize that the DPs' outlop k and

hopes for the future were definitely identical with those
of the Palestinians.
identical.

On a personal basis they were fully

Many of the teachers, Bricha 2 workers were

Europeans who just recently had themselves arrived in
Palestine.
No wonder then that conflicts arose between organizations such as AJDC and HIAS and the official organs of the
DPs.

The Americans were politically and ideologically

neutral, the DPs outspokenly committed.

The liberated Jews

felt that the relief and help came from their brothers and
sisters as a matter of right.

When they felt that a bureau-

cracy consisting of many unnecessary layers was established,

1 Name of the Jewish community in Palestine before the
establishment of Israel.

~Bricha was an organization in charge of Aliyah Bet or
illegal immigration to Palestine. See Yehuda Bauer:
Rescue and Flight: Brichah, Random House, N. Y. 1970.
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of hunger--might affect the growing nervous system of
children, their entire brain metabolism and brain
function. Many children, due to abnormal li v ing conditions, will have acquired anti-social impulses and
a hostile attitude toward the community. Many of
them will even be affected with deeply impaired moral
feelings and behaviour. The re-education of these
children, the correction of their attitude and feelings,
the treatment of their nervous and mental injuries,
will require extraordinary measures and special institutions of mixed therapeutic and educational character. After the war, the Jewish child population will
consist almost entirely of children of school age and
adolescents. Children between the ages of 4 and 6
born immediately before or at the beginning of the
war, will be but few in numbers as not many will have
survived the horrors of forced migrations, hunger and
cold. Because of the catastrophic fall in the birthrate and later the almost complete cessation of births,
also because of the huge mortality among infants, it
is not likely that any infants will have survived.
The hypersensitivity and suspiciousness of Jewish
children to the outside world from where so much suffering had come to them, and which left the deepest
marks on their being, will remain for a long time after
the war, and this factor must be fully recognized in
any plan for medical aid to Jewish children in Europe.
This fact will determine the nature of the aid institutions which will be needed to serve the Jewish
children after the war.
The great majority of the children will be totally
illiterate as under the Nazi occupation Jewish schools
were abolished and general schools did not admit Jewish
children, nor were the Jewish children able to leave
the ghettos to attend these schools. Children's education will have to be conducted in children's homes
and, generally speaking, must be in the spirit of the
Jewish traditions and ideology. Scores of children
will have to be removed from their former surroundings
and former places of habitation and placed elsewhere
where they would not be haunted by past experiences
and the dreadful impressions connected with years of
ghetto life. Children's homes located away from the
centers, in rural surroundings! will be a very necessary form of children's aid.

4 Kurt R. Grossman Collection (YIVO).
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they rebelled against it and demanded to administer the
work by themselves.

They did not hesita t e to plead their

case before the American Jewish public opinion.
It is within this framework that the relations with
the organizations trying to help the DPs, have to be viewed.
The memorandum by Dr. Judah Shapiro in the previous chapter
alluded to that underlying conflict.

Education, never neu-

1

tral, and most certainly not among Jewish DPs, was a fertile
ground for disagreements.
American-Jewish organizations foresaw the difficulties
to be encountered in taking care of children after the
liberation.

Thus, on June 29, 1944, Dr. C. Walman of the

OSE 3 told the Jewish leaders at a meeting of the Committee
for Health and Child Care:
"Jewish children need not grow up"--became the
Nazi slogan all over Europe. The Germans set themselves to destroy the young Jewish generation.
Thousands of Jewish children are now hiding in woods,
cemeteries, basements and ruins of devastated homes
in fear of the man-hunt. When they come out into the
open, they are like hunted animals searching for food,
shelter, and protection. The distress of the still
remaining Jewish children in Europe is very great.
They succumb to all kinds of diseases and perish for
want of care and protection. Fear, loneliness, isolation, man-hunt, loss of parents and all the various
traumatic shocks to which Jewish children had been
exclusively exposed under the Nazis will result in
various forms of traumatic neurosis, anxiety hysteria,
and even will provoke some acute psycho-neurotic
syndromes. Permanent undernourishment--not to speak

3Abbreviation of Russian: Obshtchestvo Zdravookhr~nyenie Evreyev; i.e., Jewish Health Society.
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In August 1947, the Commission for International Educational Reconstruction (CIER) listed the following American Jewish organizations active in educational work abroad:
American Joint Distribution Committee (AJDC); American
Association for Jewish Education (which cooperated with
other Jewish agencies in sending textbooks, library books
and teachers to certain devastated areas in Europe where
Jewish schools and children's homes were being established.
It also instituted a school adoption plan whereby a Jewish
School in the United States adopted a Jewish school in
Europe); American Committee of OSE 5 (which maintained 59
children's homes in various countries since January 1947);
American ORT (vocational training); B'nai Brith Hillel
Foundation (through its Foreign Students' Service, which
offered scholarships intended primarily to assist meritorious and needy students in the war-devastated areas of
Europe to continue their higher education.

Priority was

given to Displaced Persons and victims of racial, religious
and political persecution); Children to Palestine (which
cooperated with Youth Aliyah Committee of Hadassah in providing medical and psychiatric services, educational and
vocational guidance programs for Jewish children who arrived
in Palestine from former . occupied lands); National Council
of Jewish Women; United Palestine Appeal; World Jewish

5 see footnote 3.
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Congress (its Child Care Division supervised the educational
and social progress of ~hildren's homes in Austria, Germany, Italy, France, Czechoslovakia and Hungary.

Books

and educational missions have been sent to Displaced Persons camps in Germany and Austria) • 6

However, other or-

ganizations not listed by CIER were very active, for example,
Vaad Hatzala. 7

6 Kurt R. Grossman Collection (YIVO).
7 cIER Handbook. Washington, D.C., August 1947. The
following organizations (general and Jewish) were listed as active in Germany: American Book Center for
War Devastated Libraries, American Federation of Labor,
American Freinds Service Committee, American Junior
Red Cross, American Library Association, American
Youth for World Youth, Brethren Service Commission,
Camp Fire Girls, Inc., Centre for International Relief
to Civilian Populations, College Art Association of
America, Congregational Christian Service Committee,
Inc., Cooperative for American Remittances to Europe,
Inc. (CARE), Bxperiment in International Living, Inc.,
Foreign Missions, Conference of North America, Freedom
Fund of the Cooperative League of the U.S.A., Geological Society of America, Inc., Germanistic Society
of America, Inc., Girl Scouts, Lutheran World Federation--American Section, Lutheran World Relief, Inc.,
Mennonite Central Committee, National Catholic Welfare Conference--War Relief Services, National c ,I O
Community Services Committee, National Congress of
Parents and Teachers, National Recreation Association,
National Self Government Committee, Our World UnitedThru Books, Inc., Overseas School Committee, Russia
Children's Welfare Society, Inc., Salvation Army,
Seventh-Day Adventists--General Conference, Unitarian
Service Committee, Workers Education Bureau of America,
World Student Service Fund, Young Men's Christain
Associations--International Committee, Young Women's
Christian Association--National Board.
Ibid., p. 60.
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The formation of the various Jewish schools among the
Jewish DPs in Germany was greatly influenced by the pattern

of the Jewish school system in Eastern Europe, above all,
that of Poland before the war.

Such Jewish schools had been

organized along political lines.

Each school system was

representative of an ideological grou~ and affiliated with
a certain political movement.

The following are the major

Jewish school systems in Poland before World War II.
1. The Tsysho Schools of the Tsentrale Yiddishe Shul
Organizatsie (Central Jewish School Organization)-a secular, Yidishist school network which was affiliated with the labor movement, with 169 schools,
632 classes and with 15,486 students in 1934-35;
2. The Poale Zion had its own network of secular
schools--shul kult--16 schools with 2,343 students
in 1937;
3. The Tarbut schools--a secular Hebraist and Zionist
oriented network; 269 schools with 44,780 students
in 1934-35;
4. Yavneh--a network of religious schools under the
direction of Mizrahi had 229 schools with 15,923
students in 1937;
5. The Orthodox Horev schools, under the direction ot
the Agudath Israel had 177 schools with 49,123
students in 1937;
6. Beth Jacob, Orthodox Girls' Schools under the

, a/1!7
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direction of Agudath Israel had 248 schools with
35,586 students in 1937;
7. In 1937, there existed 167 traditional rel igious
schools of the yeshivah type with 15,941 students.
Altogether, in 1937, these seven independent groups of
Jewish schools in Poland had 1,275 schools with 180,182
students.

In addition, a number of Jewish children were

enrolled in the Polish Public schools.

In 1934 ~ 35, 455,388

Jewish students were enrolled in primary and secondary
schools, 77.6% of them in public schools and 22.4% in the
above mentioned and other Jewish schools, which were recognized by the Polish government as the equivalent to public
school S:t.
Each of these groups had its own religious, linguistic and cultural traditions and political affiliations.
Each Jewish school system was either Yiddishist, Hebraist
or Polonized; pro-Bundist, pro-Zionist, secular or Orthodox.

These ideological and political affiliations were

reflected in the overall philosphy of the school, language
of instruction, the curriculum and other aspects of their
activities.

Thus, the Jewish schools in Poland reflected

the general atmosphere of Polish Jewry which was organized
and which struggled for its existence not as a united body
but along the lines of various political parties.

Con-

flicts were unavoidaLle and most of what had happened
before the war greatly influenced the schools of the
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Jewish DPs. 8
Aid for Jewish schools was part of the acti.V'ities of
the American Joint Distribution Committee long before World
War II.

The JDC helped the schools and other ~ultural

Jewish activities in Eastern Europe without trying to influence the character of such activities.

Aid was thus

given to institutions of various political orientations.
A similar policy prevailed after World War II.

One his-

torian pointed out, however, that in the· field of education and culture, unlike any other field of relief and
reconstruction work, political and ideological influences
were pervasive.
The AJDC representatives arrived in the American
occupied zone of Germany on August 4, 1945, some three and
a half months after the liberation of the survivors of the
concentration camps.

During this early period, the survivors

8 on the Jewish schools in Poland before the war see:

Tonja Lewit, Die Entwiklun~ des jttdischen Volksbildungswesen in Polen, (Vilna, 1931); Arieh Tartakower, "Das jUdische Schulwesen in Polen," Monatschrift
fttr die Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judentums, vol.
XXXV (1931), pp. 292-306; H. Seidman, Dos Yidishe
Religiese Schulwezn in di Ramen funder Poylisher
Gezetsgebung (Warsaw, 1937); Almanach Szkolnictwa
Zydowskiogo W Polsce, edited by J. Tsineman, vol. I
(Warsaw, 1938); H. Ormian, The Educational Thought of
Polish Jewry (Tel Aviv, 1939), in Hebrew; Chaim Szlama
Kazdan, Die Geshichte fun Yidishn Schulvezn in Umophengiken Poyln (Mexico, 1947); Nathan EK, "The ~ducational Institutions of Polish Jewry, 1921-1939,"
The Jewish Social Studies, vol. IX, no. 1 (1947), pp.
3-32; Miriam Eisenstein, -~ewish Schools in Poland
1919-39, (New York, 1950).
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organized themselves as communities which took care of the
manifold needs of the liberated masses.

The establishment

of activities, including educational institutions, was high
on the list of priorities.
The AJDC Educational Director of Germany and Austria
was attached to the Central Headquarters of the United
States Army in Germany, located at Arolsen.

His associates,

who at first had confined their activities to the 3rd and
5th districts of the American Zon e (formerly the 3rd Army
Area) were attached to the Educational Department of the
Central United States Headquarters, located at Passing,
where the senior UNRRA officers for educational and recreational activities were functioning.
The Senior Welfare Officers attached to UNRRA teams
in DP centers were also responsible for education and recreation.

The personnel of the AJDC, the Jewish Agency and

other Jewish agencies did their work under the supervision
of the UNRRA officers.

The latter's assistance was, however,

limited to providing the necessary accommodation and equipment.

They did not participate in supervising education

itself.

Thus, for example, the Educational Department of

the UNRRA in the American Zone of Germany helped the AJDC
in printing 2,400 copies of a Hebrew primer.

It also

helped to obtain permission from the Military Government
to distribute among the Jewish DP cente r s 25,000 volumes
from the Rothschild library in Frankfur~-am-Main. 9
9

Report by H. Viteles, May 11, 1946 (YIVO, 55, p. 25).
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As already noted above, the AJDC adopted a non-political
attitude to the problem of Jewish education, thus _·f ollowing
a prewar tradition by trying to help each group.

On April

15, 1946, the AJDC issued the following directives for
educational activities in Germany and Austria:
AJDC had a definite philosophy of Jewish life.
Each and every group in Jewish life is worthy of help
and encouragement . • • all groups are entitled to
our help in working out their programs of educational
and cultural work . . . We must be very careful not
to impose our own educational philosophy upon the
Jewish DPs. The purpose of the AJDC Educational program is, by intensive work, to help those who during
the past seven years received no education at all, or
a very limited education, to make up for some of the
lost time. Education is one of the best therapeutic
agents to help develop a more ~normal outlook upon
life; to carry out the old and basic Jewish tradition
of "Torah Lishema," study for study's sake . . .
develop a love of knowledge per se.10
In a report of May 3, 1946, M. J. Joslow, Educational
Consultant of the AJDC, spoke of three periods in the work
of the Education Division of the AJDC for the previous
seven months:
1. Educational chaos;
2. Educational relief;
3. Organization and improvement.
The first period of chaos was a natural sequence to
the urgent need for material relief.

Little attention was

given to the educational and cultural requirements of the
DP centers.

Activities were limited to conferences where

lOReport by H. Viteles, May 11, 1946 (YIVO 55, p. 89).
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suggestions were made but there were few supplies or materials of instruction available for distribution.
of this latter condition, a start was made.

In spite

T-h e :second

period of relief began with the arrival from the United
States of the first educational materials and books, and
with acquisition of supplies from local or neighboring
sources.

Meanwhile, work started in the first period con-

tinued through this one.

The third period marked the opening

of a formal system of education, with much greater quantities of instructional materials avaiable and with greater
interest shown for the need of educational programs in the
camps.

During this period, attention was extended to the

needs of communities, which, up until then, had been almost
ignored.

Attention could now be rutned to methodology,

improvement of instruction and professional growth of
teachers. 11
However, the AJDC did not always have such a liberal
attitude to the Jewish DPs.

In the beginning, the AJDC

representatives tried to work out their own plans and to
ignore the DPs' demands.

In January 1947 a delegation of

the Jewish DPs was sent to the United States;

In their

report, they complained that the AJDC personnel had often
"an unsympathetic approach" to the delicate DP problems.

11 M. J. Jasbow, "Report of Activities," Passing, May
31, 1946 to Leo w. Schwartz, AJDC Director, u. S.
Zone (YIVO, 22/000017).
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The first AJDC workers were "neither trained nor prepared
for the job."

With few exceptions, the many individuals

who came to Germany had to be shifted from job to job or
had to be called back from Germany.
personnel in the first year was 100%.

The turnover in AJDC
The delegation com-

plained that the AJDC tried to ignore the DPs and set up
an imported machinery in Germany:
There is no need for the Joint (AJDC) to form a
Rabbinical Department and import some three or four
American Rabbis to perform duties which are adequately performed by the numerous rabbis now in Germany, organized in a Vaad Harabonim, which has demonstrated through its many activities that it can
better serve the people than can the American Jewish
Joint Distribution Committee rabbinate. Similarly,
the education department of the Joint, which is
neither headed by a competent individual, nor designed to accomplish any real objective, need not
be continued as a department especially since the
people themselves have set up hundreds of schools and
institutions for the education of the various
groups. Not only has the American Joint disrupted the
Jewish social scene through its parallelled machinery,
but it has made distinctions between the people themselves by lifting certain individuals to a category
of a Joint worker, thereby increasing his food ration
and giving him status over and above other workers
who are more competent and who have and are accomplishing much more important tasks but who are working under the Central Committee rather than the Joint. 12
The DPs complained about the AJDC's "non-political"
character:
The Joint has maintained that it is not a political
organization and has shied away from political problems. Nevertheless political problems have stalked
the Jew at his every step. The Hungarian Jew was

12 YIVO,20.
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considered an enemy alien; the Polish Jew was not per=
mitted to go to Palestine; the concentration camp vie=
tim was desperate in seeking members of ~is family.
All these movements implied an infringement upon some
political directive. Either the directive had to be
changed or circumvented. The Joint was always subservient to the period in the directive. So much so,
that when a Joint worker snubbed that period, he or
she was up for dismissal.
In a political work it is
impossible to be effective and apolitical at the same
time.13
In spite of such frequent conflicts in the field of
education, collaboration between the DPs and the AJDC was
usually normal, especially during the periods when the Edu\

cational Directors of the AJDC in Europe were men who understood the psychology of the East European Jewry.

Thus, on

April 11, 1946, Koppel S. Pinson, then Educational Director
of the AJDC, sent out the following circular to all JDC
personnel in Germany and Austria:
It has often been said that AJDC has no philolophy or ideology. This is not an accurate statement.
AJDC has a definite philosphy of Jewish life. This
ideology is that Jewish life is a pluralistic one and
that each and every group in Jewish life is worthy of
hlep and encouragement. Such a philosophy does not
mean passive disinterestedness in educational or cultural ideas; it should mean a positive approach to
Jewish life and active encouragement of all sizeable
groups religious and non-religious, orthodox, conservative or reform, Zionist, non-Zionist and antiZionist, Hebraist or Yiddishist, Polish, German or
Greek. Jews, all of them, are entitled to our help
in working out their programs of educational and cultural work. By pursuing such a policy 0£ 'active
tolerance' AJDC can make itself felt as an active
force in making Jewish group life richer, broader and
more tolerant. The AJDC is the only Jewish group
relief agency operating in the European Theater of
Operations with such a philosophy.
It, therefore, has

13 Ibid.
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a special 'responsibility of being the guardian of
tolerance for all groups and special protector of
minority groups. There are many evidences in the
Jewish communities of Germany and Austria,
undue
pressure being exercised by either majoritie$ upon
minorities or organized majorities. Totalitarianism
has left its impress even upon Jews.
It is the duty
of JDC personnel to see that such pressures in the
field of education and culture are reduced to a minimum. Obviously, this is more difficult than indifference, but otherwise we are not carrying out the
trust placed in us by the various Jewish groups who
unite in their support of the JDC in the United States.

o-f

At the same time, we must be very careful not to
impose our own educational philosophy upon the Jewish
DPs. We must familiarize ourselves with the different
types of legitimate cultural need present and do all
we can to help our fellow Jews carry out their desires.
JDC workers must also do all they can to enter into
sympathetic relationships with the cultural leaders in
the camps and communities. One of the main criticisms
levelled at JDC has been the cultural gap existing
between our workers and the DPs. We cannot all become
steeped in Yiddish and Hebrew culture overnight, but
we can make up for such lack of familiarity with warm
sympathy and interest for their cultural values and
accepting them on a par with our own.14
One should accept an attitude of caution in the use of
reports by American Jewish social workers on the educational
and other problems of Jewish DPs.

Such reports often mis-

took pre-war attitudes of East European Jews as a special
DP mentality.

Professor Koppel S. Pinson correctly noted

in a report of December 24, 1946:
An intimate insight into the state of mind of these
people is a prerequisite for any kind of intelligent
planning of educational work. On the whole, I am of
the opinion that there has been great exaggeration on

1411 General Directives for Educational Program," AJDC in
Germany and Austria, April 1, 1946 (Educational Philosophy), YIVO, 1993).
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the subject of a special DP mentality and psychological
attitude. Much of this has come .f rom people who never
had any familiarity with intensive Jewish liJe in
Eastern Europe before the war. Much of what ·has been
attributed to special DP mentality was just as characteristic of Jewish life in centers like Warsaw, Vilna,
Lemberg, or Munkach in the normal years before the war
as it is of the people from these areas now gathered
in DP camps in Germany. Their requests concerning
educational and cultural matters, I have found, are
intelligent, reasonable and on the whole pedagogically
sound.
I am not concerned here with relaxation of
moral codes and values among some elements of the camp.
What concerns me here primarily is their approach to
education and culture. And here the cultural leaders
have, on the whole, evidenced a sober and intelligent
point of view. Something should be said here concerning their Zionist philosophy. There has been
built up on all sides and among all parties concerned
with these people something of an alarmist attitude
regarding Zionism.
Zionism has often been made synonymous with extremism. This is not a true picture. The
Zionism of these people is really nothing but a Jewish
national approach to their problems. This must be
understood in terms of the entire picture of Jewish
life in Poland, Rumania, Hungary, etc. Here, the Jews
before World War II, constituted a distinct national
cutlural group and were recognized as such by the Treaty
of Versailles and by the fundamental laws of the succession states created out of the old Hapsburg and
Russian Empires. Jews in these countries were supposed to enjoy national minority rights; they had
their own schools, newspapers, and other cultural
institutions. By tradition and culture they constitute a distinct national grouping (Kulturgemeinschaft}:
their experience of the last 15 years has added even
more to the common fund of experience and has made of
them more than ever a Schicksalsgemeinschaft. They
resent, therefore, attempts made by official authorities to ignore these natural conditions and to force
their educational and cultural program into a pattern
that is Polish or German, or English, and not Jewish.
While these things are ovbious facts to anyone familiar
with Eastern Europe, they are unfortunately not known
to many in official positions.15 ·

15 Education Report for Zeilsheim "Highly Confidential:
by Koppel S. Pinson, December 24, 1946 (YIVO, 54).
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On the other hand, the specific DP psychology, often mixed
with the pre-war ideologies, should not be ignored.

Pinson

himself noted:
There are a few aspects of their state of mind that
are special in character and must be reckoned with in
any educational program. They have developed acertain hardness and toughness of personality; it is that
of course which was largely responsible for their survival. The softer virtues of personality are covered
with layer upon layer of toughness. This strikes an
outsider, particularly, when it is displayed by the
intellectual intolerance which must be understood
properly. A conception of Ichud--(unity) has been
developed among the people. These ideological differences formerly existing in Jewish life, were completely subordinated to collective unity. They still
consider themselves to be in a state of war, despite
the cessation of hosilities and the Allied victory,
and hence still struggle to maintain this ideal of
unity. Moreover, the issue of Palestine has become
emotionally, psychologically and politically so intimately tied up with their own hopes for the future,
that they do not even wish to allow discussion of
Zionism or anti-Zionism or even non-Zionism which has
come to be a threat to the most fundamental stake in
the future.
It is not a matter here to dispute the
question as to soundness of their hopes.
It is a
state of mind which is a fact. And because this
problem has become psychologically and emotionally
so inextricably tied up with their hopes for the
future, we may say that there is a sort of a subtle
terrorization of large elements in the camps who
were not especially interested in Palestine or political Zionism. Add to this the very subtle but real
effects of twelve years of Nazi totalitarianism, and
you find certain influences definitely at work:
(1) a mistrust of the masses;
(2) a conception that free discussion of intellectual problems is a luxury which they cannot
as yet afford;
(3) a certain militancy which offers very little
room for intellectual humility.
On the basis of my study of these people at Zeilsheim,
however, I think that except for a very small fanatical
group (made up largely of former Revisionists) these
negative aspects of their state of mind can be eradicated by giving them an educational program of real
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Jewish content. It cannot and should not be done by
trying to fight them on what they still consider to
be a life or death question. Meeting them as man to
man, I have found~ has already been successful in
helping restore to them a sense of perspective and
intellectual tolerance.16
Outside the AJDC, other agencies were active among the
DPs.

The aim of the various agencies were not always the

same, and a collaboration was needed.

Thus, in March 1947,

the following agreement on a program for educational activities in the American Zone of Germany was signed by representatives of the Jewish Agency for Palestine (JAFP), the
American Joint Distribution Committee (AJDC) and the Central
Committee of Liberated Jews (CCLJ):
1.

An educational department will be set up whose Board

will consist of two representatives each of JAFP, AJDC and
CCLJ.

This Board will ask that the Army be entrusted with

the direction and administrative responsibility for Jewish
education in DPs and assembly centers.
2.

The Chairman of the Board will be a JAFP member.

3.

The Educational Department will work autonomously

and the members of the Board will be delegated the authority
by the organizations to act immediately as the need arises.
4.

The Board will work in close cooperation with

UNRRA Child Welfare Department which will be represented
on the Board in an advisory capacity.

16 Ibid.
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s.

The first facet of the program is the establish-

ment and direction of elementary schools and Kindergartens,
the working out of a curriculum, and the choice of textbooks, the supply of textbooks and school material, and
supplementary training of teachers.
6.

The school program will be an overall Jewish National

non-partisan program.
rew teaching.

Special emphasis will be' laid on Heb-

As far as possible, the teaching of the Eng-

lish language will be encouraged.

Special care will be

taken for a proper religious education of religious children.
7.

The Board may extend its activities by mutual

agreement of its members.
8.

The Board will appoint the personnel necessary for

the implementation of the education program (supervisors,
school principals, etc).
9.

Training of Youth leaders (Madrichim) will be the

responsibility of the Youth Aliyah Department of JAPP.
10.

JAFP will recruit additional teachers and eduea-

tional experts for the education program.
11.

All personnel will be functionally responsible to

the Board, personnel enlisted by voluntary agencies will
be administratively responsible to the respective agencies.
12.

The Board will subsidize all schools under its

supervision.
13.

The Board will decide on the form of reward to

local teach , rs and staff.
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14.

JDC will be responsible for the supply budget of

the program within the limits of a submitted and agreed
upon budget.
of the Board.

The approved budget will be at the 4isposal
AJDC's participation in the expenses for

new recruited personnel will be agreed upon between AJDC
and JAPP Headquarters.17

17 Letter to Mr. ,~. W. Beckleman, AJDC Paris, from E.
Dobkin, March 16, 1947.
"Agreement on Education,"
worked out bet~een Beckleman and "our people."
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VI.

IDEOLOGICAL TRENDS IN EDUCATION

Giving surviving Jewish children a normal education
in a DP camp was not an easy task.

For most children, the

DP schools were the first they had ever attended in their
young but tragic lives.

the AJDC reported in January . 1946

that at Regensburg "many under 16 have never attended
school and are illiterate." 1

Such a situation prevailed

in many other places as well.
Reporting on the education work at the Elman recreation home, a correspondent noted that "children who had
received their 'education' in concentration camps could
not be educated 'quickly'."

Tact was an important factor,

but even this was often an impossible task. 2
Moreover, children were often moved from one DP camp
to another and their education had to be constantly rearranged in the new surroundings.
sons such as:

This was done for rea-

the physical condition of the camps, or the

necessity to remove the children from often demoralized

111 conf idential," Report o': Education Survey, American
Zone, Third Army Area, Ge r many, December 26, 1945January 5, 1946 by M. J . Jaslow, AJDC Central HQ,
Germany.
2 AJDC Reports and Memoranda, Germany, 1945-1949.
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adults.

On September 24, 1945, Miriam Warburg, an AJDC

worker in Germany, repo~ted:
We are preparing for the reception of about 600700 children who are to be concentrated in Camp
Foehrenwald in which we are stationed. The children
are to be taken out from other camps in the Bavarian
area.
The re·asons for this are manifold: first, this
Camp is for the winter use and by far the best in
the whole country; solid houses, central-heating, no
overcrowding and tolerable food.
One cannot, unfortunately, say the same of the other camps, especially
of Feldafing, where people are sleeping--40 and more
--one over the other in wooden barracks with leaking
roofs. These barracks must be emptied before the
winter, and therefore, peopfe have to be shifted.
There was a lot of trouble, discussion and argument
about this moving and Shea and I spent day after day
convincing the children (who were to come) that it
was best for them to come to our place. They did
not want to come, they were used to their other surroundings, they hated the idea of being moved again
(because it reminded them of so many removals they
had gone through), and they were full of mistrust of
all and everything. We hope that now we have got
their confidence--but it was a hard and bitter
struggle. All those children (they are not really
children as they are all between 14 and 18--the
younger ones have been completely exterminated by
Hitler) are in a very unbalanced state of mind and
we cannot judge them by normal standards. They feel
that because of their sufferings, they have been
alienated from us, that they have their own say in
their personal affairs, and they will never do what
somebody else asks them to do.
They wander about all
over Europe; they try to find relatives in all the
camps, they go to Poland to look for brothers and
sisters and come back again--and all this in a heavily
guarded country where we are controlled and checked
every ten minutes when we travel from one place to
another. There are more reasons for concentrating
the children in one place. They should be taken away
from the grown-ups amongst whom they live, and who
are terribly demoralized. Stealing, people of both
sexes sleeping together (married couples sleeping
with two or three friends is a common thing), unwillingness of three-fourths of all inmates to work;
bad habits, etc., create a poison us surrounding
for children.3

3 YIVO,

54.
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In some cases, the migration from camp to camp made
the normal functioning of schools almost impossible.

In

January 1948, for example, there were 226 Jewish DPs at
the Struth camp; 146 of them were children (135 between
6 and 13 years old).

Many children came there in a neg-

lected physical condition, with almost no clothing other
than the clothing they were wearing, which was in very
poor shape.

There was a shortage of linen and eating

utensils; 70% of the children arrived carrying lice; 40%
were anemic, 55% were underweight, some had intestinal
troubles; 33% were under 8 years old and 70% under 10
. each one required individual attention. 4
In order to prepare t~e children for emigration to
Palestine and a pioneering life of hard work, it was necessary to create enthusiasm among the children, to fight
the materialistic tendencies among the DPs, to reverse
the drive for money.5
There was no clearly defined philosophy of education.
It could, however, be stated that the schools were Zionist
oriented.

As one teacher wrote:

"One Palestinian teacher

complained that the children were taught various subjects,
but were not educated.

The teachers taught reading, writing,

etc., but they were not prepared for the task of educating

4 Yrvo, 192.
5 oeb., in Dvar Hamore Behaapala (Frankfurt-a-M.), No.
1, May 1947, p. 57.
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the 'children.'

But then, what exactly was 'education.'

A teacher, for instance, who had registered for emigration
to America instead of to Palestine, was regarded .a s a bad
educator. 116
At a meeting of the Jewish Agency for Palestine, held
on November 12-15, 1946, at Berchtesgaden

with the parti-

cipation of over one hundred delegates, it was reported
that "in the children's centers, the children were under
the care of madrichim, who worked with much devotion, but
were themselves often little more than children or who
had insufficient education and experience.

Their prepara-

tion for this great work was inadequate and they, themselves,
had to be checked and trained.

The speakers criticized

"the political splits within the children's centers" and
demanded that the youth organizations take over one or more
specific camps to be serviced through one of their Kibbutzim in order to avoid the splitting up of a camp into
several Kibbutzim.

There was no currculum, there was a

lack of trained kindergarten teachers, a l?ck of books.
Neither teachers nor doctors got anything for their work.
The delegates demanded that children be given priority to
go to Palestine.

The legal status of some of the children

was unsatisfactory.

As the parents of many of the children

-were still in Poland or Hungary, there was the danger that

6Ari Murik, ibid., No. 2, July 1948, pp. 2-5.
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the children would be returned to their parents." 7
Curricula were dictated by ideological considerations.
In most schools, the ideology of the pre-war H~brew Tarbut
Schools in Poland prevailed.

If one considers

the many

{

faceted difficulties of an average DP school, it was indeed
a miracle that the inexperienced teachers were able to accomplish anything.

One observer noted that wherever pos-

sible, Hebrew was the language of instruction even for
general subjects.

The exigencies of mixed age groups with

varied knowledge of Hebrew forced a concession on this
point and Yiddish was also used as the language of instruction for general subjects. 8

The problems confronting a

teacher in a DP school were enough to baffle even the most
experienced pedagogue.

In one class were children from

Hungary who knew no Yiddish, chidren who had been recovered
from Polish Christian families who still had to be taught
and convinced that they were Jews, children coming from
Samarkand or Uzbekistan or other such places in Soviet
Russia, who spoke nothing but Russian--all studying together with little Lithuanian or Carpatho-Russian Jewish
children who ran about conversing in a juicy and fluent

7

.

YIVO, 159.

8 In November 1947 a resolution was passed by the Association of Writers and Artists requesting of the Central Committee to include Yiddish in the curriculum.
The same resolution acknowledged that there was no ban
on Yiddish. The Central Committee complied with this
resolution. J. Gar: ~afraite Yidn," in Fon Noentn
Ovar, Vol. III, p. 173.
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Yiddish.

Age groupings were difficult and often there

were youngsters of 8-10 in the same class with boys of
16-17. 9
After the liberation, the first reports on education
among Jewish DPs were not too enthusiastic.
educational consultant, M. J. Joslow, wrote:

The AJDC
"In general,

it can honestly be stated that formal education programs
are found in few places.

With few exceptions, instruction

must frequently be given without texts, pencils or paper, 1110
The situation, however, quickly changed.

On August 18, 1948,

Dr. Judah J. Shapiro reported to the AJDC in New York:
The most impressive thing about the educational
work in Germany is the fact that in these wholly abnormal circumstances, a complete pattern of education
--a school system--has been established.
I dare to
say that in the history of education one will not
find so elaborate a program developed so rapidly,
and certainly not under comparable conditions. The
camps have schools, teachers, and supervisors, children are graded; there are textbooks and libraries,
there are school facilities with classrooms, benches
and desks, blackboards and maps and other items used
in the classroom.11
·
.r

There is no doubt that a very important factor in
bringing about this situation was the corps of teachers
brought from Palestine to develop a full school program.

9 Koppel S. Pinson, "Jewish Life in Liberated Germany,"
Jewish Social Studies, ix (1947), 122.
lOYIVO, 446.
11 Ibid.
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The credit must be given to AJDC for the boldness with
which it ~pproached the problem in making the commitment
and fulfilling it, that is, transporting a large 4roup of
teachers from Palestine into the DP countries, paying their
salaries, their transportation, their clothing, and their
cost of living.

This Palestine group made a triple contri-

bution:
1.

They developed a standardized curriculum;

2.

They supervised and made effective some 500
local teachers;

3.

They actually taught, and thus demonstrated to
local teachers the best methods of teaching.

In August 1948, the entire school program was shaken
by the return of the Palestinian teachers to Palestine.
In September 1948 S. Lewis

Gaber, AJDC Education and Rec-

reation Consultant wrote:
Dr. Zeev Gilad was appointed chairman of the Board
of Education and Culture by the Jewish Agency for
Palestine and also as their representative on the
Soard. Unfortunately, Dr. Gilad was the only Palestinian teacher entering into the work for the corning
school year, whereas all other teachers were in the
process of leaving. The school year began on August
20th and already there were indications of the darnage _being
done to the built-up school system by the evacuation
of the Palestinian teachers. Now we are faced with
not only the shortage in teachers' cadre, but almost
the complete absence of Palestinian professional
guidance. We hope that the new ·group of teachers who,
we understand, are corning into the zone, will arrive
here during the month of September, so that a minimum of time will be lost.
Some replacements were found, but not in sufficient numbers.
Fortunately, however, by then local teachers had gained

...,

..
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more experience and were able to continue the work on their
own.12
In places where the Jewish DP population came into contact with the Palestinian Jewish Brigade, the cultural
activities, including schools, gained much by the initiative and experience of the Jewish soldiers.

In Bergen-

Belsen, for example, the Hebrew course was conducted by
David Litman, a member of the Brigade.13
Education was constantly influenced by the Jewish
attitude towards Germans.

Jewish organizations took a

negative attitude towards the idea of recreating a permanent Jewish community in Germany by German Jews or DPs.
Evacuation of all Jews from Germany was the official Jewish policy although Harry Greenstein, advisor on Jewish
affairs to the United States Military Governor of Geramny,
tried to persuade Jewish leaders to accept General Lucius
D. Clay's point of view, which was in contrast to the official Jewish policy.

In time, however, a new German -

Jewish community was created and even many DPs settled
there permanently.

By 1961, about 40,000 Jews lived in

Germany in 514 scattered placed, mostly in large cities. 14

12 Ibid.
13 YIVO, 2270.
14
For a general picture of German Jews in post-war
Germany see Norbert Muhler, The Survivors. A Report on the Jews in Germany Today. New York-;-IT62.
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One teacher correctly noted that the temporary character of the DP camps prevented the establishment of a perfect school system.

Everything was done to bring about a

complete liquidation of Jewish life in Germany.

Of course,

building for the ultimate liquidation was a great national
endeavor, but hardly a good atmosphere for giving children
a good schooling.ls
Often parents were excluded from important school activites. At Leipheim, for example, numerous leaders and
guests were invited to a banquet on the occasion of the
opening of a new school year, but the parents were not allowed to attena. 16

On the other hand, at a meeting of

teachers held on November 24, 1946, in Stuttgart, it was
emphasized that "the influence of the school is often paralyzed or ruined by the parents at home.

Meetings of

parents must be held more often for the purpose of helping
them better understand the goals of their children's education."17
The lack of tolerance among adults had a great influence on children.

In July 1946, Sadie Sander, an AJDC

worke!'." reported on the "apparent antagonism between the

15 ousia Blincher, in Dvar Hamore Behaapala, No. 2,
July 1948, p. 25.
16
Landsberger Lager-Cajtung, Sept. 25, 1946, p ~ 15.
17
Monthly Report for November 1947 by Philip Friedman
(YIVO, 28/001694).
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various political groups" at the children's home of Lindenfels.

The non-religious children "in their arro9ance of

materialism and superiority of worldly knowledge," taunted
the religious children with the demand of proof of a corporeal God. 18
Perhaps one should conclude that there was no general
policy for all the Jewish DP children.

In 1946, Israel

Elencwaig noted that each group had its own ideological
program of educating children in its spirit.

The children

could not be classified by age group but by ideology.
had, of course, its repercussions.

This

A social worker who

went with the first group of 1,000 children to Palestine
told the following story:
"A four year old girl, whose parents perished, was
asked by her uncle:

'Would you like me to be your father?'

The child replied:

'When you will pray regularly every

day, and observe all other precepts, I will become your
comrade' • " 19
A 1946 report from Eschwege tells the following story
about the correlation between political conflicts among
adults and the education of children:
The political fight in the camp started very hard:

two

new kibbutzim were born this month; nine people are now

18 Monthly Report by Sadie Sender, July 1946, Frankfortam-Main, p. 4 (YIVO, 24/000702).
19
Landsberger Lager-Cajtung, August 30, 1946, p. 9.
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living in eight kibbutzim.

Different incidents happened

between the members of the police who belonged to the
different parties, or about the children, every party
claiming full responsibility for them. 20

2 0ibid . , Eschwege, May 31, 1946 (YIVO, 23/000384).
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VII.

PROBLEMS OF LANGUAGES OF INSTRUCTION

All aspects of education suffered greatly from the
language problem.

The Jewish Displaced Persons came from

many countries and represented a wide panorama of cultures
and languages.

The age distribution of the children was

not uniform for all countries of origin. 1
At the Leipheim camp there were in June 1946, 1599
Jewish DPs, including 830 children from Poland, Hungary,
Ru.mania, Czechoslovakia, Lithuania and other places~ (see
Table XI}.

The situation was even more complicated at

the Children's Home of Struth with 276 children from seven
countries 3 (see Table XII}.

According to the report on

registration of March 31, 1946 the number of children sixteen years old or younger was only 8.8% and 70.6 were born
in-Poland 4 (see Table XIII}.
In April 1946, a language survey was made among 53,180
Jews in both the United States and British Zones of Germany.

1

YIVO, 55.

2 YIVO, 423.
3
Ibid.
4
YIVO, 54.
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The data, based on replies from 41,757 of these Jews, reveal that 612 of them considered Hebrew as their __ language.
Of these 612, only 12 were sixteen years old or yaunger;
16,409 considered Yiddish as their language (1,144 were
sixteen years or younger); 13,917--Polish; 6,557--German;
and 4,262--other languages.

In Berlin, 9,451 out of 10,460

Jews supplied information about their languages:

28 noted

Hebrew as their language (only one under sixteen years);
715--Yiddish (45 sixteen years of younger); 7,458--German
(Berlin had already become again a center of Jews of
German origin); 1,052--Polish; and 198--other languages.
Thus, most children did not know Yiddish and few of them
had a knowledge of Hebrew.

This was a result of the years

spent by children in ghettos, concentration camps or in
hiding--especially in hiding--where the knowledge of Yiddish
and Hebrew had to be kept secret.

Thus it became necessary

to introduce in the school of Jewish survivors a language
of instruction which was not spoken by most of the children 5
(see Table XIV).
The cultural complexion of the DP group revealed a considerable degree of assimilation acquired partly before the
war and partly in the concentration camp and in hiding.
Although the vast majority of the East European Jews -, knew
and spoke Yiddish, the greater number of the middle-aged

5 Yrvo, 55.
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lapsed more naturally into Polish, Russian or Hungarian.
In many DP camps, official signs in the offices, posted by
DPs themselves, were in Polish.

So widespread was this

state of linguistic assimilation that the DP leaders adopted
an official line cif propaganda based on the slogan "Speak
Yiddish, learn Hebrew."

A slogan spread by Unzer Weg read:

"Jews, do not flirt with foreign languages, foreigners also
flirt very little with you."

However, in seeking to im-

pose a Jewish nationalist pattern upon community life these
leaders recognized that Yiddish was the only Jewish language that could be enjoined upon the masses of Jews, even
while their Zionist ideology and their preparations for
settlement in Palestine required emphasis upon Hebrew as
the l~nguage of the future. 6
In the beginning of 1946, one AJDC official, M. Joslow,
wrote:

"Because of language difficulties, it is suggested

that there be a redistribution of children and young men
and women according to spoken languages to facilitate the
instructional medium." 7

However, there were too many dif-

ficulties for the realization of such a project.

The plan

for the future seemed to be more important than the existing

6 Koppel S. Pinson, "Jewish Life in Liberated Ge~any, ",
Jewish Social Studies, ix (1947), p. 112.
7

AJDC Monthly Reports, May-DecemLer 1946 by M. J.
Jaslow and Dr. Philip Friedman (YIVO, 449).
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language pattern.

In a report of December 1945-January

1946, Joslow wrote:
The demand immediately pointed out in · every center,
without exception, is for instruction in English and
Hebrew, not only for children, but for adults as well.
An investigation revealed that the hope is still borne
that the United States will open its gates and, if
this 'miracle' does happen, these people will have
some preparation for it. The demand for Hebrew is
an obvious one: it is a projection of future
religious and cultural needs.a
Was there a connection between both the language of
instruction and the teaching of languages on one side and
the political convictions of the Jewish survivors on the
other?

There can be no doubt that the drive to teach

Hebrew was indeed connected with Zionist aspirations.

Often,

this tendency towards Hebrew was nurtured by an opposition
to Yiddish and other languages.

Dr. Koppel S. Pinson, in a

report on Zeilsheim, dated December 12, 1946, tried to explain the survivors' political Zionist psychology:
Something should be said here concerning their
Zionist philosophy. There has been built up on all
sides and among all parties concerned with these people
something of an alarmist attitude regarding Zionism.
Zionism has often been made synonymous with extremism.
This is not a true picture. The Zionism of these
people is really nothing but a Jewish national approach to their problems. This must be understood
in terms of the entire picture of Jewish life in Poland, Rumania, Hungary, etc. Here the Jews before
World War II constituted a distinct national cultural
group and were recognized as such by the Treaty of
Versailles and by the fundamental laws of the supcession states created out of the old Hapsburg and
Russian Empires. Jews in these countries were
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supposed to enjoy national minority rights; they had
their own schools, newspapers, and other cultural instututions. By tradition and culture they constitute
a distinct national grouping (Kuhturgemeinschaft):
their experience of the last 15 years had aided even
more to the common fund of experience and had made
more than ever of them a Schicksalsgemeinschaft.
They resent, therefore, attempts made by official
authorities to ignore these natural conditions and
to force their educational and cultural program into
a pattern that is Polish or German, or English, and
not Jewish. While these things are obvious facts to
any one familiar with Eastern Europe, ·they are unfortunately not known to many in official position.s.
There are a few aspects of their state of mind that
are special in character and must be reckoned with in
any educational program. They have developed acertain hardness and toughness of personality; it is that
of course which was largely responsible for their survival. The softer virtues of personality are covered
over with layer upon layer of toughness. This strikes
an outsider particularly when it is displayed by the
intellectuals in the group. Then there is a kind of
intellectual intolerance which must be understood
properly. A co~ception of Ichud (unity) has been
developed among - the people. This conception of unity
holds that in their struggle for survival all ideological differences formerly existing in Jewish life
were completely subordinated to collective unity.
They still consider themselves to be in a state of
war, despite the cessation of hostilities and the
Allied victory, and hence still struggle to maintain this ideal of unity. Moreover the issue of
Palestine has become emotionally, psychologically and
politically so intimately tied up with their own hopes
for the future that they do not even wish to allow
discussion of Zionism or anti-Zionism. For them,
anti-Zionism or even non-Zionism has come to be a
threat to the most fundamental stake in the future.
It is not a matter here to dispute the question as
to the soundess of their hopes.
It is a state of mind
which is a fact. And because this problem has become
psychologically and emotionally so inextricably tied
up with their hopes for the future we may say that
there is a sort of subtle terrorization of large elements in the camps who were not especially interested
in Palestine or political Zionism. Add to this the
very subtle but real effects of twelve years of Nazi
totalitarianism and you find certain influences d e finitely at work:
1) a mistrust of the masses 2) a
conception that free discussion of intellectual pr~blems is ' a luxury which they cannot as yet afford
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3) a certain militancy which offers very little room
for intellectual humility. On the basis of my study
of these people at Zeilsheim, however, I think that
except for a very small fanatical group (made up
largely of former Revisionists) these negative aspects
of their state of mind can be eradicated by giving
them an educational program of real Jewish content.
It cannot and should not be done by trying to fight
them on what they still consider to be a life or death
question. Meeting them as man to man, I have found,
has already been successful in helping restore to them
a sense of perspective and intellectual tolerance.9
Professor Koppel S. Pinson noted in another report, dated
December 24, 1946, that there was _a tendency to subordinate mastery of subject content to proficiency in the use
of Hebrew.

Grading of pupils in a subject such as geo-

graphy was made, not on the basis of the knowledge of geography but more on the basis of the knowledge of Hebrew,
because Hebrew was being used as the language of instruction
in the classes.10
The teachers at Bad-Zaltshlirft complained that they
had to deal with children who often had the experience of
grown ups; who knew many languages such as Russian, Polish,
languages of Asiatic Russia--but had no knowledge of their
own language. 11
From the Bleidorn Camp, where 1,340 Jewish DPs lived,
it was reported in December 1947:

9 1bid.
lOibid.
11 zaltshlirfter Lebn, No. 1, October 1946.
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The children learning in the school came from different countries and spoke different languages. It
was very difficult to work in the schools, and the
teachers had a big job to make the children speak one
language. Now all children are speaking Hebrew at
school and trying to speak this language at home.12
One visitor noted that Hebrew became the language of instruction mainly for practical reasons.

As the children came

from various countries a common language had to be found. 13
At the Bialik School in Stuttgart, Hebrew was taught
during the school year 1946/47 by using Yiddish as the
language of instruction in grades I, II, and VI, Yiddish
and Polish in grade II, and only Hebrew in grades IV and
VII.

Polish was the language of instruction for English

in all grades IV and VII:

Yiddish and Polish for general

and Jewish history,etc.14
An AJDC worker reported on the elementary school of
Munich (August 1946):

"The basic language is Hebrew, and

the school is definitely Zionist in its orientation."15
The attitude to languages of instruction in schools
was but part of a general pattern.

Dr. Samuel Gringauz,

a DP l~ader, elucidated this problem in an article on "The e
Future of Jewish Culture."

European Jewry, wrote Dr.

12 AJDC, Quarterly Installation Report, aleidorn Camp,
December 1947 (YIVO, 50).
13
Ema Schaver, Mir Zaynen Do. New York, 1948, p. 49.
14 Bet-Bialik School in Stuttgart, Documents 1946-1947
(YIVO, 1392) •
15 Etta Deutsch to Leo Schwartz, August 4, 1946, Report
on July 1946 (YIVO, 24/000857).
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Gringauz, can no longer be considered the bearer of Jewish
culture.

The future belongs to Palestine and America.

The

Jews, who have been part of European civilization for close
to 2,000 years, will cease to be that any longer.

This

will mean the "deciline of Jewish intellectualism."

The Jew

will become more primitive in his thought, he continued,
more empirical and more concrete.

The abstract Germanic

character-trait of Jewish thought will gradually disappear
and the Jewish spirit will approximate more closely the
concrete empirical Anglo-Saxon mode of thought.

With the

destruction of East European Jewry, wrote Dr. Gringauz, the
folk character of Jewish culture based on the village (shtetl)
and on Hasidism, is also lost.

The language dualism of

Yiddish and Hebrew disappears.

Yiddish has no place in

Palestine and no future in America.

With the decline of

East European Jewry, the Yiddish language also loses its
cultural basis.

Even the vitality of American Jewry will

come only because of its identification with Palestine.
"The entire Jewish people is today, from the viewpoint of
national dynamics, personified in two centers, America and
Eretz Yisrael and between these two has been set up a tie
of common national political goals. 16
0

16 Dr. Samuel Gringauz, "Die Zukunft der jttdischen Kultur." Jttdische Rundschau, May-June 1946, pp. 22-24;
also Landsberger Lager-Cajtung, June 4, 1946, p. 9
and other DP newspapers; Koppel S. Pinson, "Jewish
Life in Liberated Germany," Jewic.;h Social Studies,
ix (1947), p. 113.
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For a time, the schools were greatly influenced by
the presence of a native group of teachers from Palestine
·"'

and their attitude had a great impact on the language problem.

In some cases, teaching Hebrew became a political

question.

In Bergen-Belsen, between forty and fifty stud-

ents were enrolled in an English class.

One day the members

of the Jewish Brigade who were stationed in the vicinity
and who had helped the Displaced Persons in all ways possible, decided that the English classes would have to be
suspended.

They even took over the room which had been used

by the teacher of English, but the latter "decided to continue giving private instruction."

Later, the same teacher

stated that he had been prevented from organizing an English speaking club at the camp. 17
The language problem, especially the Hebrew versus
Yiddish question, was often discussed publicly among the
DPs in Germany and also abroad.

Some DP officials stated
0

that there was no struggle against Yiddish but rather for
Yiddish.

On March 2, 1945, Jacob Pat of the American Jewish

Labor Committee stated in the Forverts that Yiddish was
banned in the DP camps.

This was denied by Unzer Weg, a

DP newspaper of August 13, 1947, but Yiddishists continued
to criticize the anti-Yiddish attitude. 18

17

YIVO, 2270.

1811 Der Khayrim ayf Yiddish." Der Veker, May 1947, pp.
9-19 (publication of the Jewish Socialist Labor Bund
in Germany) .
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Some orthodox DPs complained that at the Landsberg
camp, where Hebrew became the language of instruction, the
children had gained the impression that outside of Hebrew
nothing else existed.
aggerated.

Of course, such a criticism was ex-

History, geography, mathematics were also

taught, but in Hebrew. 19
According to a report of October 1947, Hebrew was
taught 11 hours of a total of 24 in gradel; 7 out of a
total of 25 hours in grade 2; and 6 out of 29-35 hours in
grades 2-6.

Following are the details (see Table XV) . 20

In August 1948, up to 25.5% of the 10,542 class hours
were given in Hebrew; 0.2% in Yiddish; 3.4% in English.
At evening courses, Hebrew took up 57.7% of the time, and
at the ORT courses for supplementary instruction in general
subjects--74.1% (see Table XVI) . 21
Indeed, considerable time was devoted to the teaching
of Hebrew as most of the children were to emigrate to Palestine.

This was disliked not only by a non- and anti-

Zionist minority among the Jewish DPs, but also by some
non-Jewish officials.

The UNRRA of Belsen, located in the

British Zone, criticized the emphasis on teaching Hebrew

19 Landsberg Lager-Cajtung, May 3, 1946, p. 6
2 0YIVO, 757.
21 YIVO, 47.

Ibid.
Ibid., AJDC Report, August, p. 23.
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as purely political propaganda.

As early as December 24,

1945, Dr. Koppel Pinson, AJDC representative in Germany,
pointed out that the Jewish DPs of East European origin
resented attempts by German or British authorities to
inteifere in the education of Jewish children.

Not only

did these Jews resent such interference by the Germans as
the murderers of millions of Jews and of the British because of the latter's politics in Palestine, but they
stressed and continued to advocate the tradition of Jews
being a distinct national group with its own rights of
cultural autonomy. 22
As a rule, the language of instruction in the kindergartens and elementary schools was Hebrew and Yiddish.
However, in cases of large numbers of children who did
not know these two languages the language of instruction
was, at first, Polish or Hungarian in the camps of Fuerth
and Bamberg, for example. 23

An AJDC report of December

1945-January 1946 noted that at Leipheim many of the
children were Hungarian and did not speak Yiddish.

Any

instructional material had to be prepared in their spoken language. 24

22 Ibid., 55.
23 Ibid.
24

M. J. Jaslow, AJDC HQ Germany, Report of Educational
Survey, p. 10 (YIVO, 54).
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In some places--at Leipheim, for example--separate
classes were at first organized according to the place of
birth of the children.

However, by June 1946 the system

was reorganized, eliminating the division into Hungarian
and Polish classes.

There was no need for dividing the school

curriculum into two teaching groups since Hebrew had become the common tongue. 25
According to a report by M. J. Joslow of the AJDC,
dated January 1946, the prevailing language in Degendorf
was German, in Landsberg--Polish; in Leipheim--Hungarian. 26
The parents at the Wetzler camp organized two schools,
one for young children and the other for older students.
Hebrew became the language of instruction in the first school
and Yiddish in the second since the older students spoke
Yiddish; but even for them, Hebrew took up 40% of the
school hours. 27
The same tendency prevailed in almost all camps.

By

1947 Hebrew became the main language of instruction, often
at the expense of Yiddish.

At the end of October 1947 the

Board of Education and Culture of the Central Committee
reported:

25 Ibid., 23.
26 Ibid., 1993.
27 correspondence between Department of Education and
Cult Llre in Munich and Camp Wetzler, 1946 (YIVO, 751).
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The basic language of the schools is Hebrew.
This
is according to the wishes of most parents, and in
accordance with the general principles of the educational
philosophy of the Board of Education. Furthermore,
this policy reflects the conviction that the destination of almost all the children is Eretz Yisrael.
Yiddish is used as a basic language in schools where
the students have not yet advanced enough to learn
more sophisticated subject matter in Hebrew or if
the teacher can teach only Yiddish and not Hebrew.
The principal attitude of the Board of Education is to
teach the language in which matters of education and
culture are most naturally transmitted to the Jewish
masses of the Sheerit Hapletah. Yiddish is the language of the meetings of the Board of Education.
Both
Yiddish and Hebrew are the official languages used
in offices of the Board (of Education) either in the
written or spoken forms.28
According to a report of the AJDC Education Department
in Germany dated May 1947, the teachers demanded "the complete Hebraization of the schools."

By then, only one

school (Schliersee) had applied to include Yiddish in the
curriculum.

At the same time, however, Jewish Displaced

Persons who, for example, used Polish as their language of
communication would have resented "very strongly . an educational program with Polish as the language of instruction. 1129
This was a result of their resentment of Polish participation in anti-Jewish persecutions before and during the
War.

The language of instruction was then Yiddish or Hebrew.

It seems, however, that Hungarian Jews had no such misgivings 30

28 summary Report for 1947 entitled "The Founding of the
Board of Education and Culture," p. 7 (YIVO, 757).
29
Ibid.
30
Koppel S. Pi. ·:son's report on Zeilsheim, December 24,
1946 (YIVO, 54).
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with respect to introducing Hungarian as a language of
instruction.
Also in the evening courses for adults, aore hours
were spent in teaching Hebrew (4 hours per week) than any
other subject (1 and 2 hours).

Hebrew was an obligatory

subject; no adult was permitted to take another subject
without Hebrew. 31

In April 1946, 153 DPs--or only 1.7% of

the entire Jewish DP population--were registered at Hebrew
courses for adults in the regions of Niederbayern-Oberpfalz
and Regensburg; by November 1946, 1,090 (or 5%).

At the

English courses for adults, 281 (3.1%) were registered in
April 1946 and 436 (2.2%) in November 1946.

This was due

mostly to a general influx of the Jewish DP population. 32
In the Jewish community of Sch~arzenfeld an evening course
existed with 12 students in 1948; 12 out of the 20 weekly
school hours were spent on teaching Hebrew, 6 hours on
history and 2 hours on Palestine geography. 33
Many Jewish DPs who spoke Yiddish could hardly read
and write in Hebrew characters and the use of Latin

31 YIVO, 757.

Ibid.

32 Tetikajtsbaricht Kulturamt bajm Central Komitet far
Bafrajte Judn in der USA-Zone. Rajon Niederbajern
un Oberpfalc, Regensburg, far der Kadenc 1946. pp.
5-6.
33
Correspondence on sch ol and culture activities with
Praesidium of Central Committee 1947-1948 (YIVO, 753).
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characters for private and official correspondence was
generally accepted. 34

For this reason--and also because

of the lack of Hebrew matrices in German printing places
--newspapers and brochures were also published in Yiddish
with Latin characters.
For a period of time, writing Yiddish in Latin characters in transliteration according to Polish phonetics
was used also for children, as can be seen from the following document: 35
10 Gebotn farn szulkind
1.

Sztej uf um 7 (fri) un lejg zich um 9 (ownt).

2.

Wasz sich ganc mit kaltn waser.

3.

Mach gimnastik 5 minut in der fri.

4.

Puc di cejn in der fri un in ownt, szwejnk zej
noch jedn esn.

5.

Es langzam, nit ajl zich bajm frisztik farn gejn
in szul.

6.

Di pauzes in szul farbring af friszer luft.

7.

Noch mittog ruh a~ szoh.

8.

Szpil zich im frajen nochn cugrejtn di lekcjes.

9.

Wasz zich farn szlof.

10.

Szlof im cimer baj an ofenem fenster.

34 The DP collection at YIVO contains a mass of such
documents.
35 YIVO, 1932.
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Of course, not even all teachers knew Hebrew.

As of

July 1, 1948, only 364 out of 658 teachers in the American
Zone of Germany knew Hebrew. 36
It is worthwhile to find out what the language situation was in a particular DP center.

On December 12, 1946,

for example, Dr. Koppel S. Pinson reported on Zeilsheim.
Zeilsheim was a small village about two miles outside Hochst
and about 12 miles from a larger center--Frankfurt-am-Main.
There were then about 3,000 Jews in Zeilsheim.

There was

a nucleus of about 75-100 persons in the camp who had considerable cultural or professional background.

Dr. Pinson

writes:
The languages used by Jews of Zeilsheim are in
order of quantitative importance, 1) Yiddish, 2)
Polish, 3) Hebrew, 4) German, 5) Russian, 6) English.
An important distinction, however, must be made between colloquial language used for ordinary conversation or even for recreational reading on the one
hand, and the language of instruction used in a formal program of education. Thus, whereas very many
of the DPs in the camp use Polish as a vehicle of
communication, they would resent very strongly an
educational program with Polish as the language of
instruction. The languages in the formal educational program must be Yiddish and Hebrew. For the
adult program it will have to be almost entirely in
Yiddish and all books, text books and teaching
materials will have to be in Yiddish; for the younger
groups it will have to be all the six languages
listed above. There is a considerable number of Jews
from Lithuania and the Baltic countries for whom the
cultural language continues to be Russian. There is
also a small number of Jews who come from the Soviet

36 1bid., Statistisze Ojfsztelung (Statistical Data),
July 1, 1948 (UIVO, 453).
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Union and find satisfaction in reading Russian. The
bulk of the materials 1 however, must be in Yiddish
and Hebrew languages.~7
In comparing the countries of origin (or former
nationality) of Jewish DPs and refugees in other countries,
statistics of 1945--1946 report 83. 8% of Jewish DPs in Germany and Austria were of former Polish nationality; in
Italy--67.2%; in Sweden--42.84%; and in Switzerland--37.3%.
The percentage of Rumanian Jewish nationals was 3.3% in
Germany and Austria, 16.6% in Italy and 12.7% in Switzerland (see Table XVII) . 38

37 Ibid., 449.
38 zorach Warhaftig, Uprooted, New York, 1946, p. 50.
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VIII.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

The majority of the Jewish DPs were not formally religious.

According . to Dr. Koppel S. Pinson, the belief that

the experience of suffering of the kind they went through,
brought people back to religion, was not borne out by the
Jewish DPs in Germany.

Whatever mystical trend or return to

religion had been induced by the Hitler persecutions seemed
to have emerged particularly among Jews who did not experience the suffering themselves but who watched from afar with
sympathy and with philosophical questioning.

The indifference

to religion among the majority of DPs was to be explained
largely by the fact that the orthodox religious elements, consisting of older people, were liquidated in greater numbers,
and those surviving were mainly the younger, more worldly
elements of the Jewish population.

Even among those who be-

longed to the religious groups, life in a concentration camp,
or for that matter even in a DP camp, tended to downgrade
religious observance and religious piety.

Small groups of

DPs did form a militant orthodox circle, and they strove to
introduce the typical symbols of orthodox Jewish life--a
synagogue, kosher meat, and a mikveh (ritual bath).

This

provoked conflicts in the camps between militant minorities
and other agencies as to whether scarce lumber, building materials and labor should be diverted from housing or other
projects to that of building a mikveh.

And usually the
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determined and unbending attitude of orthodoxy had its way.
The religious leadership in the DP camps during the first
year was almost entirely in the hands of Hungarian and
Slovakian Jews.

Hungary and Slovakia had been the last

Jewish areas to be ravaged by the Nazis, and liquidation of
Jews there did not begin until 1944.

While most of the Polish

and Lithuanian rabbis had long been exterminated, a larger
number in Hungary and Slovakia survived~

It was only with

the arrival of stragglers from Russia and Poland that religious groups and leaders from these countries began to play
an active role.

Among these were considerable numbers of

Habad hasidim, followers of the Lubavitcher Rebbe, some of
them indigenous Russian Jews who had never been outside the
1
USSR before.
Orthodox Jews created yeshivoth in a number of camps.
However, according to one observer, not one of them was in
the grand tradition of Mir, Slobodka, Telz or Voloz~in.
'

There were no outstanding rabbinical scholars in any of the
camps.

But the content and mode of study of the old yeshivoth

was continued.

Such institutions were found in Belsen,

Zeilsheim, Feldafing,Foehrenwald, Leipheim, Landsberg, Pocking,
and later in Ulm. 2

1

Koppel S. Pinson, "Jewish Life in Liberated Germany,"
Jewish Social Studies, Vol. IX (1947, pp. 110-112.

2 Ibid., 123.

. --.-•
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By May 1946, the Jewish community of Berlin, with about
.
.
7,822 professing
Jews, h a d no re 1·1g1ous
teaq h er. 3

In

November 1946, Rabbi Israel E. Botwinick, the AJDC Deputy
Religious Director, reported that "in just about every DP camp
throughout the American Zone there was at least one yeshiva.
The majority of st~dents were infiltrators." 4
At the Rosenheim camp, the parents of 16 children organized a religious course becausano religious subjects were
taught at the regular camp school.

However, the camp admin-

istration was willing to grant tne
' religious teachers only
half of the necessary food rations. 5
From Table XVIII, one can see that from March - April
1948, there were in the American zone of Germany, eleven
yeshivoth maintained by the AJDC, with eleven rabbis, twentyfive teachers and 420 students.

In addition, the AJDC gave

financial help to the Merkaz of the Kloisenburger yeshivahs,
with two rabbis and two field representatives. 6
In May 1948, there were in the American zone 62 Talmud
Torahs and 12 yeshivoth supported by the AJDC, with a total
of 4,170 students and 252 principals and religious teachers.

3

YIVO, ' 55, pp. 97, 140.

4 Rabbi Israel E. Botwinick, Deputy Religious Director,
U.S. Zone to Leo W. Schwartz, Director, U.S. Zone Headquarters Report for October 1946 (YIVO, 27/001426).
5 YIVO,

754.

6 AJDC Report, March-April 1948,p.24 (YIVO, 47).
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(See Table XIX).

There was also a Shohetime Seminary with

ten students. 7
From September 15, 1946 to January 1, 1947, the Vaad
Hatzala established religious schools in 34 camps of the
American zone of Germany with 3,015 pupils and 202 teachers.
These schools were of various character:

elementary and

secondary schools, Talmud Torahs and yeshivoths. 8
At one time, the Orthodox Vaad Hatzala in the United
States supervised fifty-nine religious schools for boys with
over 3,000 students, sixteen Beth Jacob schools for girls in
Germany, and also a Teacher's Seminary in Bergen Belsen for
the girls' schools. 9

See (Table XX.)

On June 8, 1948, a conference on religious education
was held with the participation of religious teachers, rabbis
and religious organizations.

One of its main purposes was

to provide a standard curriculum.
At the end of 1948, JDC was exploring the possibilitie_s
of uniting the various yeshivoth into one central installation, making for closer cooperation and more direct supervision.

At a conference with the Rabbinate and the Vaad

Hayeshivoth, this plan was accepted, and JDC was negotiating

7 Ibid.

AJDC Report, May 1948, p.33

8 Report of Vaad HATZALA Institutions Established in
the American Zone Between September 15, 1946 to
January 1, 1947 (YIVO, 62).
9 Disaster & Salvation, The History of Vaad Hatzala in
America, New York, 1957, pp. 459-64
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with International Refugee Organization for its practical
implementation, but the plan was never realized.lo
Bringing Jewish children back to the fold of the Jewish
people was a very desirable and urgent task after the end of
hostilities, and such efforts were made also in Germany.
following is the story of one such case:

The

A young boy about

six years of age, was living with a Lithuanian family as their
child.

This boy, who was born in the Kovno Ghetto, had in

1943 been deposited by his mother with a Polish family in
order to save his life.

That Polish family, not feeling secure

themselves, turned the child over to a Lithuanian gentile
family who later lived as Displaced Persons in the Frankfurt
area.

After many trying efforts on the part of his relatives

in France and Palestine, and with the assistance of the AJDC
Personal Service Department, the boy was finally located and
identified as the sole survivor of his entire family.

His

aunt, sister of his departed father, would not rest until
she could herself see the boy and arrange for his return to
the Jewish faith.

Since she was living in France in very

moderate circumstances, AJDC assisted her in coming to
Germany and establishing contact with the family who had
cared for the child during the past years.

The AJDC Reli-

gious Department and Legal Department cooperated in carrying
on negotiations with the foster parents who finally declared

r

'.

lOAJDC Report for October-December 1946, p.32 (YIV0,47).
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themselves willing to return the boy to his family under
the condition that they be adquately compensated for the
care they had given him over a period of time.

'T he boy's

relatives themselves were unable to raise the necessary
funds; in the true spirit of brotherhood and mutual assistance the population of the Jewish DP camps in the Frankfurt
area raised part of the money needed and AJDC made a special
allocation to cover the balance of the sum required.

The

youngster was prepared for Aliyah to Israel where he joined
his surviving uncle. 11
At the Lampertheim camp, most of the children of a group
of 270 from Poland had no knowledge at all of Jewish life.
They had been redeemed from Polish families and most of the
boys had not been circumcised.

It had to be explained to

these children that they were Jewish, why their parents had
been massacred, etc.

Often such children were raised in an
12
anti-Semitic atmosphere.
There was a proposal to teach religious subjects in
secular schools and to appoint special teachers for that pur-

pose.

But a compromise was neither possible nor accepted.

The partisans of a secular but Zionist education complained
that the religious schools were nothing more than old
fashioned hadarim, where religion was the only subject

11 Ib ~. d.

P. 31.

12 Erruna Schaver, Mir Zaynen Do.
pp. 9 8, 104.

New York, 1948,
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taught to children, that the religious schools did not even
continue in the spirit of the pre-war modern religious
schools, and that religion alone was not enough to educate
children as future sound-minded Jews. 13
In 1948, at the Toymhei Temimim Yeshiva at Pocking
(with sixty students and five teachers), the first grade
spent thrity hours weekly studying Talmud and ten additional
hours on other religious subjects, but no secular subjects
at all were studied.

In the girls' school (with 34 pupils)

twenty hours were spent in the first grade on religious subjects and twelve hours on Hebrew and mathematics. 14
At the Foehrenwald camp, the AJDC tried to interest the
religious Beth Jacob school for girls in teaching secular
subjects.

The AJDC provided a teacher for English, geography

and mathematics. 15
Generally, classes were co-educational in non-strictly
religious schools.

But at some camps, such as Foehrenwald,

the parents demanded and obtained separate classes for
Orthodox boys and girls. 16

13 N. Krumer, "Education--Secular and Religious",
Landsberger Lager-Catjtung, June 21, 1946, p. 7.
14 YIVO, 1383.
15 Report of May 4, 1946 (YIVO, 22).
16 YIVO, 55, p. 92.
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IX.

KIBBUTZIM, CHILDREN'S HOMES AND CAMPS

Leaders of the DPs and social workers of the A.JDC and
other voluntary Jewish agencies regarded the Kibbutz to be
the best form of life for many young people who were deprived
of a normal family environment.

This became even more neces-

sary in view of the unhealthy social atmosphere prevailing
in some camps.

Professor Koppel S. Pinson, AJDC representa-

tive for cultural activities reported on December 24, 1946,
on the two kibbutz-annexes of Zeilsheim (The Zionist Kibbutz
Ichud and the religious Kibbutz Oati):
Life in the Kibbutzim is subjected to more discipline, and activities are carried on in the more
organized fashion of camp life. The way of life in
the Kibbutzim is oriented around a definite Weltanschauung .
(the Zionist ideal in the larger Kibbutz, devotion to
religious orthodoxy in the smaller one): the motivation is to keep their members away from the more shady
aspects of DP camp life, such as idleness and black
market operations: morale is on the whole much higher,
therefore. Eagerness for education, too, is on the
whole more intense at the Kibbutzim. There is, however,
a slight tendency in the Kibbutzim to consider themselves as the more select group without feeling the
corresponding sense of responsibility to assume leadership in the rest of the camp.l
In June 1946, there were 399 children in the children's
home of Struth.

They came from seven countries, mostly from

Hungary, Poland and Czechoslovakia, as can be seen from

1 Education Report for Zeilsheim by Kopel S. Pinson
("Highly Confidential"), December 24, 1946, p. 1,
(YIVO,

54) .
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Table XXI.

2

Closely connected with education were summer camps for
children.

In July 1948, for example, there were -eight camps

with a total of 1,170 children organized by political Zionist
youth movements alone, excluding general camps.

(See Table

XXII.) 3

The following recreational supplies were distributed by
the AJDC in the summer camps during July 1948: 4
Footballs.....................

8

Ping pong sets................

6

Ping pong balls ......•......•. 300
Chess sets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

30

Checkers .......•..............

30

Pants. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 770
Air pumps.....................

6

Dominos. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

30

Jigsaw puzzles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

90

Record players................

9

Records. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

91

Badminton rackets ............. 120
Badminton balls .••............ 240
Kiddi cars....................

2
3

4

YIVO, 23.
General and Monthly Reports o _ AJDC Departments of
Education in the U.S. Zone of Germany 1948 (YIVO, 446).

4 YIVO, 23.
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Airplane kits. . • . • . • • . • • . • • • • .

5

Boxing gloves •••••••..••••••••

48

Basket balls..................

10

Chess books ..•.....•....•.••..

18

300 Games books •.•.......•..•.

26

Radios. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4

Harmonicas . . . . . . . . . . ·. . . . . . . . . .

30

Flutes........................

30

Jewish survivors consistently cared more for children
than for adults and wherever possible took care of the children's welfare.

For the Jewish DPs, children represented

the symbol of survival.

The following is an example of a

May 1946 report of the Fuerth DP Center, with a static population of 760, including 90 children of school age.

By

May 1946, there were eight teachers implementing a fully developed curriculum.
groups.

The children were divided into three

Pre-school children, those from 6 to 10, and those

from 10 to 16.

The curriculum included Hebrew reading and

writing, Hebrew grammar, mathematics, Jewish history, world
history, geography, Jewish prophets, singing for the younger
children, and English for the elders.

In addition, there

were classes for adults in the evenings in both Hebrew and
English.

The daily schedule of classes lasted from 9 to 5

and included, as part of the curriculum, were regular classes
in gymnastics.

During the time the boys went to heder, the

girls were taught handicrafts.

There was much interest in

learning to crochet, knit and sew.

All children received,

in addition to their regular daily ration of 1/2 liter of
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fresh milk, two more servings.

.

where

a

Julius StreicheT's Farm,

kibbutz of 100 young men and women of 16 to 25

years of age was located contributed the milk and built
some children's furniture (tables and benches) for the
school.

The milk was delivered every morning, and usually

was served outdoors, in the form of cocoa, mid-morning and
mid-afternoon.
cookies.

With it, were served homemade cakes or

A committee of Camp Mothers took care of this.

Vitamins were given at the time milk was served.
Sports Club had a room of its own.

The boys'

A special officer was

in charseand provided footballs, soccer balls, baseball equipment, dart games, chess sets, checkers, boxing goves, punching bags, and ping pong.

There was a football (soccer)

match once a week with a competing team.

At 8:30 in the

morning, there was a gymnastic class for the women.

On

Sundays, instead of school, the children were taken on
.

outings.

5

5Monthly Report for May 1946 submitted by Helen Witkin,
Jewish DP Center, Fuerth, to Leo W. Schwartz AJDC
Munich. Copy to Col. Cummings, Director, UNRRA
Team 522 (YIVO, 22/000091).
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X.

EDUCATION OUTSIDE DP CAMPS

No provision existed for the education of Jewish DP
children outside DP camps.
On August 19, 1948, Dr. Judah J. Shapiro, AJDC representative, reported that the second problem in Germany, next
to the lack of teachers, was the number of children who lived
with their parents in German communities outside of camps,
and who, therefore, were completely without any form of Jewish
education.
Only about two-thirds of the children lived in DP camps.
According to AJDC statistics for District 5 (Munich region)
in the American zone, as of January 1, 1947, 9,413 children
lived there:

6,234 in camps, 1,898 in children's centers,

106 in Hakhsharoth, 140 in hospitals, and 1,035 lived outside
1
of camps and Jewish centers (see Table XXIII).
It was practically impossible to attempt to send teachers to these small communities to teach six, twelve or
eighteen children in a little town.

On the other hand, they

did merit some attention because they did not live within
the framework of a Jewish community and so were apt to
become completely estranged from Jewish life itself.

The

AJDC attempted to develop and of f er some informal programs,
which included an Oneg Shabbat, discussions of current

1 YIVO, 16 3.
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events, celebration of holidays, and at last also a minimal
formal program of instruction. 2
On May 22, 1946, a school was opened in Munich in the
community center building at Neuberghausserstrasse 11, with
60 pupils.

There were 101 children attending the school,

although 25 more had registered.

According to the teachers,

thosewho had registered but did not attend lived, for the
most part, out-of-town and had not been able to make satisfactory arrangements to enable them to attend the school.
Those who did attend ranged in age from 6 1/2 through 22. 3
In some cases, Jewish children living in cities attended
schools of DP centers in nearby camps.

This, for example,

happened at Stuttgart, where in November 1946, the Jewish
community consisted of 1,371 DPs including 128 children. 4
Children of German-born Jews usually attended regular German
schools.

However, according to a report of May 1946, about

40% of Jewish children outside the camps received no schooling
at all. 5
According to a survey of March 1946 among Jewish survivors in Bavaria and whose last known residence was Germany,
there were 59 (or 0.2%) children under 5; 1,192 (or 3.1%)

2 YIVO,

446 .

. 3Etta Deutsch,

(YIVO,24)p.000856

4 1nstallation Report, November 1946(YIVO,28) p.001783
5

YIVO, 55,26.
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children form 5 to 16; 2,876 (or 6.5%) children of 17 and
18 years; and 32,340 (or 90.2%) adults over 18.6

According

to 1946 statistics of the British zone, the number of children between the ages of 10 and 18 among the surviving
German Jews, was smaller than among DPs (see Table XXIV).

7

In some cases, non-German Jews looked with disfavor
upon their brethren who sent their children "to German
schools where they wre surrounded by German teachers and
German schoolmates. 118

The Central Committee of Jewish DPs

in the British zone adopted on May 19, 1948 the following
resolution:

"In order to give children a Jewish education,

a boarding school should be established at Bergen-Belsen.
Children who lived outside the camps and were enrolled in
German schools, should be assisted in areas such as Jewish
history and other Jewish subjects. 119 German Jews, however,
more easily accepted the idea of educating their children in
German schools.

In January 1946, for example, a compulsory

Volkschule in camp Deggendorf serviced seventy children in
four classes.

Teachers drawn from the camp were experienced.

The curriculum included English, German, Yiddish, Hebrew,
geography, history, artihmetic, physical education and
singing.

A Mittelschule for forty was operated in a school

building outside the camp, provided by the Burgermeister.

7 Yivo, 160.
8
YIVO, 2270.
9 YIVO, 160.

.......... ... -
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Because of the large number of German Jews, such a school
was acceptable.

10

In some cases, children of non-German Jews -also attended German schools.

However, in Regensburg, with a Jewish

population of about 8,000 in January 1946, both parents
and children objected to enrolling in German secular schools. 11
At the same time, however, the children had to follow
the general program of schools in Germany.

Otherwise, it

would have been impossible for the children to obtain legal
certificates which would be recdgnized in other countries. 12

lOJ.M. Jaslow ibid, p.11 (YIVO,54).
llYIVO, 54 and 1993.
12

Dr. P. Friedman, in: Devar ha-More be-Haapalah,
No. 1, May 1946, p. 16

~
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XI.

HIGH SCHOOLS

As of July 1, 1947, there wre 83 schools with 400
classes, 826 teachers and 9,021 registered children in the
American zone of Germany.
trated in grades 1-6.

Most of the children were concen-

As the data is not complete for all

schools, it is difficult to formulate a precise correlation
1
between the ages of the children and their grades.
(See
Table XXV.)

As of the beginning of the Summer 1946, no pro-

visions had been made for secondary education for Jewish DP
youths desirous of it.

In the early days of DP life, the

young people who could be considered for such a program
were few.

A few classes were provided here and there, such

as at Foehrenwald, but there was no general organization for
secondary education.

During the summer of 1946, a Gymnasium

. h 2 Secondary education was
(High School) was set up in Munic.
offered also in a few other DP centers, but on a very limited
basis.
The age groups of Jewish pupils in primary and secondary
schools and of Jewish students at universities differed from
the normal pattern.

This resulted from the fact that most

children had lost four or more years of schooling and one

1 statistical Data, July 1, 1947 (YIVO, 453).
2 Friedman to Leo Schwartz, October 1946 (YIVO 27/0C1404).
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could frequently find sixteen to eighteen-year-old boys and
girls, sometimes even adults, in elementary schools.

This

can be seen from the Table on the age distribution of students
in Belsen (see Table XXVI). 3

At the school of Bad-Salzshlirf

or Salzshlierf, the difference of ages among the children of
the fourth grade was 6 years. 4
At the Hebrew Elementary school at Landsberg, children 7
and 10 years old were taught in the same class. 5

In December

1946, the 5-grades Gymnasium of Munich had 118 students.

The

Gymnasium had to be approved and legalized by the Bavarian
Kulturministerium and city authorities.

This was done at the

end of 1946. 6
How difficult it was for both parents and children to
get an education can best be illustrated by the many hardships both had to overcome when the children lived some distance away from a school.

In August 1946, a JDC worker re-

ported about children who lived in Foehrenwald and attended
the secondary school at Munich.

Some students stayed with

acquaintances in Munich during the school week, bringing
food from home with them, which according to the teachers,
they usually ate dry or from cans, except for a cooked meal
they received at school.

On the whole, living arrangements

3 YIVO, 55, p.27.
4 salzshlirfer Lebn, No. 1, October 1946.
5

Landsberger, Lager-Cajtung, January 25, 1946, p. 8.

6 Dr. Adolphine Eber-Friedman, Educational Officer,
"Report on Status of Pedagogical Work in Munich schools,
December 27, 1946 (YIVO, 1933).
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were not very satisfactory.

One girl, who had no parents

or relatives and was alone in the world had been sharing a
room with three other girls in what she described as intolerably crowded conditions.

While it was possible for the

JDC worker in this particular instance to get an interested
Jewish family to provide a room for her at their home, there
were other such situations that were ·unknown to the AJDC.
A young student's mother traveled with him

from Foehrenwald

and back every day, until the boy was able to arrange to
sleep at a friend's home during the week.
decided to establish an "Internat"

The Munich Committee

(Boarding House dormito-

ries) for such children, but the plan was never realized.
Children at camps were eager for Gymnasium (High School)
education, but did not have such facilities available--a
problem which, of course, could be handled on the Munich community level.

There were many cases of unusual hardships

confronting high school students.

In August 1946, Etta

Deutsch, an AJDC worker at Munich, reported on a young woman-a student at the unive rsity-- who was the victim of Nazi
cruelty and persecution.

Sh e lost both legs by amputation

and was walking fairly well with two artificial legs furnished
her by AJDC.

The AJDC tried to help her through the German

rehabilitation program for Nazi victims. 7

7 Et l a Deutsch, ib id .

(YI VO, 24/000849).
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In September 1948, there were in Bergen-Belsen 125
children in the elementary school and 38 in the secondary
school, a total of 163 children. 8

8

YIVO, 446.
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XII.

VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS

Five months after the liberation, on October 1, 1945,
Jacob Oleiski, who was instrumental in organizing vocational
schools among the Jewish DPs, stated at a meeting at
Landsberg-Lech:
We former camp inmates, who suffered so much and
who witnessed the chaotic condition of man's mental
state, we know and we understand how difficult it is
to restore the mental equilibrium in the former inmates of concentration camps.
But it would be downright criminal on our part to look on the idle and
indolent life in the camp without doing anything about
it, and permit oursleves to be carried away by the
stream. We have to give the man in the camp the possibilities of a future life. We have to reform the
daily life, introduce work of all variations and adumbrations. We have to feel once more the pulsation of
activities. Only in that way will we be able to avert
the further demoralization and deterioration of thinking
and feeling among our fellow sufferers.
It has been years now since we were flung out from
our peaceful and normal way of life. Our lives that
we built up through years of physical and mental
labor, were destroyed by the Hitler regime. We sunk
to a state lower than Pariahs.
In the years of the
Hitler regime, work became a ghoul that drove us
into the arms of death.
The times and conditions of life have, however,
radically changed. We shall not remain forever in
the camp, and we have to consider the latter only as
a preparatory step and transitory to a normal life.
Therefore, we must exploit all possibilities in this
transition period and try everything to prepare this
remnant of the Jews for a new life.
Normal life means a life of meaning and purposes,
filled with useful and creative work which could be
placed later at t he disposal of the community. Now
we have to endeavor to eradicate from our minds the
negative attitude to work, to destroy that complex
that is not justifiab]e under the present circumstances.
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2
by doing nothing--Work makes life Sweet."
"Not one Child Out of School"--was the slogan of an
editorial in a Berlin DP newspaper.
parents of a lack of interest in
dren.

.

~

This edit6rial accused

the education of their chil-

The parents were too busy in various business activi-

ties, leaving to the teachers the entire responsibility for
their children's education. 3

(YIVO archives possess a photo-

graph and description of a "Commerce Cooperative" organized
by five boys who traveled with all kinds of merchandise between Ulm and Stuttgart.

One of the boys attended the Ulm

school only occasionally and could not even sign

4

his name. )

At camp Giebelstadt, Dr. J. Ickowicz, Director of the local
ORT training school, spoke in June 1948 on the following
subject:

"The importance of a trade in general, particularly

in view of the establishment of the State of Israel." 5
Often, vocational schools were started by independent,
enthusiastic people who, however, had no experience.

At

the Foehrenwald-Wolfratshausen camp, for example a course
for nurses was started by people with no experience in the

2

Jacob Oleiski, "Arbets-process in Landsberger jud,
centr." Landsberger Lager-Cajtung, April 2, 1946,
p. 6. H. Boruchowicz in ibid., pp. 10-11.

3 unser Lebn, No. 4 (22) October 10, 1947
4 collection of materials from Stuttgart includes a
description of juvenile vendors (YIVO, 1399).
5 oepartment of Culture

& Educa t ion at camp Giebelstadt,
Bulletin No. 9, 1948 (YIVO, 1168).
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"Habatala Hee Eim Kol Chatat"--"Idleness is the
mother of all sins." We see the first attempts to
direct life into normal channels in the establishment
of trade schools and other institutions of learning,
where the former inmates of concentration camps are
learning some trade in ,accordance with their ages and
inclinations. Only when these former inmates will
become qualified workers, will they be able to lead
a well ordered life. The soul of the camper has absorbed so many terrible experiences and memories that
move like great dark shadows in the chambers of his
inner life. Only through creative work can we tear them
out from this condition and bring them into a lighted
world. . .
We have met here to appeal to the whole of the residents of the camp admonishing them to arrange their
daily life in work and activity.
I am very glad firstly
to salute the pioneers who just apphrehended the task
imposed on them, and set to work with strong intention
by work and industry, by forge and weld, by lathe and
file to pave the way for the future.
From this category
will be recruited our future locksmiths and mechanics.
Further, we see here our future nurses, who, after
theoretical and practical instruction, are ready to
place themselves at the service of those who suffer.
I do not want to pass over in silence, also, the dental
technicians, the radio technicians, motor technicians
and the tailors and seamstresses who intend to secure 1
their future existence by learning these professions.
Indeed, Jewish DPs were constantly reminded that they
must become "productive", give up black market operations and
prepare themselves for the future.

"In the Jewish center of

Landsberg all Jews must work educate themselves and become
productive people."

H. Boruchowicz entitled one of his

articles in a DP newspaper:

1

"Nothing will be accomplished

Jacob Oleiski, "The Meaning of
Speech delivered on October 1,
building of the Caserne at the
and Work" festival, devoted to
(YIVO,21/00206.)

the Life-Creative Work".
1945 in the cinema
evening of the "Culture
the opening of schools.
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nursing profession.
work.

Later, physicians took charge of the

Often there was much rivalry and competition among

the workers.

At the same camp, a metal work school was

started with very few tools.

The locksmiths of the camp

"opposed this work with all their might.

They were afraid

that their source of income would be cut off."
camp supplied vises.

But another

Students were sent out in search of

tools and soon the school had seventy young boys working at
thirty vises, a smithery, lathes, electric saws, tinwork, etc.
Then ORT appeared and gave help, although the school continued to be independent. 6
Indeed, the lack of materials and machines handicapped
the work of the schools.

From Nuremberg, a JDC worker re-

ported in October 1947:
The ORT training schools are better attended these
days but materials are still lacking in shoemaking
shop which creates a hardship since people are blocked
in their progress. The ladies' tailoring school, however, has been able to obtain a footpaddle sewing
machine from the Germans, but still have not enough
machines for their needs. The three electric sewing
machines are not used at all. There are many young
girls in this class and it is amazing what nice things
they turn out with their own hands.
I saw a young
girl of fourteen make a very nice winter dress out of
an old coat. Another girl was making a jacket also
out of someting old. This is beginning to look like
a real productive workshop.
It would be grand if
they could have at least one more sewing machine for
they cannot take any more students because of this
shortage. The watch repair shop is a real popular
spot and so is the automobile repair shop. The
laboratory, however, seems to be at a standstill.

6 Ibid., p. 3.,
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Mr. Weiser, the ORT chairman, tells me that they
cannot go on with the work due to lack of materials.
The building is completed but needs doors and windows,
judging from appearances.?

In some instances, the Occupation Authorities provided ·
the vocational schools with tools and machines from seized
German military depots.

In most cases, however, the DPs

had to find their own tools and machines.

Also, a steady

flow of raw material was needed for the workshops to make
production possible on some kind of a continuous basis.
The AJDC tried to solve this prpblem by substituting cloth
and leather for finished garments and shoes.

This served

a double purpose--it gave the DPs the necessary material for
their working projects and it also partially solved the
tremendous problem of getting the right supply of clothing.
At first, ready-made clothing sent by the AJDC from the
United States did not even serve the purposes.

8

A survey of occupational skills among the Jewish DPs

receiving help from International Refugee Organization showed
that among them there was a relatively greater proportion
of the most preferred skills than among the non-Jewish DPs.
As of March 31, 1948, the occupational structure of the
canvassed Jewish DPs was as follows:

7 YIVO,
8

9

192.

Dr. Joseph H. Schwartz' Report of November 9, 19~6
(YIVO,

20) •

9 Kurt R. Grossmann, op. cit., p. 21.
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Occupation
Adm in is tr a ti ve . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 , 9 9 3

Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . .

113 .

Communications Transportation .......•.•.... 1,165
Engineering................................

136

Food Processing ~nd Food Handling . . . . . . . . . . 2,469
Health and Sanitation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

991

Medical and Dental . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,707
Metal Trades . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 9,950
f.1 in in g .

....................................

6

Professions and Arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • ....... 1,152
Public Safety and Welfare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

197

Skilled Workers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22,805
?

Unskilled Laborers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19,881
'c>

However, vocational training suffered not only from a
lack of machinery tools and other materials, but also from
the policy of the UNRRA which had "indirectly discouraged
vocational training" by giving preference to German mechanics
10
and drivers over graduates from Jewish trade schools.
Military officials in the British as well as in the
American zones did not favor trade or agricultural training.
Their interest was in rescue work, not in rehabilitation.
They saw no sense in offering training ·to Jews who were to
C

lOReport by H. Viteles, May 11, 1946 ( i IVO, 55, p.20).
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leave Germany anyway.

In their view, the UNRRA had exceeded

its authority when it attempted to do rehabilitation work
among the Jews.

The UNRRA quickly adopted this policy.

Thus, on January 19, 1946, a senior UNRRA liaison officer
stated in a report submitted to the Director of the UNRRA in
the United States zone, that the UNRRA was not supposed to
engage in rehabilitation work and that the Jews would, anyway,
be out of Germany by the end

of 1946.

The use of some pro-

perties for agricultural training of Jews was refused because
it would have "disrupted" local Germany economy. 11 Agricultural training suffered from the negative attitude of officials
12
to such rehabilitation work.
In spite of all difficulties, ORT opened workshops in
March 1946.
centers.

Previously, there wre workshops in only six

By November 1947, there wre 52 ORT schools with

7,576 pupils, 600 instructors in 352 courses in 53 different
trades.

From August 1, 1945, until the end of September 1947,

1,511 pupils were trained in the following trades: 13

11 Ibid., pp. 30, 102-103.
12 Ibid., p. 30.
13 our Way (Munich), No. 1, November 25, 1947.
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Gentlemen's tailoring •••••••.••••.•• 387
Dressmaking .•••••••••..•••••.•••••.• 354
Motor mechanics ••••...•••..•.•.•••• • 12 .9
Corset making .........•.•.......•.•. 100
Locksrni th. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 6

Bookkeeping. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 64
Radio technicians ...•....•...•....•. 62
Electro technicians ............••... 61
Underwear production . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48
Millinery........................... 39
Weaving. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 5

Cinema mechanics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
Architecture .............•.......... 21
Dentistry ...........••........•..... 20
Typewriter repairing •............... 18
Knitting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Mass children's tailoring .....•..... 13
Photography .•......•......•......... 10
Shoemaking. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .

7

Cosmetics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7

Chemical technician.. . . . • . . . . . • . • • . .

5

Goldsmithing ...................•....

5

Carpentry.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4

Paper-~anging ..•..................•.

3

Fashion designing ...............•...

1

TOTAL ..........

r;s11
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As of December 1, 1948 there were 73 ORT evening
courses with 990 students, 63 teachers and a total of 666
weekly school hours for general studies.

A General Education

Program was also offered at 14 ORT schools, with 181 students,
10 teachers and a total of 115 hours per week (see Table
XXVII). 14

General schooling and vocatonal training were often
combined because many Jewish youths had missed both and had
to make up for them.

According to a report of May, 1946

at the Foehrenwald-Wolfratshausen camp and also by S. Abramowitz,
AJDC Director of Camp Windsheim dated September 1946, 15 the
trade schools offered two sessions of four hours each.

The

pupils were to divide their day between the trade school and
the camp school.

The same instructors were used for both

sessions so that the number of each one's pupils could be
doubled.

The trade school began with a driving school,which

at first consisted of an old truck and an energetic instructor.
Soon there were more pupils than the school could handle.
In addition to the driving school, the pup~ls were also required to obtain a general education.

14 Yrvo, 22.
lSYIVO, 26/001253.
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In June 1946, the Jewish vocational schools were conductred in the German trade schools--at hours when German
students were not attending classes.

Whenever space per-

mitted, or the set-up of the equipment required it, the
Jewish students joined the German students.

According to

one report, even in the latter instance the two groups got
along well together.

This was due to the sincere interest

the Jewish boys displayed in learning trades. 16
However, the organization of ORT schools and similar
activities were not free of internal conflicts.

The follow-

ing is but one example as told by Leo W. Schwarz, an AJDC
official:
Jacob Oleiski founded the first schools among the
DPs. However, the Praesidium of the Central Committee
of the Jewish DPs wanted to coordinate all vocational
schools in a general employment agency. This was part
of an overall policy and a determination of the Central
Committee to bring all schools under its control. To
permit Oleiski to serve both organizations--ORT and the
Central Committee--was regarded as a dual allegiance that
would result in administrative confusion. The committeemen insisted that an official from the international
headquarters of ORT, with negotiating powers, come to
Munich so that a olear-cut decision could be reached.
Thus, Dr. David Lvovicz arrived from Geneva and conferred
with the committeemen. Lvovicz had devoted his whole
life to the ORT movement.
In spite of his wealth of
experience, however, the uncompromising attitude of~ the
DPs' committeemen took him by surprise. As chairman
of the session, Dr. Abrasha Blumovicz maneuvered his
colleagues into an impregnable position.
Dr. Boris
Pliskin opened by asserting that the Committee was
anxious to establish a modus cooperandi with ORT and
to support an expanded program, but it should be kept
in mind that 90% of the trade schools had been founded

16Etta Deutsch, AJDC Worker, Munich, to Leo Schwartz,
July 2, 1946 (YIVO,23/000357) p.3.
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by the people themselves. Any such program, therefore
could be considered only if it fitted into the general
plan of employment and operated under the overall direction of the Committee. Dr. Samuel Grinyauz brought
the issue to a climax by indicating three alternatives
in regulating relations between ORT and the Committee:
the two organizations could conduct trade schools
independently; or, the Committee could turn over full
control of the school to the ORT; or, there could be
joint supervision. As the first plan could only result in continual conflict, and the second was inadmissible, he proposed that the third--a principle that
had already been put into practice with the AJD, be
accepted. The schools could be called ORT trade schools
of the Central Committee. Oleiski could direct the
program as a member of the Committee, and cooperate
with whoever would be appointed the Chief of ORT.
Blumovicz closed the deba~e with a clinching argument.
Before the war, he said, ORT was always controlled by
the Ministry of Education of the country in which it
was operating. Now the Central Committee is the Jewish
Government in the United States Zone and the ORT must
serve it. He amiably agreed to Lvovicz" request for
time to study the proposal. Within the following week,
Lvovicz, meeeting with a subcommittee of the Praesidium,
recognized that there was no appeal from the politicians.
There were some minor -concessions in phrasing which he
might use in defending himself against an inevitable
charge by ORT headquarters that he had capitulated. On
October 23, 1946, a written agreement was signed by both
parties at ~~ebertstrasse (headquarters of the Central
Kommittee).l
The relief agencies tried to help students of ORT schools.
According to an AJDC report of December 10, 1947, the students
of the ORT schools were, at first, receiving the minimum IRO
ration in the camps and AJDC, therefore, issued them a supplementary ration of food and a few packages of cigarettes per
month.

Later, IRO decided to give a worker's ration of over

3,000 calories, plus a few packages of cigarettes per month

17Leo w. Schwartz, The Redeemers, New York, 1953,
pp. 72-74.
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to all ORT students trained in !RO-approved schools.

Taking

this into consideration, AJDC decided to reduce its original
:,:,

food ration by 50% and eliminate the cigarette ration entirely.
Any students who did not receive the IRO workers' ration, however received the originally allocated AJDC ration in full. 18
The students of the ORT school at Amberg resolved on
January 25, 1948, to go on strike.

They objected to the cut

of 50% in their fixed rations (in addition to IRO rations).
They also decided to attempt to persuade students in other
schools to do the same.

The teachers supported "the economic
19
demands" of their students.
Like all other schools, the vocational schools, too,
suffered fro a constant loss of students due to emigration.
The ORT schools in the Ansbach area had 233 students in
February 1949, a loss of 75 compared to the previous month.
In March 1949, only 150 students were enrolled.

In fact,

after January 1949, no new students had been registered.
Some students were transferred to schools in other camps.
With the liquidation of the camps in the area, by June 1949,
all the ORT schools were closed.

18AJDC Munich, December 10, 1947 to: Central Committee
of Liberated Jews; from: Charles Passman, Zone
Director (YIVO,1964).
19 Yrvo, 201.
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XIII.

TEACHERS

Most of the Jewish intellectuals had been exterminated
by the Germans.

Consequently, the schools in the DP camps

suffered from a lack of qualified teachers.

One observer

noted that those who took over the job of teaching in the
first DP schools were youthful idealists who, in most cases,
"were only a little more advanced than their pupils." 1

A

representative of the AJDC at the Fohrenwald reported:
Teachers . . . are by no means equippe<l . . . and
many do not deserve the name of a teacher . . . we
are forced to employ anyone willing to spare the
time. The approach of the teacher . . . is the same
as that of most of the population, from the direction
of the stomach.2
The teachers could hardly be blamed.

Somebody had to

do the job and the best men and women available were chosen.
In May 1946, an AJDC worker reported on the Fohrenwald
Wolfratshausen Camp:
Among the first tasks that we started was education.
We appointed "teachers" who walked from one children's
block to another and taught whatever they could-~Hebrew,
Mathematics, English, Geography. The doctors taught
Hygiene. We drew up time-tables, we tried to provide
the young people with a semblance of a school. But
nothing was at our disposal . No pencils, 'n o , pens, no
chalk. Of course we had no textbooks, nor copybooks,

1 Koppel S. Pinson, "Jewish Life in Liberated Germany."
J Lwish Social Stud i es, ix(1947), 121.
2 Yl VO, 55, p. 93.
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but we had plenty of courage and I bought some chalk
and we felt happy. We got a blackboard and thought we
had found a treasure. Our classes grew larger and more
in number. Proper time-tables had to be worked out.
Teachers had to be found and our luck did aot fail us.
We found teachers, we found the means of coordinating
the work of Kibbutzim of different political outlooks.
We reached the stage where we transferred the many
classes to a central school-building. We broke up a
class unit made up by a Kibbutz.
Instead, the standard
of knowledge was taken as the basis for each class. We
had fifteen classes running. Ten in the forenoon and
five in the afternoon. A kindergarten was started, furniture was organized. We received some textbooks. The
school assumed the shape of a normal school. Twenty
teachers, a secretary,cleaners, they all worked together
and were responsible for the education of over three
hundred children. We had evening classes. Two parallel
classes were active for English and H€brew. At this
stage the school needed a full time principal. The
AJDC representative who was until now responsible for
all this work was engaged in other work and unable to
spend as much time as the school required. Fortunately,
the Palestinians arrived and one of them took over the
direction of the school. Handling of the teachers and
their delicate economic problems and supplying of school
material~ still remained the privilege of the Education
Officer.
In order to meet the need of qualified teachers, various
courses for teachers were organized.

A three months teachers'

training course offered, according to a program dated
November 11, 1946, the following:

Hebrew--72 hours, Jewish

history--36 hours, Palestineography--24, general history--24,
educational psychology--24, personal hygiene--12, physical
education, music, games--36, history of Zionism--12, educational methods--12.

Supplementary courses were given in

English (36 hours), natural science (24), geography (24),

3 Ibid., 22, p.2.
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method of teaching arithmetic (24), physics, chemistry (24),
pedagogy (24).

4

A ten days teachers' seminary was started on July 15,
1947 at Purten with 160 teachers from the American zone
(including 39 from Berlin).

Lectures were given on the

geography of Palestine, the origin of the Hebrew language;
psychology of children methods of teaching Hebrew, the Bible,
Jewish History, Customs and Current events; mathematics;
natural science.
gartens.

Later seminars dealt also with kinder-

5

In June 1948, the second annual seminar for teachers
in the U. S. Zone opened in Bad Reichenhall. Heading the
permanent

teaching staff were the Palestinian Chief of

Inspectors, together with two of the Palestinian teachers.
This teacher-team was enlarged by outside lecturers especially invited, and by other teachers from Israel.

Here,

too, financial difficulties interfered with the original
plans.

Of the 120 teachers who had been invited to attend

the seminar, less than half had registered by the end of
the first week, because the teachers were without funds
to pay their railroad fare.

The seminar could not be post-

poned since the Palestinian teachers were schedulerlto leave

4 Minutes reports and sample curricula,

seminars for
teachers and counsellors in the U. S. Zone of
Germany, 1946 (YIVO, 451).

5

Ibid, 757.
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by the end of July and without them no worthwhile seminar
could be conducted.

6

A pedagogical journal was also published, and in 1947,
one hundred teachers were placed at the Bad Schliersee summer
camp.

7

As of January 1948, only 42.5% of the teachers in the
American Zone were regarded as "qualified"; 76.6% spoke Hebrew;
15.9% had a higher education; 35.5% had a professional education; 42% had experience up to 10 years and 18.4% of more
than 10 years.

(This, of cours~, differed greatly according

to localities, as can be see from Table XXVIII.) 8
'

A report submitted six months later, in July 1948, recorded only 364 out of 658 teachers as having a knowledge
of Hebrew.

9

However, this may have been a result of the

constant changes in personnel.
Of a total of 658 teachers surveyed by July 1, 1948,
only 55% knew Hebrew, 15% had a college education, 25% a
pedagogic eudcation.

By the end of 1948, the percentage of

teachers with a college education fell to 10% (see Table XXIX) . 10

6

AJDC Report in June 1948 (YIVO, 47).
7
8

YIVO, 757.
YIVO, 44 6.

9 Ibid., 453
10 Yrvo, 4 7.

~
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Of cours~ som£ sbhbols were more lucky than othe~in finding
qualified teachers.

In July 1948, for example, the largest

number of teachers with pedagogical training were in the
Munich district--63 out of 165, while the Stuttgart district
11
had only 13 out ~f 117 teachers (see Table XXX).
Teachers, and also children, often emigrated in the
middle of the school year and the entire set up of many
classes had to be rearranged.

There was a constant change

in the number of pupils and teachers, a decrease in the
number of elementary schools and an increase in the number
of kindergartens due to high birth rate among the Jewish DPs.
This can best be illustrated by comparing the months of
12
January and October 1948 (see Table XXXI).
Because most teachers in the Jewish DP centers did not
possess the necessary qualifications for teaching some of the
subjects taught in German primary schools, such subjects were
13
not included in the curriculum of many DP schools.
But
in some centers the Jewish schools (mostly secondary schools)
employed German teachers, from secondary schools, who were
paid by the German city councils.

This happened, for example,

in Degendorf, where most of the 35 students of the secondary
classes were born in Germany and German was their native

11 Ibid.
12 YIVO, 446.

13

-.

YIVO, 55, p.26.
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tongue.

Also no Jewish teachers for scuh classes were

available at Degendort. 14
The lack of trained teachers was, at least in part,
due

to the bureaucratic policies of the occupation forces.

A large group of qualified teachers recruited in Palestine,
with a knowledge of Yiddish, Hebrew and other languages,
were kept waiting for six months for permission to enter
Germany.

Five teachers assigned by ORT for trade schools
15
had to wait several months in France.
For the school year 1947-48, 85 teachers did arrive from

Palestine and 21 for the next school year.

These Palestinian

teachers were instrumental in organizing seminars and courses
16
for over 600 local teachers.
An AJDC report for March-April 1948 noted:
The rate at which teachers are emigrating from the
Zone, the uncertainty as to how many of the Palestinian
teachers are going to remain, and the number of indigenous teachers who are leaving the field for other
fields of employment, all these contribute to making
the future of the education system a precarious one.
It is felt that an absolute minimum of at least 15
teachers from Palestine would be necessary during the
coming school year in order to maintain the standards
of teaching in the Zone. Teaching seminars and other
in-service training devices are a necessity for keeping
up the teaching strength and helping to raise the level
of instruction. A large percentage of the teachers in
the school system are not qualified pedagogues, and
it is through the seminars, the week-end conferences
or one-day meetings that the supervisory staff is

14 YIVO, 55, p.

93 . .

15 Report by H. Viteles, May 11, 1946 (YIVO, S J , p.28).
16
Samuel Haber "Two Years with Sheeri t Haplet r1.1, ibid, ,
(YIVO, 63).
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able to assist in giving the required instruction. 17
One month later the AJDC again stated that the education
system, like every other phase of activity i 'n Germany was
seriously

affected by the recruitment for Israel, and

the resulting loss of teachers represented a real threat
to the maintenance and development of the schools.

Very

few trained replacements could be found in the older age
groups or among those not eligible for the mobilization. 18
Israel was proclaimed as a state on May 14, 1948.

DPs

were massively enlisting to participate in the War of Liberation.
There was no question in anyone's mind that the contribution of the Palestinian teachers had been worthwhile arid
beneficial.

Together with DP leaders they had brought a

great degree of organizational skills as well as a knowledge
of programming and curriculum construction.

However, accord-

ing to the opinion expressed on May 5, 1948 by Samuel L. Haber,
AJDC Director in the American zone of Germany, much more
might have been accomplished had the caliber of the teachers
been better.

"Unfortunately, the cadre of teachers was

spotted with young and inexperienced teachers as well as
with some who were not, because of personality and temperament
suited for the task."

Haber suggested that with regard to

17 Y1vo, 47., ibid., p. 35.

18 Ibid.
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the coming school year, not more than twenty Palestinian
teachers be contracted to remain:

In fact, I think that

in the light of information coming to me, even this number
of teachers will be difficult to recruit, since only a
handful are willing to remain; the others have indicated
their urgent desire to return to Palestine."

according

to Haber, the only teachers who could serve efficiently
were those who were experienced and who were capable of
serving in a supervisory and semi-supervisory capacity.

"We

need teachers who can supervise a few schools rather than
serve in one school, and perhaps even get entirely involved
in teaching teachers rather than teaching classes."

Accord-

ing to Haber, it seemed rather wasteful to have to bring
new teachers in from Palestine to replace those who were
leaving.

In fact, he seriously questioned the advisability

of again bringing in teachers under a one-year contract.
Quite a few months would pass before the teachers became
acquainted with the "problems inherent in the ·crazy-quilt
set-up in Germany," the mentality and the idiosyncrasies
of the DPs and their DP teachers. 19
In January 1948, a JDC worker from the Ansbach area
reported that because of the constant lack of teachers,
and in spite of the help coming from the Palestinian group,

19

Samuel L. Haber, U. S. Zone Direc~or, Munich, to
(YIVO, 158).

M. Beckleman, AJDC, Paris, May 5, 1948
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"for every two steps forward there is still one step
backward.

Teachers leave and there is no one trained or

competent

to replace them.

Unqualified teachers undertake

a program but after a short, gasping existence, it falls
through because the teachers are just not competent to
. out. "20
carry it
In October 1949, only one Israeli teacher remained. 21
Recruiting qualified teachersc:ITlong DPs was also made
difficult as a result of the low salaries and, above all,
small rations, which were even more important than salaries
paid in cash.
A plan of compensating teachers through food packages
was too complicated.

The camps submitted lists of too many
22
people entitled to receive such packages.
As of

August 1946, there had been no unified system of providing
satisfactory food rations for teachers.

In some places

they were on the German city councils' payrolls; 23 other
camps provided amenity supplies while in still other places

2 0YIVO, 192.
21 AJDC Report for October 1949, p. S(YIVO, 48).
22 M. J. Jaslow to Leo W. Schwartz, Report on June 30,
1946 (YIVO,23/000179).
23 In Bulletin No. 17 of November 30, 1947 George Sugar-man in charge of personnel and administration, AJDC
speaks of "noon day meals for civilian employees and
payment through Burgermeisters payroll." In accordance
with the provisions of IRO it is possible to arrange
through IRO in each area to receive noon-day meals and
Burgermeister's payroll payment for AJDC civilian
workers (YIVO, 17).
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no provisions were made at all.

24

In October 1946, a union of teachers was organized
and the teachers started to obtain better working conditions.
For example, an agreement was reached on May 21, 1948,
that any worker who is accepted as a teacher for evening
courses will receive, in addition to his normal worker's
ration, an additional ration for his evening teaching up
to half a teacher's "stavke"

(basic rate} . 25

On November 19, 1946, about 600 Jewish teachers of

'
the American zone declared a strike.

Dr. Philip Friedmann,

Educational Consultant to the AJDC, stated then that the
strike was a warning to the AJDC because the teachers were
used not only for educational purposes but also to help in
other fields of cultural activity:
They are one of the best elements in our DP population, and have already shown that they are idealistic
and solve the difficult tasks of their work.
It's too
bad that we are letting this useful element become
disappointed and embittered.
If the teachers wouldn't
have financial difficulties, they would have more time
for cultural work in the camps. To become influential
in the camps, they have to attain a social position in
the community which, under these financial circumstances
is impossible.26

24 Yrvo 26.
2 5AJDC District I, Muhich May 27, 1948. Bulletin No. 50
by Maurice Lipian, Director, District I, (YIVO, 17}.
2 6yrvo, 28, 1933, ibid, Report, November 1946.
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Indeed, the teachers' strike completely disorganized not
only the schools but also all other cultural activities.
Often, parents themselves demanded better worklng conditions for the teachers in order to prevent their wandering
from place to place.

The following is a petition sent

on November 19, 1946, by 180 parents in the camp of Ainring,
written in Yiddish with Latin characters:
Mir unten untergeszribene eltern fun di szulkinder
fun lager Ainring, ojsherendig dem 18/xi-46 ojf aine
ferzamlung di lage fun di jidisze szul, welche arbet
bis ject ohne szum bicher un netikste szul rekwiziten,
bekantmachendig zich mit der szwerer lage fun di lerer
un mit di sybes fun wanderungen fun di lerer fun ort
cu ort welche drojert di szulen mit intergang, ojsherendig
ojch dem baszlus fun lererferband wegen iberraisen di
limudim in ale szulen fun Bajern fun 19/xi-46 bis cum
oprifen; driken ojs unser tifste ferwinderung ojf dem
Central Komitet beciglich sein handlung legabe di szul
un lerer, beciglich zajn gringszecung so ain frage wi
der chinuch in dos bildung fun jidiszen kind, welches
hot gebrengt cu dem ibberrajs fun di limudim in ganz
Bajern un betnsofort~u farinteresiren . zich mit di
lage fund di szul un foderungen fun di lerer un
interweniren oncufangen di lumudim.27

27

We, the undersigned parents of the school chilchildren of Camp Ainring, having heard on xi/18/46
about the situation of the Jewish school which operates till now without the minimum necessary equipment, having acquainted ourselves with the difficult
situation of the teachers and the reasons for their
wanderings from place to ?lace which undermine the
very existence of the school, having been informed
about the teachers' resolution to stop instruction
at all schools (Jewish) of Bavaria from xi/19/46
until further notice; · express our deepest astonishment at the Cenral Committee with respect to their
treatment of the teachers, their disregard for such
an important problem as is the education of the
Jewish child, which attitude caused the stoppage of
instruction in all of Bavaria and we therefore request

,,,

- ~ .. - . ,-.
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to immediately consider the situation of the schools
and the demands of the teachers and intervene in
order to reopen the schools.
Note: No attempt was made to render a "correct"
translation of the above Yiddish text. (S.G.)

,I
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XIV.

TEXTBOOKS

At first, the Jewish DP schools were run in the most
primitive fashion.

Neither teachers ' nor pupils had text-

books, or even equipment and educational supplies (paper,
pencisl, etc.) . 1

Until the spring of 1946 most of the

instruction was from memory or with only one or two textbooks available for both the teacher and the entire class.
In December 1946, Koppel S. Pinson reported that at a class
of Hebrew in the Kibbutz Ichud (near Zeilsheim) only the
teacher had a textbook and there were one or two books
scattered through the class of some 30 young men and women.
In many cases, the entire homework of the students consisted
in copying pages and pages of material they had received in
.
.
d 1ctat1on
i. n t h e c 1 asses. 2

The following data give an idea of the difficulties
encountered in providing the necessary textbooks and other
material for Jewish schools in Germany:
During the month of June 1946, AJDC distributed in the
American zone of Germany 4 bags and 118 packages of chalk,
327 packages of crayons, 395 writing pads, 11 large bottles

1 K. S. Pinson's Report of December 1946 (YIVO, 54).
2 Tb i d.
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of ink, 104 dozen penpoints, 2,850 copybooks, 206 dictionaries, 206 English texts, 1,810 Hebrew primers and
95 Hebrew readers, 520 Yiddish primers, etc. 3
For the first months of 1947 the JDC tried to provide 1,412,500 sheets of paper (86x86 cm.) for printing
textbooks, also 136,050 sheets (6lx86 cm, approximately
8 tons) of writing paper, 500,000 sheets (approximately
10 tons) of mimeograph paper, 407 square meters of photooffset film, etc. 4
The problem of textbooks was solved through reprinting
in Germany by photo-offset or editions of textbooks from
other countries.

Most texts reprinted were textbooks pub-

lished in Palestine. 5
At the end of 1947, the Publishing Department of the
JDC had set up a printing schedule for six months.

The

following books were then in print:

3 rbid., (YIVO, 23/000198).
4 AJDC Zone Headquarters, Munich. Estimate of Paper
and Film Needs for Printing of Textbooks for Jewish
Children in Germany, December 6, 1946 (YIVO, 453).
5

See, for example:
?K711'P

ncJ:::>

,w

:7 11 Jn::i :ii,::iy, n,,::in7.)
7nn;, np,n?J .,,., 1,y ,w,K

,7lJ7K cnJ?J
?Kl?J1!7 7!:lc

,·:i

• ?K71!7"

(YIVO, 1992).
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a)

School - Textbooks
1.

Yesodoth (Hebrew for adults);

2.

Jewish History (Hebrew for
2,500

II

1,000

ti

1,000

ti

1,000

ti

3,000

II

1,000

II

600

II

Eckerley, Essential English vol.IL 5,000

II

schools) Part II;
3.

5,000 copies

Sepher HaMesibboth (Hebrew Manual
for leisure time activities in
school);

4.

10 small booklets (reading material) for Kindergartens and the
lower grades in public school
(Hebrew) ;

5.

each

Three reading books for Kindergartens and the lower grades in
public school (Hebrew);

6.

each

Mikraoth (Hebrew Chrestomathy for
upper classes~ Part V;

7.

Mikraoth (Hebrew Chrestomathy for
upper classes) Part VI;

8.

Segal, Introduction to Bible
(Hebrew) Part I ·I

9•

b)

Reading books and miscellaneous
1.

Dubnow, Yidische Geshikhte (Jewish
History for adults);

2.

5,000

II

5,000

II

10 small read J ng books (short
stories of Sh. Ash, Shalom Aleikhem
and J. L. Peretz)

each
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7.

Uriel Akavia:

Aratzoth Ve'amim

(Geography)

8.

.

Part II, 72 pp.

3,000 copies

Part IV, 38 pp.;

3 ., 000

"

2,500

"

s.

Dubnow:

(288 pp.) .

Yidishe Geshikhte
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3.

Grozowsky (Milton) HebrewYiddish dictionary;

4.

5.

10,000 copies

Barachiahu, Yiddish-Hebrew

..

dictionary;

5,000

II

Map of Eretz Israel

1,000

II

The following books were published during the period
of January-February 1948: 6
1.

Sepher Ha-Heshbon ve-ha-Handasah
(arithmetic for upper grades);

2.

J. Tchernovitz:

Zug Naalayim

(Hebrew tale for grades II-IV);
3.

2,000

II

2,000

II

J. Tchernovitch: Hu yavi otham
(Passover tale for grades II-IV);

4.

4,000 copies

Segal:

Mevo Hamikra (On teaching

Bible, a book for teachers);
5.

Dania Levin:

Bamachol Ubathnuah

(methods of teaching music, song
and dancing in the schools;

(pre-

paring for festivals) mimeographed;
6.

6

500

II

Part 1, 82 pp.

5,000

II

Part II ~ 102 pp.;

5,000

II

Ravnitzky Bialik:

Sippurey Hamikra

JDC Reports for November, 1947 and January-February
1948 (YIVO, 46-47).
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xv.

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

Many pre-war Jewish Uni~ersity students who had been
forced to give up their studies because of the war, tried to
continue their studies at various German universities.

In

addition, UNRRA opened its own university at the Deutsche
Museum in Munich, with 2,378 students, about 200 of whom
were Jews.

1

At the request of he UNRRA the Military Government directed the German universities to admit DP enrollment of up
to 10 percent of the total number of students enrolled
(directive S.35573).

By the end of March 1946, there were

964 DP students at the German universities in the American
zone, of who 179 were Jews.

2

In the beginning, the DP University (which was organized
by a former Belgian professor and later taken over by the
UNRRA) had to give refresher courses and instruction on a
pre-college level and the school's aim was to prepare the
.
. .
3
f or t rans f er too th er German universities.
t
s t u d ens
It was not always easy to become a student.

Some of the

universities accepted DP candidates only when UNRAA provided
board and lodging.

In order to obtain this help from UNRAA

1 YIVO, 55, 25, 90.

2 Ibid., p. 25.
3 AJDC Report on Education in the Third Army Zone,
December 26, 1945, January 5, 1946, p. 9 (YIVO, 54).
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the candidate had to obtain a clearance from the United
States Army intelligence

this took time, and some appli-

cations from Jewish students' organizations or individual
candidates, treating them as "Hurenberger Gesetz Verfolgte"
and almost no difference was made between these and the
German students.

4

The AJDC, The Central Committee and other organizations tried to thelp the Jewish students.

In May 1946,

a central billet and mess was opened at Erlangen University.
Including Munich, there were then four university hostels
at which Jewish students were serviced.

But at Goethe

University in Frankfurt, 17 Jewish students were without
proper care.

More than 350 Jewish students were then en-

rolled in the universities in Germany.

There was one aspect

which was of much concern to some AJDC workers.

More than

half of the 350 students were in medical schools (faculty)
and it was questionable if all of them were adapted to such
studies.

It was apparent that many chose this field because

this was one of the first two departments to open in German
universities and because of the publicity given to medical
schools.
It had been recommended by the AJDC to UNRAA that a
guidance officer be assigned to each university to aid the

4 Report of November 1946 (YIVO,28).
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individual student in the selection of the department for
which he was best suited; and that admission be based on
other factors in addition to holding matura. 5

Bowever,

there was never enough help and in order to ameliorate
their economic status some students were "selling and exchanging products" on the black-market.

The AJDC tried to

discourage such practices through a system of individual
.

monetary assistance.

6

Some students were helped by both Jewish and non-Jewish
organizations to complete their studies abroad.

But according

to an AJDC report for October 1947, of the twelve student
candidates for Hillel Foundation Scholarships who had been
called to the American Consul, only four were able to fill
all the requirements in connection with their visa arrangements.

On the other hand, forty students were accepted at

different universities in Switzerland through the cooperation
of World Student Relief. 7

SM. J. Jaslow to Leo W. Schwartz, May 31, 1946 (YIVO,
22/000020). The term used on the Continent refers
to students who have successfully passed rigorous
final examinations at the conclusion of their Gymnasium
(H.S.) studies, thus becoming eligible for university
studies.
6 AJDC report of August 1946 (YIVO,24).
7 AJDC Report for October, 1947 p. 23(YIVO, 46).
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The Jewish students were organized in both a local
and central student union.

There existed also a union of

Jewish engineers and a Jewish medical society.
There were frequent conflicts between the Central
Committee--AJDC and students who demanded more aid.

Thus,

on May 27, 1947, the students organized a "hunger strike"
.

.

.

and occupied all offices of these 1nst1tut1ons.

8

By December 1946, there were 570 Jewish students at
German universities.

Of these, 70% were men.

number (408) was in Munich.
departments was as follows:

The largest

The distribution according to
9

Medical and Veterinary

171

Mechanical Engineering

147

Philosophy and Science

99

Dentistry

46

Music

32

Economics and Law

28

Pharmacy

18

Polytechnics

11

Agronomy

9

Art

9

Total:

570

8 or. Philip Friedman, Report for May, 1947, p. 9
(YI VO , 7 5 7 ) .
9 rbid.

1.:i
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Following is the distribution of 181 students according
to thE specialties

they had chosen (in 1947) at schools

.
.
10
o f engineering.

Men

Women

Total

Agronomists

17

1

18

Architects

11

1

12

Building Engineers

30

30

Chemists

30

30

Electrical Engineers

45

1

46

Mechanical Engineers

30

1

31

Textile Engineers

10

10

Geodets

3

3

Hydrotech Engineers

2

2

Science

2

2

Total:

180

4

184

During the winter term of 1946 (as of January 1947),
there were 571 students in universities of ten cities in
the U. S. zone and 656 during the summer term 1947 (as of
July 1947).
.

.

Following is their distribution according
.

to un1.vers1.t1.es:

11

lOYIVO, 757.
11
Ibid.

•
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LOCATION

Dillingen

WINTER TERM
1946
'47
Jan.
1

1

Darmstadt

SUMMER TERM
1947
July '47
~

1

7

7

Erlangen

37

37

57

57

Frankfurt

67

67

93

93

Heidelberg

19

19

27

27

1

1

1

1

Marburg

25

25

34

34

Munchen

408

408

Karlsruhe

Regensburg
Stuttgart

TOTAL

1

366/41 407
5

12

12

570

570

14/10

656

5
24

656

In 1952, there wre nineteen medical schools in West
Germany.

The AJDC then supported thirty-one Jewish medical

students in six of them;

most of the students were in

their last semester before graduation. 12

12 osE survey of AJDC health services

(YIVO).
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XVI.

EDUCATION FOR ADULTS

The education of adults was conducted through systematic
courses for adults; and People's Universities, which had been
popular in Eastern Europe before the war and consisted of
series of lectures, concerts and discussion forums of timely
problems.
In 1947-48, there were in the American zone of Germany
(Berlin excepted) 235 classes in schools for adults, with
4,690 students and 171 teachers.

In addition, there were 112

classes in evening courses for adults, with 2,217 students
and 97 teachers. 1
In many places, part of the student-body at the evening
courses came from among the ORT vocational schools.
school

The ORT

Windsheim had 205 students; 75 of them joined the

evening course (8 hours weekly).

2

In order to stimulate

the cultural activities for adults through such means as
evening classes, libraries, dramatic and musical groups,
lectures, etc., it was decided that special meetings of the
Kultur-Leiter (directors of culture) be arranged by the
Culture Department of the Board, and the first meeting,
attended by about 40 persons, was held in October 1947

1 Y1vo, 757.
2 Scfiool Reports and Correspondence with Department
of Education and Culture, 1947-1948 (YIVO, 754) .

..

.

..

~

-

.
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in Rosenheim.

Criticism was voiced at the unsatisfactory

standards of the evening classes, which were neither
regularly held nor well frequented, with particular emphasis
on the lack of good English classes.

In order to raise

the level of lectures in the Camps, it was decided to
invite from time to time lecturers from Munich.

A

better

control of the repertory of the dramatic groups was also
found necessary.

Similar meetings were held in Stuttgart,

attended by 20 Kultur-Leiter, and in the Kassel area, atten.
3
ded by 15 Kultur-Leiter.
In addition to the regular program of adult evening
courses, special lectures were held in 64 camps in January
1948 alone.

These lectures were attended by 8,240 members

of the camp population.

In order to raise the level of

the lectures, a Seminar for lecturers was established, in
which specialists gave model lectures which then were discussed and analyzed by the student lecturers.

During

January, 14 student lecturers attended model lectures given
4
on literary subjects and on Jewish history.
An agreement was reached between the Board of Education
and ORT according to which a curriculum of general education
was introduced in the ORT vocational schools, and the following subjects were taught in each of the programs conducted
by ORT:

3

5

AJDC Repo ~t, October 1947

(YIVO, 46).

4 AJDC Report, January, February
5

1948 (YIVO, 47).

AJDC Report, October 1947 (YIVO, 46).
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Hebrew. . . . . . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • . . . 4 hours weekly
Bible - selected chapters ••••...•• 1 hour weekly
•;,,.~

History - General and Jewish ....•.. 2 hour_~ weekly
Physics ...•.•..•••.•••••..•....... 1 hour weekly

Total ........ 8 hours weekly
On December 1, 1946, the Central Committee opened a
"High School" for the preparation of translators and office
workers for institutions and private offices. 6
At the Leiphem camp, a nursing course was organized
.

offering the following program:
Monday:

7

M. G. Laufer 2

Anatomy

-

Dr. Lipski

2

Infection

-

Dr. Kliesch

3

-

Bacteriology

-

Dr. Kliesch

4

-

5 P.M.

5

-

6 P.M.

Anatomy

-

Dr. Lipski

2

Infection

-

Dr. Kliesch

3

Surgery

4

Pharmacology

Tuesday:

Bacteriology
First Aid
Wednesday:

Surgery

Dr. Kliesch

3

Dr.Hulsenrat 4

3 P.M.
4 P.M.
5 P.M.

3 p. M.

4 P.M.
5 P.M.

3 P.M.

4 P.M.

6 Dr. Philip Friedman, Monthly Report, December 194'6
(YI VO , 19 9 3 )

7 Ibid.,

{YIVO, 23 /

000502).
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Thursday:

Pharmacology

-

M. G. Laufer

2

-

3 p .M.

Bacteriology

-

Dr. Kliesch

3

-

4 P.M.

5 P.M.

Dr. Lipski

2

-

Dr. Kliesch

3

-

4 P.M.

4

5 P.M.

4 P.M.
5 P.M.

First Aid

4

-

Anatomy

Friday:

Infection

M. G. Laufer

3

-

Dr.Hulsenrat

4

-

Surgery
Pharmacology

Sunday:

First Aid

-

3 P.M.

Closely connected with formal education were various
forms of cultural activity.

For example, during the first

half of 1948 there were 1,233 showings of films attended
by 656,099 people.

In Foehrenwald, the school had a Hebrew

drama club which had given 22 performances by September 1947.
It also had an orchestra. 8

In August 1948, the AJDC Mobile

Film Unit organized 255 shows of films in the American zone,
which were attended by 121,000 people.

9

In the field of educaion for adults, the lack of trained
teachers often made it impossible to organize good courses.
Thus, a group of 25 invalids at the Bleidorn camp was anxious
to learn Hebrew in preparation for their emigration to
Palestine, but no teacher was available. 10

8 Fernvalder Almanakh Bamidbar, September 1947, p. 36.
9 YIVO,

47.

lOReport of January 1948 (YI 10, 192).
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XVII.

VARIOUS PROBLEMS

By November 1946, the educational work among Jewish
DPs in the Frenh Zone came under the direct sponsorship
and supervision of the JDC in the American Zone.

There

the Jews were scattered and the educational work was often
1
neglected.
The education in Austria is not the subject of our
present study.
worthwhile.

However, a short comparison with Germany is

According to a report of August 1948, the

situaiton in Austria was not entirely comparable to that of
Germany.

At the time this report was made the numbers were

smaller and the teaching personnel was more than proportionately smaller.

They were concentrated mainly in the camps

around Salzburg and Linz.

At the time the report was made

there were no Palestinian teachers left and there were not
enough local teachers to carry on the school program for
the coming year.

The AJDC attempted to consolidate the

shcools and arrange for bus transportation for the children
form the smaller camps to the larger camps, where a full
program could be conducted, utilizing the combined teaching

1 Report of November 1946 (YIVO, 28 and 1993) "
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personnel of these camps.

This involved many hardships:

for example, some believed that during the winter, when
automobile travel would be difficult, many parents .m ay
keep their children from traveling to the central school.
The alternatives were gloomy:

the complete -disintegration

of the school netowrk. 2
The relationship between relief and educational reconstruction was inherent; the irnpossibili ty of separating
them was recognized by the AJDC and other

agencies.

There

can be no doubt, therefore, that some aspects of educational
activities were closely connected with other fields of
activity; medical, for example.
At a meeting between the Board of Education and Culture
and of the Central Committee and the Medical Department,
a coooperative plan was worked out between the two bodies
in connection with the school health and feeding programs.
The head of the Health Department of the Central Committee
was appointed as Consultant to the Board of Education
and Culture on questions pertaining to the school health
program.

3

In May 1948 the Stammerers School at Geretsried
gave rise to some concern as it was felt that it was not
conducted properly.

Following a meeting with representa-

2 Y1vo, 446.

3AJDC Report, May 1948 (YIVO, 47).

·-

. ,.

-'
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tives of the various departments concerned, it was
agreed that the school was not serving its purpose and
should, consequently, be closed.

It was also decided

that a survey should be made by the Medicpl Department
throughout the District, and subsequently throughout
the American Zone, to determine the number of stammerers,
stutterers and deaf-mutes, the amount of interest in
a course of study and the need for the establishment of
a new school with a suitable progra~ from both the educatioanla and medical point of view.

4

A teacher complained

that this school would become a sanitori~m _ in the woods,
with nice surroundings, but not a school, not a place
where the pupils could be trained for a healthy, normal
participation in society. 5
On February 11, 1948, Theodore D. Feder, AJDC liaison
officer at Heidelberg, complained that seventeen children
at the Mietraching Camp were unable to attend school because of lack of transportation to and from school.

6

At

the Firth camp, the kindergarten was closed during the
cold season because of the lack of a suitable room. 7

4 AJDC Report, May 1948 {YIVO, 47).
5

6

7

Correspondence of Culture Department, Munich
Region, October 1947 - January 1948, {YIVO, 1252).
AJDC Reports and Correspondence, District IV, U.S.
Zone, Germay, October 20, 1945 - July 23, 1948.
{YIVO, 193).
AJDC Report, December 1947 {YIVO, 50).
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Sometimes health hazards completely disrupted the
normal work of sch~ols.

In the Ansbach area the scarlet

fever epidemic in several camps resulted in the quarantine
of some of the camps, thereby disrupting the school program.
8

At Eichstaatt, the shcool was closed for over two months.
The situation among surviving Jews in neighboring
countries also had its infl~ence on education among Jewish
DPs in Germany.

The following is but one example:

The Jewish children's institutions in Poland were on
a par with those in the United States.

One home near Warsaw,

for example, had its own economy with a type of self-government.
The children did the work under expert supervision.
their own bees, their own cows, their own animals.

They had
There

was a children's sanitorium opposite the house which purchased milk from the children's home.

They had

workshops,

a photography shop, and they even maintained their own warehouse.

This was the reason the emigration of children from

Poland was viewed as undesirable.

A gentlemen's agreement

with the Central Committee of Polish Jews stipulated however,
that children to be reunited with relatives abroad would
be assisted. 9

8 AJDC Report, November 1948 (YIVO, 192).
9 AJDC Bulletin (Paris) No. 24, March 8, 1948,
p. 212 (YIVO, 158).
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Both adults and children did "emigrate" to DP camps
in Germany with a view of leaving the country as soon as
possible, but not in an organized nor legal manner.

They

still believed then in a possible future for Jews in Poland.
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LATER YEARS

XVIII.

After the emigration of most DPs from Germany and the
liquidation of Jewish DP camps, small Jewish communities remained in various cities.

They were composed mostly of

German Jews, but also of some non-German-Jewish DPs who remained in Germany.

The number of children was smaller than

in normal communities.

Let us take, as an example, the commu-

nity of Berlin:
In November 1949, 6,746 Jewish DPs were registered in
Berlin.

Only 742 of them were 18 years old or younger.

{See Table XXXII) . 1

By 1968, the Berlin Jewish com.~unity, the

largest of the seventy-three Jewish communities in Germany,
had a Jewish poopulation of 6,000, with only 230 children below the age of ten.

Sixty-seven Jews lived in the State of

Schleswig-Holstein and their average age was sixty-seven.
"waiting to die'' . . . as one author wrote. 2

The same author

stated that it was not the revival of Nazism which represented
the greatest danger to Jews in Germany, but the condition
and attitude of the Jews themselves. One Jew told him that
the Jews have no faith in their own permanence.

1
2

They are

AJDC Report, November 1949, p. 5 {YIVO, 48).
Leo Katcher, Post Mortem, The Jews in Germany Today,
New York, 1968, pp. 2, 24.
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unhappy and unsettled.

The young talk of leaving Germany

and the old seek to deny even to themselves that they are
part of it.

This Jew told him:

"I often wonder if it is

possible to have a Jewish society without Judaism.

The

young Jews seem _so far removed from the religion itself.
Our daughter is fourteen and keenly aware that she is Jewish,
but not aware of its significance.
cream world.

She lives in a whipped-

She suffers no discrimination or antagonism.

Nearly all her friends are Christian because there are so
few Jews.

What happened under Hitler--what kind of country--

this was--is almost impossible for her to understand.

We

will have to send her out of Germany to finish her education.
We have to give her perspective.
And I

She does not get it here.

am not sure that I have retained my own.

laugh at myself when I
returned.

Sometimes I

think of the dreams I had when I

first

I would help to bridge the abyss between the past

and the present.

I have learned that this cannot be done.

There is nothing on which to build.
face the past; the Jews cannot.

The Germans will not

So the question is not

how to make a fresh start, but whether such a fresh start
is worthwhile.
I

don't know.

3 rbid.,

What kind of Jews will we have in Germany?
I

don't know."

p. 46.

3

1.
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By 1959, Jewish education, or rather religious education was offered in the following German cities:

Aachen,

Amberg, Augsburg, Baden-District (including Heidelberg,
Karisrhue, Konstanz, and Manheim) Brelefeld, Bremen, Dortmund,
Duesseldorf, Essen, Fuerth, Gelsenkirchen, Hanover, Mannheim,
Muenster/W., Neustadt/W (including Dahn, Kasserlautern, and
Zweibrueder), Nuernberg, Regensburg, Stuttgart (and environs),
Trier.

Altogether, religious education was given to about

800 pupils.

According to a questionnaire among 388 of

these pupils in 20 schools or communities, 174 were between
6 and 10 years old, 139 . . . 11-13 years, and 25 over 13
years old.

These were not day schools anymore but rather

Jewish supplementary schools and courses.

It was estimated

that of about 6,000 Jewish children of school age (6-17 years
old) only 13% received a Jewish education.

According to a

questionnaire among sixteen schools or communities, Jewish
education was given between one and eighteen hours per week,
with four hours per week on the average.

According to the

questionnaire among twenty schools, the Sephardic pronunciation of Hebrew was used in eleven courses, Ashkenazi in
six, and three courses used both pronunciations.

According

to a questionnaire in seventeen schools or communities,
two conducted classes at synagogues, thirteen in community
buildings and two in other places.

In twenty schools or

commun ~ties a total of twenty-eight teachers was employed
with a minimum of two working hours per week and a maximum
of forty hours.

The trend in Germany, with 800 pupils
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to an estimated number of 30,000 Jews, was not less positive
than in other countries with larger Jewish populations.
France, with an estimated number of 350,000 Jewe had an est·imated number of 6,000 pupils.

Belgium with 35,000 Jews--1,000

pupils, Italy with 34,000 Jews . . . 150 pupils, Switzerland
with 19,000 Jews . • . 950 pupils.
In fourteen western continental countries (except Communist
countries) there were only 11,920 pupils to an estimated number of 532,000 Jews. 4
lier period.

Let us make a comparison with an ear-

A historian of Jewish education in Germany under

the Nazis offered the following conclusions:

As a result of

the advent of the Third Reich with its anti-Semitism as a
political weapon, German Jewry gradually came into its own.
It was not a voluntary move, for at least fifty percent of the
Jewish school population continued their schooling in the
purified "Aryan" schools.
The Jewish child in morally devastated Germany was of
primary concern to the German· Jewish organiz~tions.

"Whereas

the Jewish adult finally understood the source of his troubles
and the causes of his sufferings:

that complete integration

with the German community by disinheriting his Jewishness was

4 Proceedings, Session on Jewish Education, Annual Oversea
Conference, November 1959, and Survey of Jewish Day and
Supplementary Schools in Western Continental Europe,
Education Department, American Joint Distribution
Committe ~ , Geneva (1960).

"". _..,

. ..
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impossible--the perplexed Jewish child, reared in such an
atmosphere, wasawakened to the reality."

The --child was in-

troduced to the sources of his heritage.

.P alestine became -

'•
•'

•

J

a reality to him. "Slowly but surely he was transformed from
an existential (or non-existential) Jew into an essential
Jew.

It was not until the child was settled in Palestine

that he finally felt that he can and does contribute to the
welfare of the community.

Instead of being an innocent and

ridiculed bystander, he became an active participant in the
construction of his community.
Germany was reborn."

Thus the Jewish child of

5

5 solomon Colodner, Jewish Education in Germany
Under the Nazis, New York, 1968.
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SUMMARY

Finding a rationale for existence after a catyclysm is
perhaps a universal phenomenon.

Examples in Jewish history

would point to the rise of mysticism after the expulsion
from Spain, the movement of Shabbatai Zvi and the spread of
Hassidism after the Chmielnicki pogroms in Poland of the 17th
century.
The Holocaust of European Jewry of the 20th century,
while enormous in its dimensions and beyond grasp of the
contemporary generation, and probably of generations to come,
did however cause a remarkable response on the part of the
decimated few survivors strewn over the face of the European
continent:

Jewish nationalism or a reaffirmation of Zionism

as the only lifeline of the Jewish people.
The insistence on recognizing Jews as Jews in the DP
(

camps was in actuality a voluntary unilateral revocation of
citizenship on the part of Jewish survivors who in essence
proclaimed to the world:

We suffered as Jews and from now on

we want to live as Jews.

We shall not return to a status

quo ante;
The study "Education Among Jewish Displaced Persons
in Germany, 1945-50" was undertaken to prove that it was
the emergence o f a heightened J e wish awareness_, a militant
Jewish nationalism, a Jewish cha l lenge to the world that
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gave rise to an autonomous Jewish community on the territory of the Third Reich occupied by the Western Allies.

..

The concept of national minority formulated and recognized
after World War I gave Jews the right to fight for that
recognition in the DP camps, ignoring the relationship to
their countries of origin.
Organizing a complete school system on all levels,
under the most unusual circumstances, while fighting to
leave Germany as soon as possible, is in itself a most fascinating story.

It was nurtured philosophically by Zionism

and a keen awareness of an interdependence of Jewish communities throughout the world and the triumph of democracy over
Fascism.
The establishment of a school system gave rise to a
pattern well known and characteristic of Jewish communities
the world over, that of cultural pluralism.

The question

of national versus religious education, Hebrew versus Yiddish,
Palestine or a universal-centered curriculum resurfaced.

The

national ideology prevailed and put its stamp on the educational system.

Interesting is the acceptance and identifi-

cation of this trend even on the part of those who did not
go to Palestine.
The role of the Jewish Palestinian teachers was crucial
for two reasons:

They were culturally and ideologically

almost identical with the DPs and were the only trained professionals available on the scene.

/
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The role of the American Jewish organizations cannot
be overstated.

No non-governmental private agencies have

ever undertaken a rescue and rehabilitation program faintly
matching that of AJDC.

The political clout, the organi-

zational know-how and the resources at its disposal made
it possible at first to provide help and later on to reestablish and revive the Jewish communities of Europe.

A

network of social services, of which education was only a
part, would have been unimaginable otherwise.

This massive

action was of historic and unprecedented proportions.
It should be pointed out that the Jewish DPs also
fought for autonomy with the "Americans" i.e., American
Jewish organizations.

The latter often would not agree

with the ideological trends of the school system, always
trying to maintain a neutral position.

Another area of ir-

ritatin was the financial, economic control of the system.
To overcome the above-mentioned conflicts, a Directorate
representing the DPs, the Jewish Agency for Palestine and
the Joint Distribution Committee was established which was
the governing body of the entire school network.
If education, affective and cognitive, formal or informal is the process by which man attains his humanity and
enables him to assume his responsibilities in society and,
if education is a function of love and discipline, then
this study is testimony to the abounding love brought and
shown by brethren, in this case by the Jewish co1~unity
of America and

the Yishuv in Eretz Yisrael to their Jewish
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brethren in the DP camps.

Only this love made it possible

to regain faith in the worthwhileness of life and gave
meaning to the process of education.
The roles of the Sheerit Hapletah in the struggle for
Israel's independence and their contribution to Jewish life
in communities throughout the world are noteworthy and redeeming factors after a long, dark, period.
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TABLE

II,

Number of Jewish O.P.'s In the Carnes of German:t, Aus trf a and

I ta 1:t

X

1947

Area

Germany
U.S.Zone
Br I t I sh Zone
French Zone
Aus tr la
U.S.Zone
British Zone
French Zone
Italy

Tota

" K-"•

1

and

1948

Apr i I

August

30
1947

31
1947

125,110
11,000
I ,800

114,596
10,428
1,859

109,522
9,033
1,850

92,863
7,417
300

(approx.)

29,463
2,156
0
15,705

19,214
1, 641
0
18,686

20,133
973

16,347
600

(approx.)

0

0

18,579

18,000

17r;,234

16Fi,424

lh0,090

135.527

Qro11mt1n, op . cit. ,p.

17

December

31
1947

May

31
1948
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TABLE

#

2

Number of Jewish D.P.'s outside the Camps in Germany, Austria and Italy
May

Germany
U.S.Zone
Brl ti sh Zone
F'>ench Zone
Aus tr la
U.S. Zone
Vienna
French Zone
Italy
Tota 1

it:

31, 1948

20,000
4,500
900
600
2,000
500
4,000
32,500

K.R. Grossman, op. cit., p. 17
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TABLE 111
Age of Jewish D.P.'s in the British and United States Zones and terlin.
February 1946

Total
Number

%

Rritish
Number

2,800

4

332

15 - 18

5, I89

8

1,097

19 - 34

36,051

55

35 - so

13,878

so

7 •.5 12

Age

14

&

Over

under

Not Reported

TOTAL

-::

lJ.S.Zone
Number

%

Ber 1 in
Number

%

1,954

5

514

5

8

3,798

9

294

3

8,227

60

25,337

61

2,437

24

21

2,872

20

8,243

20

2,763

28

12

1, 661

12

1,988

s

3,863

40

Y IVO, 55, p. 12 IIIC.

%

216

1OS

329
65,759

Zone

100

14,294

100

41,596

8
100

9,679

JOO
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TABLE IV
..,.,

Age of Children in the American Zone of Germany, 1946.

Month

- 5 Years

6 - 9 Years

10 - 17

January

120

380

770

February

150

600

1250

March

250

1550

3250

Apr i I

1280

1860

3730

May

1300

2018

4725

June

1600

2220

5130

July

2450

2790

5520

August

3050

3420

6950

September

4160

4070

8830

0c tober

4340

4260

8520

November

4420

4230

8585

December

4431

4355

8839

~·. YIVO, 63

Years
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TABLE

V

Statfstlcs of Jewish Children of Pre-School and School Age fn the American
;':

Zone of Germany - January 1947
·.':

Part I •

DI st r I ct

Total
Jewish
Po u lat ion

lnstal lations

Pre-school age
(up to 5 incl.)

Camps
Backnang
Fe I 1bach USEAC
He I denhe Im
Sc hwae b I sch Ha I t
Stuttgart West & Degerloch

27
n o
200
176
65

Ulm Boetcke,Donau,Hlndenburg
Sedan and community
Wasseratflngen

617
170

Hospitals
Children's Centers
Aglasterhausen
Ulm Blefdorn
Ulm Dornstadt

To ta I

~•:

Y IV0, 54.

50

77

341
200
70

541

781
331

1,398
501

r e p o r t

r e p o r t

n o

r e p o r t
172
304

JO

4
3

no

Dist r i ct
of them:
In camps
In children's cent.
communities

Total
Chi I drer

n o

6
59

Communftles
Heide 1berg
Kart sruhe
Mannheim
Rheinpfalz
Stuttgart

School age
(6-17 Inc L)

12
0
10
r e p o r t

376
135

178
363
22
4

13
. l

128

76

52

I , 4 13

2,323

3,736

t, 255

1,773
476
74

3,028
541
167

65

93

~·:The figures for this district were prepared as of Dec. I, 1946;

·:,~•: Figures as by January I, 1947, in some cases as by Jan. 31, 1947
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PART

Installations

Camps
Bad Salzshlirf
Benshelm,
Oabenhausen
Dieburg
Eschwege
Frankfurt (transient)
Fritzlar
Hasenccke-Kasse I
Hess - Lichtenau:
Go I dcup
Herzog
Teichhof
we lmeden
Vere i nshaus
Hofge l sma r
Lamper the im
Moencheberg
Schwarzenborn
\./awe I - Hofge i sma r
~/e tz. 1a r
ze i I she im
Ziegenhain

11 •

-.':-,':

DISTRICT 2

Total Jewfsh
Popu lat Ion

School
Age

Tota 1
Chf ldren

IOI

104

146
115
187
338

143
133
100
379

205
290
248
287
717

Pre-School
Age

n o

166
406

334
632

88
13 1
12
36
16

124
158
71
28
38

212
289
83
64
54

272
146
257
71
1so
504
315
281

239
72
179
127
53
548
192
301

511
218
436
198
203
1,052
507
582

Children's Centers
Gersfeld
Li ndenfe 1s
Schwabda

n o

Communities
Oad Hornberg
Bad Nauheim & Friedberg
Bad Orb (& Gelnhausen)
Bad WI ldungen (& Korbach)
Bebra
Buedingen
Darmstadt
Eschwege
Frankfurt on Main
FritzJ ..,r
Fulda
Giessen

r e p

0

r t

269

Hosp i ta 1s & Sanatoria
Hachsharoth
Geringshof
Gers fe Id
Holzshausen

r e p o r t

168
226

270

n o

r e p

0

r t

n o

r e p

0

r t

1
2

5
1

0

0

l

2
28

11
0
3
1
n o

6
3.
0
3
39

1

I

3
0

6
1

.r e p o r t

0
7
26
0
2

8
0

8

66
2

92
0
4

0

0

0

0

0
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Grlfte
Hornberg
Kasse I
Har burg
Offenbach
Sprendl fngen
Wetz Jar
· Wiesbade(
Zennern Wabern)
Z iegeaha t n

Total District 2:
among above:
in camps
in children's centers
in hachsharoth
in communities

n o

r e po r t

0

0

0

2
11
I
4
I
8
2

4

6

0 ·"

'J
1

3

7
3
15

0

2

7
2

4

3

15

18

3,647

3,979

7,626

3,560

3,561
269
6
143

7, 12 I

I
3
83

270

9

226

-·

PART 111.

DISTRICT
·::~'_

-

J
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Bamberg Region

Ins ta I I at i c hS

Total Jewish
Popula t Ion

Carnes
Ansbach B1~ ldorn
Bamberg Uh hen Kaserne
E i chSi tae tt ~amp & Annex 8/C
Fuerth
Hof
Rehau
~Ii ldflecker
Wi ndshe im

S]pth

Schauens te i
Hosoi ta Is

r

Tota I
Children

Age

157
149
139
77
114
7

125
166
173
54
103
6
n o

-

I·

Ii

282
315
312
13 1
217
13

r e p o r t

221

238

459

.

18

287
103

305
104

19
7

I
I

Sana tor ia

Hach9haroH
Aschbach
Bayreuth - ~ettlits

Bernstein

School

enters

Children's

Ansbach

Pre-Schoo I
Age

Jl Wald

I

18

5

.2

I

I

14
2
2
0
4
17

1

9

Forkenhof
Funkendorf
·
liosau - Ma ilim
Massbach
Muenchberg eminar (Ch.School)
Muenchberg Zettlitz

0
0
3
3

Oberschwarzrh

3
3

I

1

Fleikersho~ - Streicherfarm
Preb i tz - Da
tf
11
Preb i tz - 1cham
Schess 1 i tz
Voita - Ne~'IR
Wi ldbad
11
Windrschecl ~ibach

I

'

Wu lmersreur
Zeckendorf

Communities
I
Ansbach
Bambera

0
0

3
7
n

0

I,

IS
2

2
0
2
4

2
3
7
18
10
5
3
2
4

6

9

3

10

r e p o r t

0

4

4

t
0

0
I

I
I

16

15

3I

\
I-

Teena Marie
Questions
7. If you appreciau something you
a. don't care for it very much.

1. What ii the main idea of this story?
Teena has become a star and she loves
it.
b. Teena didn't have a recording contract

••

b. understand how good it is.
c. really couldn't care lea about it.

until she wu in college.
c. Teena started appearing on stage as a
professional when she wu eight years

8. Reading the story about Teena you get the
idea that she

a. doesn't care much for the music world.
b. makes music in order to earn a living
and thats all.

old.

2. What kind of music did Teena's brother like
to play?
a. Motown

c. has loved music all her life.

9. What kind of music is your favorite? Why?

b. rock
c. Beatles
3. What does the story say is Teena's biggest
hit ever?

Activities

4. What does Teena do that gives her the
chance to come up with a sound all her
own?
a. She uses her own band.
b. She plays her own instruments.
c. She produces her own records.

1. Name three women who produce their own

records.

2. Teena says, for her, success is creating
something special or meeting new friends.
What are some other ways of measuring
success?

5. Put the following events in the right order.
a. Teena starts her first band.
b. Teena makes her Starchild album. ,
c. Teena signs her fint record contract.
6. If you preferred the songs of Teena Marie it

means
a. you liked her music better.
b. you liked other music better.
c. you liked all the music.

Copyript ~ 1985 Turman Publ.isbina Co.
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Tuena Marie
Questions

... ..,

·-:-

7. If you app,eciate something you

1. What is the main idea of this at«y?
has become a star and she loves
•• Teena
it.
b. Teena didn't have a recording contract
until she was in collep.
c. Teena started appearing on stage u a
professional when she was eight years
old.

don't care for it very much.
understand bow good it is.
c. really couldn't care leu about it.

••b.

8. Reeding the st«y about Teena you get the
idea that she
L doesn't care much for the music world.
b. makes music in order to earn a living
and thats all.
c. has loved music all her life.

2. What kind of music did Teena's brother like
to play?
a. Motown
b. rock
c. Beatles

9. What kind of music is your favorite? Why?

3. What does the story say is Teena's biggest
hit ever?

Activities
1. Name three women who produce their own

4. What does Teena do that gives her the
chana- to come up with a 10und all her

records.

own?
She uses her own band.
b. She plays her own instruments.
c. She produces her own records.

2. Teena says, for her, success is creating
something special or meeting new friends.
What are some other.ways of measuring

a.

success?
5. Put the following events in the right order.
a. Teena starts her first band.
b. Teena makes her Starchild album.
c. Teena signs her first record contract.

6. If you preferred the songs of Teena Marie it

means
a. you liked her muaic better.
b. you liked other music better.
c. you liked all the music.
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Tuena Marie
Questions
7. If you appn,ciat~ something you
a. don't care for it very much.
b. understand bow good it ia.
c. really couldn't care I.ell about it .

1. What ia the main idea c:l this story?
a. Teena has beoome a star and she loves

it.
. b. Teena didn't have a recording OODtract
until she WU in oollege.
c. Teena started appearing on stage as a
professional when she WU eight yea!1
old.

8. Reading t.be story about Teena you get the
idea that lhe
a. doesn't care much for the music world.
b. makes music in order to earn a living
and thats all.
c. has loved music all her life.

2. What kind of music did Teena's brother like
to play?
a. Motown
b. rock

9. What kind of music is your favorite? Why?

c. Beatles
3. What does the story say is Teena's biggest

Activities

hit ever?

1. Name three women who produce their own

4. What does Teena do that gives her the
cbana- to come up with a 10und all her
own?
a. She uses her own band.
b. She plays her own instruments.
c. She produces her own records.

records.
2. Teena says, for her, success is creating
something special or meeting new friends.
What are 10me other ways of measuring
success?

5. Put the following events in the right order.
a. Teena starts her first band.
b. Teena makes her Starchild album.
c. Teena signs her finlt record contract.
6. If you preferred the sonp of Teena Marie it
means
•. you liked her mUlic better. . . b. you liked other music better.
c. you liked all the music.
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'Ieena Marie
Questions
7. If you app,eci.Jte 50IDething you
a. don't care for it very much.
b. understand bow good it is.
c. really couldn't care lea about it.

1. What ii the main idea of thia st«y?
a. Teena bu become a star and ahe loves
it.
b. Teena dkln't have a recording 000tract
until she WU in c:olleae.
c. Teena started appearing on stage u a

professiooaJ when she
oJd.

WU

8. Reading the story about Teena you get the
idea that she
a. doesn't care much for the music world.
b. makes music in order to earn a living
and thats all.
c. bu loved music all her life.

eight years

2. What kind of music did Teena's brother like
to play?
a. Motown
b. rock
c. Beatles

9. What kind of music is your favorite? Why?

3. What does the story say is Teena's biggest
hit ever?

Activities

4. What does Teena do that gives her the
chance to come up with • IOUDd all her

1. Name three women who produce their own

records.

own?
a. She uaes her own band.

2. Teena says, for her, succes., is creating
something special or meeting new friends.
What are some other ways of measuring
success?

b. She plays her own instruments.
c. She produces her own records.

5. Put the following events in the right order.
a. Teena starts her first bmd.
b. Teena makes her StarclriJd album.
c. Teena signs her first record contract.
6. If you preferred the sonp of Teena Marie it

means
a. you liked her muaic better. -b. you liked other music better.
c. you liked all the music.
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AMONG THEM:
in Camps
in chi Id. centers
in hachsharoth
in communities

864
19

32
270

~

. .~-

865
390
90
136

I, 729

409
122
406

,.,.
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Regensburg Region

Total
Jew I sh
Po ulatlon

Insta I lat Ions
:amps
Oeggendorf
Mietraching
Pocking
Schlupflng
Ji !seek
,1 ind i sch be rge dorf

Pre-Schoo 1
/\ge

Age

107
23
665
82
241
70

I

Hose i ta Is
\mberg Ha Ith~ er & TB Sanatorium,
Haustein, Ko1 bruck
Za 1tzkofen
Other hosplta s
:3oxdorf, Mar~ e-Kibbutz & Passau-Auerbach
Mai nkofen-Na ternberg
Tcublitz

100

17
1,049
40
136
46

0

0

0

I
n o

I

f-lachi'haroth

School

' 0
0
3

Total
Chi 1dren

207
40
1,714
122
377
116
0
1

r e p o r t

0

0

26

26
14

'1

:ommunlties
~mberg
l\ rnstorf
r3ruck
Cham
Eggenfe I den
[ rge.l!bach
Fa 1kenste In
Floss
Geiselhoerln
Landau
Lands hut
Lanqua id
Ma I le rsdor f
Nabburg
Neunburg v.W
Passau
PI at t Ii ng
Pocking
Regen
Regensburg
Roding
Rot tenburg
Roe tz
Schwandorf
Schwarzenfet

5 tamsrled

15
71
14

1I
0
0
7
42
I

to

0

to

4
8

1
2

7

4

5
10
11

13
0
I

18
I

2
1

2

0

4

0
5
14
7
3

13
10
3
6

3

3

I

69
4
5

10 I
7

I

4
41
9

2
20
12

Straub,lng ·
Tirschenreut
Vi lshofen
we i den

woerth on th~

3

17
4
0

9
16
I

2
Danube

'tJurmannsqulc
Total Regensh urg Region:

24
0
I
22
113

IS

20
2
2

4
18
32

10
9
6
17l>
11

6
7
58
13
2
29
28

3
71 .

52
7
4

19
9

6

10

1,665

1' 90

3,355

.r.'f.
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of
In
In
In
in

them:
camps
hosp I ta Is
hachsharoth
conmunltles

Total Districts

1,)88
0

2,576

474

I, 388
I
37
264

2,850

3, 171

6,021

2,052
19
0
35
744

2,253
390
1
127
400

4,305
409

3

3:

I

40
738

)f them:
jn
In
in
i
,n
in

camps
ch 11 dren' s homes
hosp I ta Is
hachsharoth
communities

,......:..~'<'.-•• ,,, -

; _CM'n :

I

162

J

- ·- I .I 4~
. 'I II
r - z ~v,_ .- L....
u L
.

. J,e,ta r
Jewis'h
~

,Popu laf ton

~
A I nri ng

A.it t• 1

Bad 9'• lche
fe ld•Ung
Foehrnwa Id

11

Gabersee

Landsberg
Le I ,>he I•
""" Ich i, Fr• man
Munich• O•u •Sches Museum
Hun lch ; Fun
Neu Ul • '!
Sehl fersee
Trauns te f n

Kiaseren US SAC

legs

laza re tt

Chfldren•s C nters

,i.

Aschau
Bayrlsch Gma· n
lndersdorf
Pr fen
Rosenheim
Purten 1
HOSRltals, S natorla

9
2

3

25

5
&

Rest Centers

Bad Relchen~II, Cure
Bad Woerlsh9!en, Sanatorium
Gautlng Sana orfum
St. Ott I I le~
Fe1dafing El sabeth
Other small ospltals
. Hachslllaroth
BI umenga rte
Eiso Jzr ied
Firstbach
.G_rass

20

11
59
31
43
86

106
106

39

50

89

0

0
0
0
1

0

II
7
2
63

~
0
0

_, _

22
66

33

•
0
1

~

1

ft.
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Fuerstenfe1d4 uck
Garmisch-Par nklrchen .
Graefe 1f Ing
lrslngen
Kaufer Ing
Kemp ten
Kralburg
Kral 11 Ing
Krumbach
Lau fen
Markt Oberdof
Mark tschwabe
Memmlngen
Mindelhelm
Ml ttenwa Id
Moosburg
Munich - Cit
Murnau
Nand ls tadt
01ch ing
Penzlng
Planegg
Puergen
Rosenheim

Schwabaeuncl

Starnberg
Traunsteln
Trostberg
Tuerkhe Im
Unterammingen

l

22
8
11
3
7

9
16

0

3

31
24
15
3
7

0

I

5

3

11
4
6
6
9

11
1
11
15
429
0
8
5
7
5
5
5
4
27
6
4
44

9
2
I
9
29
5
11

Utt Ing
Waging
Wartenberg
We I lhe Im
Wlederge 1 t I n~1 n
Wol fratschaufjn

Total Oistrl i t 5

4, 130

of
in
in
in
in
in

,?'~

them:
camps
children'f centers
hospitals~ sanatorla
hachsharoth
'•
communities

"

~

3,006
59
142
5
918

.,

4

8
0
9
1

5
9
1
4
2
269
0
3
5
0
2
0
3
0
7
3
0
4
2
3
I
5
27
0
4

6
19
4
9
7
14
20
2

15
17
698
0
1I
10
7
7
5
8
4
34
9
4
48
II
5
2
14
56
5
15

6,470

10,600

4,045
1,505
280
158
482

7,051
1,564
, 422
163
1,400
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PART
Jottl in the U.S.

Districts
District
District
District
District
District

&

VI
Zone of Germany

Total
Jewish
Popu I at ion

lnstal lat ions

I
2

3 Bamberg Region
3 Regensburg Region
5

PreSchool
Age

School
Age

Total
Chi I dren

1,413
3,647
I, 185
I ,665
4,130

2,323
3,979
1,481
I ,690
6,470

3,736
7,626
2,666
3,355
10,600

12,040

15,943

27,983

9,873

1 I ,632

2,640
281
291
1,099

21,505
2,784
423
334
2,937

I, 030

I, 979

Tota I Zone
of them In:
camps
children's centers
hospitals & sanatorla
Hachsharoth
conmunltles

144

142
43
I, 838
949

Ber Ii n
Bremen ~·:

n o

Grand

Total

12,989

report

16,973

29,962
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TABLE

Vt

Me_ -9_f_J_~w ii_ll j)_!..f:.!_'J;__f rom -~e rmany at the Fe ~.E.~ f Ing Camp·
after the Liberation, 1945

o-4

Ses

__E_~.

*

5-16

17-30

31-40

41-60

..Y_!"S •

:trs.

yrs.

yrs.

over 60
yrs.

Male

0%

3. 1%

55. 3"/4

30.5%

JO.ff',{,

0. 3"/o

Female

0%

2.

1%

80. 2',{,

l3. 2',{,

3 •ff',{,

0. O'lo

Total

0%

2 •8"/4

62.6%

25.6%

8. ff'lo

0.2%

~•: Y IVO,

52

193
TAALE

V11

~·,
Children's Conters in tho U.S.Zone, October I, 1946

Capacity

Locat Ion

350
800

U1m - 0 1e i do rn
Ulm - Dornstadt
Aglasterhausen (lnternat)

Lindenfels
Ansbach - Strueth
Aschau
Bayrlsch Gmaln(Juda Makkab I.)
lndersdorg ~
Rosenheim (trans.)
Prlen (Intern.)
Tota 1

·:: VIVO, 52

450
500
500
230
375
3000
150

6355

Children
Present

168
169
12
377
359
263
174
258
1011
150
2'.)32

Adults Present

97
54
89

2~
33
90
134

Plus 743 adults

194

...·:

Districts

Number of
Number
of
students
Teaclic
rs
Kindergar tens

Number
of
Sc hools

Number
of
Classes

1 ... ,.1,,r1 ... r1

Number
of
Kinderqartens

Stuttgart

1776

157

JO

71

10

I I. Frankfurt

1700

121

11

47

I la. Kasse I

1606

119

12

111. Bamberg

1283

IOI

IV. Regensburg

1031

V. Munich

I.

Total

Number ofl
Teachers
in Kinder
aartPns

Numbc
of PuF
in Kin
aartPr

1

33

240

9

22

210

54

11

25

244

16

61

6

141

69

8

Jl.+6

7

18

3427

257

26

138

14

37

10813

826

83

4 I7

57

150

VIVO, 757

184
592

161 I

TABLE V 111 a

195
Schools In tho U.S. Zone or GcrmcJny - October 191.z

Number

No . of
l~O**
Tenms ·

I.
2.

10 5

Hofgeismar

II

Munchberg

3.
4.
5.
6.

II

Hasenhecke

II

Goldkop Lichtenau
Eschwege
Herzog
Frie lar
Rasche I
Zigenhein
Schwarzenborn
Bad Salzschiierf
Wetzler
Frankfurt
ze i lshe im
Zei lglmn
Oieburg
Bensheim
Llndenfe Is
Lampertheim
Ansbach
Wlndsheim
Ansbach-Bleidorn
Furth-camp
Furth-town
Eichstat
Hof-camp
Bayreth
Oamberg camp
Bamber town
Marktr i dwi tz
Gre isen
Struth Ansb.
Schwabach
Fi lseck
Regensburg
Schwandorf
S t:oaub ing

II
II

7.
8.
9,

II

10.
II•
12.

II

13.
14.

15.
I 6.
17.

II
II

,•,0~3
,•,0~2
II

II

.•,o~ 1

I8 .

II

19.
20.

II

2I•
22.

,•,0~1
II

23.
24.
25.
26.

II

27,

II

28.

II

29.

II

30.

II

31.
32.

1041

33,

II
II

34.

1045
1046

35.

36.
37.
~R .

Loca 1 i ti es

II

1044

II
II

II

I'I

Rnriinn

Number
of
Schools

Number
of
Ch I ldren

Number
of
Teachers

2
1

307

1
1

270

25
13
15
6
15

1
1

I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

I
1
I
1

198
72
215
122

184

12
10
12

119

13

139
126
77

9

8

505

23

20

4
12

88
38

138
99

8
9
9

196
92
28

11
11

158

11

158
45

5

2

9

11

1

242
B4
17

22

66
39
7
15
304

9
4

20

9

I
I
2
21
2

262

so

17
5

20

2

10

2

.,

196

59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
. 67.
68
69.
70.

Bad Wor ishofen
Dachau
Rosenheim
Atte 1
Traunstein
Prlen

1
1

II

Gabersee

II

Bad Rei chenha 11
Bayrlsch Gmain
Aschau
I ndesdorf
Munich

1
2
1

1063
1066
1069

.

II

ti

ti

II
II

1066
II

Total

70

·:, Vivo, 757

** International Regufee Organization 1947

16
4
1
2
8
3
10
23
3
10
8

2

161
85
10
7
184
76
98
333
109
160
70
255

76

9597

759

I

1
1
J

1
1

25

197
TABLE IX.

...

.._

SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS AS OF FE13RllARY 1, 194:J , U.S . ZONE of GER~NY (excluding Berlin)
'"

Number of classes

Number of school
courses

Type of School

District
l

District

Total

2

Distdct

District

I

2

Total

Kindergarten
Elementary Sc hool

24
42

22
28

46
70

47
216

52
189

99
405

Courses for adults

67

46

113

-

-

-

General Education
Courses for ORT s tu den ts

77

47

-

-

-

I 2l1

"

"
Number of Teachers
District

I

District
2

Number of Pupi Is

Total

District

District

I

2

Tota 1

53
301

65
283

5[34

924
3530

944
3439

2096
8963

Courses for adu 1 ts

61

40

JOI

1106

649

1855

General Education
Courses for ORT students

37

54

91

1188

1020

2208

Kindergarten
Elementary School

i~

11 3

-

District I.
District 2.

~-.

- former Bamberg, Regensburg and Munich Regions.
- Greater Hesse, ~/urtt.Baden - former Frankfurt and Stuttgart Regions
and Kassel Area.

Includes

~·: YIVO, 47

3

high schools.
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X
·'·

School System in Jewish Carnes of US Zone, Germany - January 1st

Districts,
Areas

D a Y..
No. of
Schs.

Schools
No. of No. of
Pupi Is
Class

Jan.Mar.Jan.Mar.Jan.Mar.
I
I
I
I
I
I

Kindergartens
No. of
Mo.of
children
Kdgn.
Jan.Mar. Jan.Mar.
I
I
I
I

&

March 1st, 1949.

Tota I

Total#
of

II of
pupi Is
Jan.Mar.

I

I

teachers

Jan.liar.
I
I

Jis t ric t I
-----:amber
~uni ch
~uni ch Town
tegensburg

·otal Dist.

8
15

I
6

30

6
14
I
4

40
81
11
28

29 556

324
71 1261 922
1 I 220 205
13 401 1S2

25 160 124 2438 1604

6

I
4

118
578
30
23 I

26

21

957

728

3395

s

4

140
165

776 570
1344 1171
1492 634.

42

1•37

87
90

35
76
34
145

3
16

I

2

Jl •

107
495
30
96

674
1839
250
632

431
1417
236
248

54
127
29
S7

36
92
26
29

2332

267

183

District 2

: a s s e

6
7
10

·ot.:il Dist. 2

23

15 Jl10

; rand Total

S3

40

: rankfurt
tuttgart

' ivo, 48

5
7
3

32
47
61

26 585
l.4 871
21 1057

430
734
469

9
10

9
3

101
473
433

91 2513

1633

24

16

1099

742

3612 2375

219

3002154951 3237

50

37

2056 1470

7007 4707

486

328
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TABLE X.I

Places of Birth of Jewish D.P.'s at the Lephelm Camp, June 1946

Country of Dirth

Men

women

Up to 6
M.
F.

Ch

1 d r e n
6 - 12
M.
F.

12
M.

-

16
F.

Tota 1

Po 1and

1206

832

20

24

60

72

75

60

2349

Hungary

205

150

28

12

119

81

108

72

775

Rumania

58

25

17

5

107

100

72

34

30

243

Li thau.

1I

10

Others

19

15

Czech

Total

·:: Y IVO, 423

1599

1104

3

2

2

22

3

55

37

39

131

153

235

167

3533

200

TAB LE

Country of

Hungarian

M.

Age

Origin of Children at Struth, June 1946

Po 1 i sh

Czech

M.

M.

F.

11

10-13

31

8

33

42

sub-total 47

3

3

7

14-18
18 over
;ub-total

80

56

12

29

19
75

21

109

184

Total

423

F.

M.

Austrian · Yugaslav

M.

M.

F.

F.

Total

F.

M.

30

i

II

2
2

2
3

l

3

9 10

6

5

z

~

10

13

23

2
2

2
2

'4

1
2

84
2

4

3

5

26

.

Russian

7

16

47

Rumainian

9

18

- 89

Tota 1

F.

*

2

5

2 - 8
,
:) 9

:: Y IVO,

F.

X 11

2

123

2

187

2

276

89

8

12

3

2

15

3

276

7

150
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X.111
.._,:

Age and Origin of 60 1 689 Jews in the American Zone of Germany, March 31, 1946

~LE
61 .45%

FEKI\LE
38.5%

Distribution

by

TOTAL
I 00. CJ'/c;

Age

Years of Age {Birth)

o-4 ( 1942-1946)
5-9 (1937-1941
10-14 (1932-1936)
15-16 ( 1930-1931)
17-18 (1928-1929
19-24 (1922-1927)
25-34 (1912-1921)
35-40 (1906-1911)
41-50 (1896-1905)
over 50 (Bef.-1896)
Not reported
Total

0. 9'/o
1. 2"/o
2 • 2"/o
3. 0'/4
6.5%
25 • 2"/4
32.5%
I 5 • CJ'/4
9.5''/4
3.7%

1.5"/4
1. 8'/o
2. 9'/o
3.2%
7. 1%
36 .5''/4
29. 7'/4
7. 1%
5 • lf/4
4. J'/4

0,5%

0. 3%

I 00. 0'/4

I 00. O'/o

I. 1%
1.5%
2.5%
3.7%
6. 9'/4
29.6%
31. 1%
11.~/4
7. <J'lo
3 • <J'lo

0 .Lf/4

I 00. CJ'/4

Countries of Birth
Poland
Lithuania
Latvia
Hungary
Rumania
Czechoslovakia
Russi a
Germany
Others
Not Reported
Tota I

~•: VIVO, 54

72.5%
4.6%
0.5%
5.6%
3. 1%
4. l'/4
9. 8°/4
5 • 8',{,
2.3%
0.6%
I 00. 0'/4

68.6%
5 .1%

0.5%
6.3%
3,6%
4. 0'/4
0. <J'/4
7. FJlo
I. 7'/4
1.5%
I 00. CJ'/4

70.6%
4. 7'/4
0,5''/4
5 • <J'/4
3. J'/4
4. 1%
0. <J'/4
6. 7'/o
2. J'/4
1CJ'/4
I 00. CJ'/4

i

l/

TABLE X.IV .
·.';

Aqe by Distribution of Language of 10,460 Jews in Camps and Communitites of

Language

Yiddish

O- 4

Age
5 - 9

10

18

Age

Age
10 - 14

Age
15 - 16

17

- I8

Age
19 - 24

Age
25-34

Age
35 40

Age
41 - 50

10

7

21

137

266

129

71

.

-

I

6

14

5

I

Hebrew

51 or
More

Not
Registered

Total

42

4

715

-

-

23

2

I, 052

4

7,458

Po I i sh

13

17

22

17

26

217

342

148

12 l

127

German

88

107

172

34

113

523

703

690

I, 364

3,610

Others

1

I

-

4

-

17

23

26

46

80

-

198

33

13

173

352

170

98

51

l

1,009

238

125

1,073

1,700

1,168

1,701

3,910

II

10,460

N

~

Age

Berlin - April 1946

Not Registered 72

21

134

164

Total

0·,

Y IVO, 55

25 .

186

.,..

203

TABLE

XV
;':

Hours Per Week Allotment In the Curriculum of Elementary Sfhools, 1947

Grade
Subject

Hebrew
Ad thmet le

I

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

11

111

IV

V

V1

II

7

6

6

6

6

5

5

5

5

5

6

6

4

5

5

5

3

3

3

Geography

3

3

3

History

2

3

3

4

4

4

3

2

2

2

2

5

Bible

Biology

Drawing

4

4

Misc.Song(Slnglng)

2

2

Gymnast le

2

2

4

Eng I ish

Total

,·: Y IVO, 757

24

25

30

32

35

204
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XV I

Language Hours in Schools

- - - - - - - Tota 1 -No,- of- hours weekly

Schools
Dally Schools
Evening Courses
ORT

*

Courses

x

- - -----------

of them hours of
! le brew
Yiddisch
No.
No.
%
%

10,542

2,686

25,5

880

508

382

283

22

0,2

-, --Eng Ii sh
~Jo.
%

364

3,4

57.7

234

26.6

74. 1

18

4.8

for supplementary Instruction in general subjects

·:, YIV0, 47

,-

'.

----Latin
No.

5

%

a.a

205
TABLE

xv.11
·:,

Former Na t Iona I I

Germany &
Austria
(Apr i 1 1946)

Nat i ona 1i ty

68,740

83,8X,

Hungary

4,580

S.6

Roumania

2,700
480

ty of Jewish Refugees and Displaced Persons

Sweden (as
of 1945)

Italy
(Feb. 1946)

67. 2/o

3,976

42.84

355

3.3

1,487

15.9

3,3

1,759

16.6

1, 183

12.7

o.6

743

7.0

I ,658

17.9

94

0.9

333

3.6

Greece

110

1.1

37

0.4

Yugoslavia

107

1.0

54

0.4

202

1. 9

56

o.6

6

0.05

17

0.2

37

0.03

5

0.06

Poland

Czechoslovakia
Germany & Austria

Lithuania

2,960

3.6

7,134

Latvia

u.s.s.R.
Others and
Unclassified

Total

2,540
82,000

3. 1
100,0

89
10,636

-:, Zorach Warhaftig, Uprooted, Ne.,., York,

0.9

501

100.0

1946,

9,307

p.

50

5.4
100,0

Switzer land
(June 1945)

1,588

37.3%

1,655

38.7

326

7.5

705

16.5

I, 204

100.0

206
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TABLE
VESf:!IVOTH t-'/\ INTA INED BY THE AJDC

IN THE AMERICAN ZONE OF GERW\NV

March - Apr I I,

-District & Location

Number of rabbis

1948

Number of teachers

Number of students

District 1:

I.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7•

Pocking (Lubavltscher)
Foenrenwa 1d
Pocking
Landsberg
Krumbach
~lindsheim
Ei c hs ta tt

3

64

4
2
2
2
I
I

69
32
33
35

II

61

22
17

District 11:

8.

9.

Ze i I s he i m
we tz 1er

10. Heidenheim

2

30

4

43

II. Bensheim

Tota I

·:, Y IVO, 47

9

11

i5

420

207

TABLE XIX
Re 11 qi ous Education I.

Talmud Torahs:
No.
No:
No.
No.

,·:

of
of
of
of

schools:
melamdlm:
menaha I im:
pupi Is:

May

2.

62
172

43
3,750

1948
Y._eshlvoth:
No.
No.
No.
No,

of
of
of
of

Y IV O, 47

. •--·

schools:
Rosh Yesh.:
Yes h . Me Iam. :
students:

12
12

25
420

TAn LE

Xx
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Educational Institutions established by Vaad llatzala in the American Zone of Germany
. ,.,

from September 15, 1946 until January 1, 1947

location
·Ansbach
Aschau
Aschwege
Bebenhausen
Bebenhausen
Bebenhausen
Bad Rei chenha 11
Bamberg
Bergen Belsen
Bensheim
Dlburg
Eichstadt
Fe 1da f Ing
Haseneck
Haseneck
Hess-LT ch tenau
Hof
HoffGelsmar
Frltzlar
Landsberg
Lei phe im
Lei phe Im
Pocking
Menchenberb
Regensburg
Sedan Kase rne
Schwab i sh Ha 11
Sa lschr I ff
Traunstein
Ulm
ze i 1she Im
Zlegenhelm
Welden
Windshelm
Wasserburg
Wasseralfingen
Wi I dse k
Wetzlar
Wetzlar
Wetz lar

Y

IV O, 165

Institution

Number of pupils

'falmud Torah
Yeshiva Bnei Akiva
Element.~ Second.
Girls Elenmtary
Elementary
Yeshivah
Javnc
Yeshiva

Yeshiva Bet Josef
Element.
Element.
Yeshiva Ketana
Yeshiva Bet Aaron
Element. & second.
Girls & Element.
Yeshiva Ktana
Element. & second.
Element.
Ko 1 le I Evrechlm
Yeshiva Chafetz Chaim
Talmud Torah
Lubavitcher Yeshiva
Element.& second.
Gem 11 as Chased
Yeshiva Oer Hanare
Talmud Torah
Elementary School
Talmud Torah
Yeshiva Oer Hanare
Yeshiva
Element. & second
Talmud Torah
Yeshiva Merkas Hatorah
Yeshiva Javne
Yesh Iva Ke tana
Yeshiva Ketana
Element. & second.
Yeshiva
Girls Element.

JOO

80

60

,.

Number of teachers

5
5
5

L10

6

77

8

30
236
37
110
65
60
t,5
45
95

3
10

90
65
154
75
26
40
35
220
80
31
96
55
65
l •7
88
I3 I
36

85
35
85

76
157
25
84

3

6

5
5
2
4
6
9

4
I1
8

4
4
8
6

3
6

5
4
3

8
6

2
4
6

4
12
3
5
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TABLE XXl
")';

CHILDREN AT THE HOME OF STRUTH, JUNE 1946

. Age

Hungary

M,

-

F,

2 - 8

~5

6 - 9

11

8

10-13

31

14-18

Po Ii sh

M.

F.

- -·---Rum, .

Czech .
M.

F•

F.

M.

Russ.

H.

F.

Aust.

M.

F•

Yugoslavia

M,

Total

F.

2

9

3

7

30

3l

3

2

2

2

80

56

12

16

5

18 over 29

19

9

10

5

Total

* vivo,

' ;

65

23

28

2

2

6

4

2

7

8

3

6

84
187

2

89 ,

19

5

3

399
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TABLE

XX)l

Summer Camps In the American Zone, July 1948

Loca t I on of Camp

Organization

Number of Ch I 1dren

Oorfen

Mizrachi

64

Hartmansberg

Dror

56

Fe I daf i ng

[3e tar

262

Hoch land

Has homer Haza i r

215

Ni Ii

Noc ham

126

He i denhe im

Dror

104

Gehringshof

Dror

223

Eschwege

Aguda~ Israel

120

1 , I 70

Total

;",-Y

IV O, 446

II
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TAR LE XX 111

Children In tho District 5 (Munich Region), January I, 1947

Nu mb e r

I

Type

&

Nam•i of

i ns ta I I at ion

In pre-school age
(under 6)

o f

*

Children
In school age

Total

(6-17)

. Camps
I

neafI

Ainring
Frei lassing
Attel
Rad Rei che1 a 11
Fe 1daf Ing
Foehrenwa
Gabersee near Wasserburg

11

II

Landsberg
Le I phe Im
Muni ch ,; F'lf I man
Munich - F~nk Kasserne
Neu Ulm
Sch 1 lersee
Trauns te in
Tota I

Ii

315

336

68
752
219
691
145
346
353
184
108
353
48

19

416
251
376
142
307
188
238
45
263
71
figures

not

65 I
87
1,168
470
1,067
287
653
541
422
155
616
119

II

Gr'·

13 ayr i sch
in
I ndersdor f j
Munich Ort~.· Home
Prien (Chiroesee)
Pur ten
I'
Rosenheim

2,631

3,603

15
10
2

185
153
234

6,234·--

16

73

Ii

5
24

153
195
829

200
163
236
89
157
200
853

76

1,822

1,898

1

I
Tota I

II

Hachsaroth
•

jl

,I

Gre I fenber~.
Hoch lands lager

3

68
34

69
37

Total

4

102

106

I:

I!

'

available

Children's !centers
Aschau

'
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TABLE

XX IV

Age Distribution of the Jewish Population in the British Zone
of Germany, 1946

Displaced Persons
Percent

Sex

German Jews
Percent

1.0

1.1

10--18

10.8

4.8

19--34

69.5

32.5

35--49

16.6

27.3

2. I

34.3

100.0

100.0

9 or less

50 or over

Total

'I:

VIVO,

160
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T/\OLE X XV
•':

Statistics of 9,021 children In Schools in the American Zone of Germany, July I, 1947

Schools

Teachers

Kindergartens
Mechinot
I. Grade

11.
111.

II

IV.

II

V•
VI.
VII.
V 111.

II

II
II

Classes

Children

98
80
71
66
43
25

1,40 I
309
I, 798
I, 521
1,564
I , 145
711
383
109
55

11

II
II

5

II

IX.

II

X.

25

83

Total

~·,

Y IVO, 453

826

400

9,021
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TABLE XXYJ
Age of Students fn Elementary. Secondary and Trade Schools in Belsen, British Zone, 1946

Elementary Schools

Age
Under 10

31

10-14

44

15-18

34

19-25

Secondary Schools

Trade Schools

G9

40

55

132

26-35

79

Over 35

2I

110

Total

~··

Y IV O,

55 ,

p • 27

125

272
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TAALE

xxvll

General Education at ORT Evening Courses and Schools, December

Evening

Dtstr. I

Courses

Distr. 2

t, 1948

General Education at ORT SEhools ..

Total

Distri. I

Distri. 2

.:ii.

Tota I

----------------------------------------------46

27

73

8

6

14

No. of students

594

396

990

84

97

I8 I

No. of teachers

39

24

63

6

4

10

424

242

666

75

40

ll5

No. of courses

No. of hours weekly

~·,

On February I, 1948 - there were 113 courses with IOI teachers and 1855 students.

·'· -:, On February I,

._•:

Y IV O, 47 •

1948 -

there were 124 courses with 91

teachers and 2208 students •
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Statistics of Teachers_in the American_Zone of Germany~ Januar~ 1948
;'r

(in percentage)
Qua I ff fed

District

I • Bamberg

Teachers

llebrew
Speaking
Teachers

With professlonal
education
hi her

With professional
education

Experience

up to 10
years

Experience over

10
years

27. L•

60.2

10.9

28.89

32.8

8.2

46.3

76. 1

33,4

2f.9

52,2

20.9

3, Kassel

H6.8

86. 1

6.3

23. i.

60,4

18,9

4. Munich

38, S

68.G

11. 6

43.9

18,8

19.7

5. Regensuurg

47. 1

86.8

35. 8

28.3

40.4

20.7

. Stuttgart

36,5

63.2

18.2

}0.7

52.8

12.5

'L •

()

Frankfurt

_ ___,_T=o=ta~l'-----'4-=2.i...,5"---_ ___._7--=-6_..,.._7_ _---'-'15'"",._..9'-_ _ _ 3<.,<5C-!.,.L.5_ _ _ _4.:. : 2c..z.,. ; ;.0_ _ _ _. . ;);. .; ;8;. .:;,_4_ _ _ ____

·:: Y IVO, 446
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TAB LE

XX) X
-;':

Personal Statistics of Teachers - July and December 1148

- - - - - - - -

- - - -

July I , 1948

Total No. Surveyed

---- --

658

- -- -

- - - - %

--- - ----

December 1, 1948

- - - -

%

506

---- -----

- - - - - - - -

- - - -

One-subject teachers

237

35%

183

3"flo

\./ i th knowledge of Hebrew

364

55%

247

49'/4

95

15%

52

1O'/o

169

25%

180

35%

\./ i th Co I lege education
\./Ith

pedagogic training

------------

-------

-----

-----

fx,ee !. I.!:_n£_e_

-----

Under 10 years

255

39'/4

248

49'/4

Over 10 years

158

2lf/,

I 30

26%

Unknown

245

4r1o

128

25°/o

-----------------------------------------------,·, Y IVO, 47
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T/\B LE

XXX

Personal_ Statistics_ of_ Teachers - by_dlstrfctsi Julv~ 1948

- - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - Distrfcts

No. of
teach.

-----

of
these
special. with
with
with pedagog.
know!. high.
training
of lleb.cduc.

with exper.
under 10
years

with exper.
above JO
years

Bamberg

73

19

49

7

16

20

20

Frankfurt

84

34

52

12

24

40

12

Kasse I

127

41

52

9

37

55

31

Munich

165

60

91

20

63

70

48

Munich City

30

23

21

15

5

9

14

Regensburg

62

21

34

12

I1

24

I1

S tut tga rt

I I7

39

65

20

13

37

22

-

--- -

-:, Y IVO, 47

----

- - ---

-----
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TABLE XXX 1
.,•:

Teachers and_ Pupils In the /\mcrlcan ZoncL_.!_94~

Public Schools (Elementary)

Oates

···

Teachers

Pup i Is

Kindergartens
Teachers

f3up i Is

January,

1948

592

7,045

417

6,305

October,

1948

115

1,698

1135

2,342

Y IV O, L146

220
TABLE XXX 11
; ';

Age of Jewish D,P,'s in Berlin, November, 1948

-----Boys

Age

------

----

126

129

255

- 6

64

54

118

-

52

0 -

7

---------- -----Girls
Men
Women
Tota 1
--------- - -- -- - -- - - -- -

10

55

107

11

-

14

53

59

112

15

-

16

28

28

56

17

- 18

84

10

94

19 - 25

224

218

442

26-335

357

363

720

36-45

479

547

1026

46-55

681

840

1521

56-65

695

620

1315

66-100

523

457

980

----Total

·'·

Y IVO,

407

48

---

-

-

------

-

---

335

----- -

---2959

----

---3045

6746

--------
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
Prepared by AJDC U. S. Zone Headquarters--Heidelberg
c/o UNRRA Headquarters--3rd Army Headquarters
APO 757 November 30, 1946 #11
Camps:

Accomodations requisitioned by the United States

Army, administered by UNRRA.
Children's Centers:

Army requisitioned installations ad-

ministered by UNRRA, used only for the case of
unaccompanied children.
Hospitals, Sanatoria and Rest Centers:

These include UNRRA

administered installations as well as Jewish and German installations.

Patients in camp infirmaries are

not listed spearately but are included in the figures
of the camp.
Hachsharoth-Agricultural Training Centers:

These are farms

or farm schools for the preparation of emigrants to
Palestine.
Communities:

These are partially administered by UNRRA.

Jews living in privately rented homes without

regard to whether or not they are receiving UNRRA care.
For clarification it is necessary to stress that UNRRA
considers all persons who are receiving its care as
living in assembly centers without reg a rd to whether
they are actually living in private dwellings or in
army requsitioned installations.

It may be that persons

who are listed in this report as living in communities

222

are reported by UNRRA as living in centers (taken
care of in centers).

NOTE:

By Solomon Goldman
This may explain the discrepancies of statistical
data on DPs, in this as well as in other studies on
the subject.
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GLOSSARY
American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee:

Abbreviated

to AJDC, or JDC; philanthropic agency founded in 1914
to aid Jews in need all over the world.
HIAS:

United Hebrew Sheltering and Immigrant Aid Society,
founded in 1902 in New York; dedicated to helping
Jewish immigrants all over the world, and especially
those bound for the United States.

IGCR:

(Intergovernmental Committee for Refugees); founded
through American initiative in the wake of the Evian
Conference on refugees held in 1938.

In the after-

math of World War II its purpose was to implement the
\
agreement reached in the 1943 Bermuda Conference between the United States and the United Kingdom on the
care and resettlement of stateless refugees.
IRO:

(International Refugee Organization); successor
organization to UNRRA.

Founded in 1947 by interested

nations, it participated in the upkeep of DP camps
and the emigration of Jews to Israel and other countries.
JDC:

See American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee.

Jewish Agency for Palestine:

Founded in 1929 as a partner-

ship between Zionists and non-Zionist Jews for the

224

upbuilding of Palestine.

By the 1940s it had in

fact become synonymous with the Zionist movement and
served as its political executive body and prime
mover in fund-raising.
ORT:

Organizatiori for Rehabilitation and Training.

UNRRA:

(United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administra-

tion); founded in 1943 by the United Nations to admin~
ister relief to war-stricken areas and populations.
Vaad Hatzalah, Vaad Hahatzalah:

Organization of Orthodox

rabbis in the United States to aid and rescue Orthodox groups in Europe and Asia during and after the
Holocaust.
YIVO:
ZK:

Institute for Jewish Research.
Zentralkomitaet, the Central Committee of Liberated
Jews in Bavaria.

Founded in July 1945, its main

headquarters was at Munich.

'

Not to be confused with

the Central Committee of Polish Jews, founded in
Lublin in 1944, which was the central representative
of Polish Jewry after liberation. ·
ZIONIST PARTIES AND YOUTH MOVEMENTS
Agudat Yisrael:

Ultra-orthodox, originally anti-Zionist,

but later non-Zionist, political organization, founded
in 1912.

Very influential in Poland prior to the

Second World War.

It veered toward Zionism after the

war and organized itself as a political party in Israel.
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Betar:

Zionist youth movement emphasizing military educa-

tion.

Affiliated (until the 1940s) with ·t he Revision-

ist Party and acknowledging the authority of Ze'ev
Jabotinsky, Jewish nationalist, orator and man of
letters.
Bnai Akiva:

Zionist religious youth movement with a moder-

ately left-wing hue, allied to the Palestinian religious kibbutz movement.
Dror:

Zionist youth movement affiliated to the left-wing
Kibbutz Meuchad federation of kibbutzim in Palestine
(and today in Israel); also known by its Yiddish name,
Freiheit (Freedom).

Gordonia:

Zionist movement of a moderate non-Marxist

socialist tendency, affiliated with Mapai and the
Hever Hakvutzot federation of kibbutzim in the Palestine of the 1940s.
Hashomer Hatzair:

YoungGuardsman, oldest Zionist youth

movement; left-wing socialist and Marxist; affiliated
with the Kibbutz Artzi federation of kibbutzim in
Palestine.
Mapai:

Founded in 1930; chief political party in the Zionist

movement and in Palestine with a moderate socialist
tendency.

Led since 1944 by David Ben-Gurion.

HaNoar HaZioni:

Zionist yout~ movement of a non-socialist

liberal tendency.
Poale Zion Party:

(Workers of Zion Party), moderate labor
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party of the Zionist movement outside Israel; run in
fact by Mapai, the Palestinian (later Israeli) party.
Not to be confused with the radical left-wing Peale
Zion, which was especially active in Poland.
Revisionist Party:

Founded in 1925 by Ze'ev Jabotinsky;

radical right-wing party demanding the foundation of
a Jewish state on both sides of the Jordan.
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. Mr. Harriso11's ddailcd des cript ior1 of th e /Jlight of the Jrws
in war-ra ungi:d E11ropc, his mouin g plea for i11 crcascd aid in the
form of relief a11d ri:habilitation overseas, and his em/Jhat ic support for the imm ed iate utllerne 11t in Palestine of 100,000 Jews
dramatically und ersco re the ouerwhelm i11g /asl<s t/,a t co11 Jro11t
Litt agencies of th e Unit ed Jewish Appeal a l the fnesent time.
'
.

Text of

Report by Earl G. Harrison
L ondun, England

The White House, \iVashingt o n.
Dear Mr. Pr.esi<lent:
P11rm::rnt to yrn 1r letter of June n, •~J.l :i, I have the ho11or to prc~c nt
to you a partial report up(:n my recent 111 issio11 to E uro pe to inqui re in to
(1) the con<litions under whi ch di spla ced pe rsons, and partic ularly th ose
who may. be sta teless or non-rcpatriablc, arc at present iiving, especially
in Germany and Aus tr ia, (2) the needs of such 11c rsnn s, (3) how those
needs arc being met at present by th e milit a ry autho ri ties, the Governments of resid ence and international and priv ate rel ief l.i odie s, and (1)
the views of the poss ibly non-rep:Hria b le p erso ns as co th c ir f11ture de~tinatiom.

l'lly instructi nm were to g ive p:1rti rubr attention to the pro bl e ms,
and vic\\'s of the .Jew ish rdu gccs among Lhe \fol'l:i ccd peop le, especially in Germa ny a nd Au stria . T he r epn n , p::iniu1brly this parti al
report, accordingl y d ea ls in the m:.1in ll'ith th a t groul'·
0 n nu 111erous occasions appreciation ,,·as ex prcs~c d bv the \·ic ti ms o f
t\'a,( pcr~ecution for t he interest of the United St:1t c~ CO\·crnmcnt in
Lhcm. A~ my repo rt shows, they arc 111 need of att e nti o n a nd help. Up

1.
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For the re~so ns expl ~ined in th ~ report thci ti irnrtlc~1lai vroblema to,.:._~ · -·; :;
this time have: not been given attention' to any' appreciab1e ' extent;
!eq11e11tly, they: fcel that th ey, who · wctc"i n :so ' 'ii1 a11y
the fint aml
worSl vi ct ims of N;nim1, are being neglected by'ihclr Hl!erators. ·

i: i,-

'.,

.

r

·con- ;:,. '. ~.:

Upon my requ es t the Dcpart111ent of State auth orized Dr. Joseph J.
Schwartz to join me in tlie mission . Dr. Schwartz, E uropea n director of
the American J oint Distr ibuti on Co mmit.tee, was granted a leave of
absence from th at organization for the purpose of accom panying me_. His
long and varied· experience in refugee p roblems, as well as hh familiarity
with the Conti11ent and the ·people, made Dr. Schwa rtz a most valuable
associate: thb report represents ou r joi nt views, conclusions and recommendatiom.
During vari ous portions of the trip I ha <l, also, the ass istance of Mr.
Patrick M. iVIalin, vice-director of the Inter-Governm ental Committee on
Rcf11gecs and r-Ir. Il erl>ert Katzski of the War Refugee Iloarcl. These
gcntlc111en, lik ew ise, h~ve had considerable experie nce in refugee matters. Their assi 6tance and cooperation were mos t helpful in the course
of the rnrvcy .
Germany and Austria
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CONDITI ONS
(1) Gen era lly spea k. in[~, three i-11011t hs after V-E Day, and even longer
after the lihc r:1 1ion of in d ividual gro 11 ps, many Je wish ,clispla r.ccl pcnom
a11d other poss ibly 11011-1cpat rl a!Jl c~ :i tc li vin g 1111d cr gunrel lielii11d lrn1hccl wire fen ces in camps of se veral descr ip tio ns (huilt by the Germans for
slave laborers a nd J ews), in cltiding some of the mos t no torious of th e
con centration ca 111p5, am id crowded, frequen tly u nsani tary and gen era lly
gr im conditions, in complet e idleness, wi th no · op port unity, except surreptitiously, lo communica te with the ou tsi de world , ,va iting, hoping for
som e \vor<l o[ encouragemen t and acti on in thei r be half.
(~) While there lta s h~e n mark ed irnprover~ent in tlte health of survivors of the ;-,J;u .i starvation a~d ·p~rsccution progra m, there are ma ny
pathetic mal j1la rit,ion ca.~cs both among th e hospitali zed and in th e general populati ~n o( ~ht~a mps·., .The death rate has been higlf since ·liberto
cx pe ctcd.'-' One Army chaplain, a rabbi, personally
ation, as
attended, since li bera tion , 23,000 burials (go per cent J ew~) at Bergen
IJclsen alone, 01~e of the largest and most vicious of the co ncent ration
· cainps, where, in cidentally, des pite pcr~istent reports to the contrary,
14,000 <ll~placecl perso ns ore still li vi n~. in clud ing over 7,000 Jews. At
wany o[ the ~am pa and centers, i11clucli11g those where seri ous starvation

,vas
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(4) With a few notable exceptions, n ot h ini; in the wa y o [ a program
of activity or organi zed effor t tow a nl rch:i.bilit ation h :i.s been inaugurated,
and the internees, for they arc lit era ll y such, have litt le to ,lo except to
<\well upon their plight, the un ce rt a inty o f th eir future and, wha t is m ore
unfortuna~e, to draw comparisons betw een the ir treatrne 11t "unde r the
Germans" and "in liberation."
Beyond kuow ing that they arc no lllllge r in clanger o [ the gas cha,nbers, torture and other forms of vi olent d eath, tl1cy sec - a nd there islittle change, the morale of those who arc ei t her statelc~s or wh o do not
wish to J"CLUrn to th eir countries of nat io n ality is very lo w. The y ha ve
witnessed g rca t •acti vity and effic ie ncy in returning peo p le to their_- ho111 r.s,
· but they hear or sec n o thing in the way of plan s for th em an d co11seq11e11tly
they womltr and frequ en tly ask 'wh a t "liberation" m ea ns.
,,

.,

'

This situati o n is co ns iderab ly acce ntua ted where, as i11 so ma11y c.ue3,
·they arc able to loo k from their crowded a1Hl ba re quart e rs a nd sec the
German civilian populaLi o n, panic11b r ly in Lh c rn ral arc:1,, to al l appca ranccs living 11 o nnal li ves in th ei r ow 11 lw 111es.

.

~

l

(r,) The n1 os t ;1bsor lii111{ worry nf I li c-,e l\':ui :111 d w;1r \·i, 1i111 , co 11 r c1 m
rclaLi ves, wi ves, !1u,IJ:1 11ds, parent s, cl1ild1·c: 11 . 1\l rn L o l 1!1 ,·1 11 l1 :ivc lw.- 11
separated fo r th ree, four o r fi ve years a nd they cann o t und erst and , vhy
the libera lors shou ld n o t ha ve 1111de1 taken i1111 nedia tc ly the o rga ni zed
effort lo re unit e £a111il y grou p s. i\fos t o [ the very liulc which has bee n
done in this direction has uecn inforn 1:d a ct io n Ly the d isplaced perso m
themselves with the a id of d evoted Army ch aplaim, fr eq u ently rab b is, and
the American J oin t Di strilJu ti o n Conuniuee.
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·nroadcasts o( nalllcs and locations by the l' sychologicd \Varl a rc J) ivision at Luxem bourg ha ve been hel p ful , a lthou g h the l:t r l of n :cc i,·ing
,sets has haiHlicapped the cfTect i vc:nc~s o( 1hc prog ram. EYe ll whe re, as
has been happening, in [orlll ation ha s been r eceived as to rcl::u ivcs li ving
in other camps in G erma n y, it d epends on th e pcrso n:i. l attitu<le and d isposition of the camp co mma nd:11ll wh e ther pcn nission c:1 11 be outa ined
or assistance receiv ed to fo llow up 011 the i11forn1a 1i o 11. Some ca111 p co:11ma11dants arc quite rii;icl in th is parti cu lar 11h ilc ot hers len d every effort
to join family groups.
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In many camps, the 2,00 0 calories inclu<le<l 1,250 calorics of _a black,
wet and extremely unappetizing bread. 1 rcccive<l the distinct impression
an<l considerable substantiaLing info rmation that large numbers of the
German population-again prin t ipally in the rural area?have a more
varied and palatable die1 in their rccp1i~ition s with the German burgpmeistcr, and many seemed to accept \\'hatcvcr he turned over as being
the best that was available.
•i:
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arc clearly unr1t for _winter us~ and e, crywhere there is great . concern
about the prospect of a complet e lack of fuel. There is every likelihood
that close to a 111illion displaced pc rso11S will be in Germany anJ Austria
when winter sets in . The outl oo k in many areas so far as shelter, fo_oci
and fuel arc co 1iccrned 1s a ny thing but bright.
. '.
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(7) ~!any o!f the buildings in which displaced persons are ho1isJd

.;:

..
I

Ne eds of the Jews

,.

While it is i,mpmsililc to s1a1c accurately t he 1w111ber of .Jc:w3 now
in th a t part of ,Ccrn1 a 11y not under Ru~sian occupation, all indications
point to the lact that th e n 11111 li~r is rn 1al I, with 100,00 0 prnlia Iii y •1lie
top ligurc; some infom1 ccl persons contend the nun1bcr is consid e ral,l)
smaller. The principal 11atio11ality groups are Pok~. · 1-lungarian~. R11111 a11iam, Germans and Austrians.
·
The first a11J plainest need of these people j5 a re~ognition o[ their
actual status an<) by this l mean their statu5 as Jews . l'.-lost of thc111 have
spclll years in the worst of the concentration ca mps. In many cases, although lire full extent is not yet known, they arc the sole survivors of 1heir
families an<l many have been through the agony of witnessing the tl'cstru ctiun of their loved ones. Unclerstandably, therefore , their pre,cnt com!i tio11, physical and 111c11tal. is fa r worse than 1h a t o[ other gro11p\.
·
\\'hile SI 1.-\EF (now Co mliincd D i,placcJ Persons [xecutil'C') pnlicy
directi,·es hal'e recog ni Lul forme r ly persec uted 1,cr, 011,, incl11d111g l ' llt: 111 y
a nd ex -enemy national s. as one of the special ca tegoric~ 11[ di,plall'<I l'lT·
sons, the gen e ra l praCLice 1h us fa r has b een to follow only 11 :11io11 :.i lity
(6
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•:,' \Vhen they arc now co11sidcretl only as members of nationalir" groups.
the result is that special allcnti o n ca nno t he gi ve n to th eir ncllllittrcllv
greater needs because, it is contenclccl, doing so wou ld constitute preferential treatment and lcacl to trouble with the non-Jewish port io n of the
partirnlar nationality group.

i

Thus there is a distinctly unrealistic approach to the pro l> lcm. Refusal
io· recogni,e lhe .Jews as such has the effect, in this sitwuiot1, of closing
one's eyes to their former and more barbaric ptrsrcution, which has
already macl_c them a separate group with great er needs.

i,·

\-,
. ·./
.. :•.:

Their second grc:1t need can be presen ted o nly by discussing what
found to be their wishes as to f II t urc cl est i n:11 ion s.

> ·-

(1) For reasons that arc obvious and need not be lahorccl, most Jews
want to leave Germany and Aust ri a as soon as possible. Th a t is th eir
first and great expressecl wish and whik this report necess:1rily cl e:1 ls with
other need s present in the situation, many of the people th emselves fea r
other ~uggestions' or plans for their be ne fit beca use of the poss ibility that
. allcntion might thereby be divert ed from th e all -important ma tt er o f
e\'acuation from Germany.

·,

,·.- '

.,.t.

,'."

Their desire lO lea ve German y is :111 urgen t o ne. Tlie li fe which th ey
have lccl for the p:1st 1c11 yea rs, a Ii fe of f e;ir a ncl w ;i ndni ng- :1 nd physica I
Lorturc, h:1s made them i11 1p:1 tie11 L of delay. Th ey \n llt to be evacuat ed
to Palestine now, ju st as other n:1t io n:1l groups arc being rep:1triated to
their homes. They do not look kindl y o n the id ea of wa itin g aroun<l
in idleness and in discomfort in a G erm:1 n camp for many 111 n11 tlu until
a leisurely solution is found for them.

~ '·

(2) Some wish to re turn to their countries of na tion :il ity , bu t as to
this there is consid erable na t.ional it y \·a ria t ion. Very fcw Poli sh cfr n:1 l tic
Jews wish to return to their countri es ; hi gher perce nta ges o f the Hungarian and R.11.mani an grou ps want to return, a lth ough some ha sten to
add that it may be onl y temporarily, in onkr to look for relatives. Some
'o( the German Jews, especially those who h ave intcrn1arricd, prefer to
5tay in Germany.

.·•

\
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:·

'
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(3) With respect to poss ible places of resetr lrment for those who may
be stateless or wh o· do no t wish to ret u rn to th eir homes, Pal es tine

j5

definitely and preemin ently th e first cho ice. i\fany now h Jvc rel atives
there while others, having experi enced intolcr:rnce and persec ution in

I
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scconcl great need i~ the prompt development of a plan
·· to get out of Germany and_ Au stria as many as poss ible of those who

,vish it.
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Otherwise th e needs ancl wishes o f the Jewish groups am·o ng the cli spla cecl pers'Ons c-;111 he· 1 simp ly stated: Among , their physical needs arc
clothing and shoes (m <is t wre ly needed ), more varied .lncl p:ilatable clict.,
metlicine, beds a1l( I mattresses, reading materials. The clothing for the
ca n1p,, too, is req ui sit ion ed fro m the Ge rman popula tion, and whether
_there is not rnfli cic nl q11antity to be had or the Germ a n population has
· '.-: ·11ot bee11 willing tJ r has not been ~oinpcl ,lcc) to give up SL1t~cicnt quantity,
: th e internee~ feel 1•aqlc,llLtrly biller al,ou t die slate of th ~lr clothing when
.
'
,
I I
.
.
1!ic y sec how wl'll the German po pul a tion , •~ still clrcssc<l. The Germa11
pop1il a1i on today i~ ~till th e !,es t d rcssc cl popul:lti o n in all of Europe.
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Mann!l~ In Which Nee ds Arc Being M«+

i\ ~i de fr.oni having i) i·ought relief fro~ lhe fear of extermination, hbsJ>i1ali,atio11 for the scri,'(U S st arvat ion cases and some general improvement
in cor1ditiom under which the remaining displaced persom are compelled
t t<i live, relatively little ,~eyo nd the planning stage has Lech done, during
. ~ \the period of rn:m repatriati on , to meet the ~pccial needs or the formerly
C"perSCC\llCcl gr011p5. ;I•, ,
·
'
· •j '
•·.
(, '

·• I

UNRRA, being neither sufficient ly organi1.ed or equ ipped or authorized lo operate di ., pl:icl'<I persons camps or centers on any large scale,
has 11 nt l,c~n in .a pmition to make any substantial contribution to the
si111:itl o n_. llq;1 d1;11,l y thnc h:ls brc11 a di si11 cli11a1i on on the part o[ many
caqip comriuml.i;,h t<l utilitc UNRRA pcrso11nel even to the extent
[8
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-It musl be said, LOO, that becau se of their preoccup:iti on wirh ma ss
repatriation ancl li cc:iuse of housin g, perso1111cl ancl tr:inspnrt diffic11llies,
the military authorities have shown co nsid e rable res ist ance to the e ntran ce
of voiuntary agency represent:itives, 1w matter ho w q11:1lifi ed Lh ey might
be to help m eet existing needs of di sp l:l ced pe rso n s.

IV
Conclusions and Recommendations

';

(1)' Now that tile worst of 1h c p rc<\\11rc of 111 :1~, r<"p:11r i:11io 11 is O\'(: r,
it is not 11nreaso nalilc to suggest that in t li e nex t :i rrd pc-rh :1ps more difli cult perio1l thme who have sufTcrccl lllmt :1 1111 lo 11 gc, 1 lir g iven fir st and
not l:lst attenti o n.
Specifically, in th e cla ys ilnm ed iat cly alie:id, til e J ews in C. ern 1an y :in cl
Austria should h :ive th e first claim 11po 11 th e co nsc ie n ce o f the people of
the United States and Great Tirit:iin a nd the mil ita r y an d othe r personnel
who repres_e nt th elll in wo rk bein g don e in Germ any and Austria.

(2) Evacuatio11 frolll German y ~hould he the cmph:is i,ecl th eme, pol icy
and practice.

(A) Recogni zi ng that repa t ri::iti on is most d csir;ihlc from Lhe standpoint of all co11cer11 cd, the J e ws who wish to re rurn to th eir oll' n co 11n . tries, should be aid vd ,~) do so wiil10111 f11 rth c r <lcl:i y. \ \lh ~tc\l-r spec ial
action i.s needed lo acco mp li sh this, with l'C'.\p Cct ro c:o1111t ri es of rece pti on
or consent of milit ;1r y or othe r auth nr itit ·~. sli o11 ld be 11 1Hlcr1:i ·en wi th
energy and cleterlllin::iti on . Unless th is a11d orh er ;1cti o 11, :i h o11t to be
suggested, is tak e11, s1il ist:1111ial 1111 0/Tic i:d a11 cl 11 11;u1 1l101i,cd rn r,ve me111s
of people must lie expec te d, and 1! 1c,c will rcq11i re co11 sicln:d ;le fnrce to
prevent, for the 11:1ti l'11,c· of 111:111y o f 1l ,c j>l'1"111 s i11,·,, il·<'d i ,. ;111d i1 1 111y
opinion with jus tifi cati o n, n earing th e breaking point. f t c:1 1111ot be
[9
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The :Jewish Age nc y o f Pal estin e h :u sulimitred to the nritish Gov:
· 'crnrn e nt a peti t io n that rno,o oo additi o nal immi g:-ation cenir1cates l>e
; m.1de availabl e. J\ , m e1110r andu111 a ccompanying the petition makes a
· persuasive show ing with respect to ~h e imr 11cdia1 e abso rptive· capacity of
1 Palest ine and the cu h e nt , a cwal 111anpower shortages th e re.

While there may._:be roo m for di ffe1:e~~~ of opinic;>_n as to the preci se
I ·nu m ber ·of such certificates whi ch might um!er the· .circumstances be
1 considered reasonable, th ere is no question but that the'. request ' thus
t•made would, if granted, contribute much to .the ~o unJ solution for the
future of Jews still in G erm a ny and· Austria and even 0th.e r di splaced
. Jews, who do not wish e it h er to remain there or to r e turn to their coun. · cries of ~ationality . .'
·
·
No other single matte r is, therefo re, so jrnpo rtant fro m the viewpoint
! of

Jews in Germany and Austria ~nd those elsewh ere, who ha\·e kn own

, · ,- ~he horrors of the co ncen tr a tion camps, as is the di sposition of the Pales:

,r;I
•,:

rt ine question.

rn

,' ' , ·.

. . ,. '

·, :',

Dr. I I ugh l) alton, a pron1incnl n1cn1 bcr of the nc lv British Govern•

.1· !11ent, is rc po n ed as ha vin g said at the Labo r party co nference in May,
'' l (J,J5 :

!I ' .

.w-,

" T his party Ji as la id it d m rn and re peated it so re cently as last April
,··: . '." that this time, havi ng reg ard to t he u m pcak a bl e horrors that have
'' been 1,erpctr:u ctl u ~o n th e J ews o f G erma ny and o ther occupied coun[ 10

l

, • . 'I
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.

'
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countries.••• "

If this can be said to represent the viewpo int of th e n ew G o vernment
in Great Ilritain, it certainly would n o t be in ap propri a te fo r tile United
States Government to express its interest in anJ support o f some equitable
solution
the question, which woul l make it poss i b le fo r so ll!e re asoi-1able number of Euro pe 's persecut ed· J e ws, n ow h o m eless und e r any f:iir
view, · to resettle in l'alcstine . That is th e ir wis h and it i, re nd ered
d es irable by th e g-c 11 e ral ly acce p ted pol ic y o ( p c r lll itti11g fa 111i ly grou ps
to unite or reun ite.

of

(C) The Unit e d S tat es shou ld , u n d er ex isti n g in1111 ig rati o n la ws,
permit reason ab le 1111111 b crs o f su ch perso ns lO co m e lien:, aga in parti cu larly those who ha, e fa m ily tics in t hi s co u n tr y. As i nd ica ted earl ie r,
the number wh o dl'sirc c mig ra1i o 11 to t h e U n ited Stat e \ is no t la n;e.

If Grear Britain a nd the Uni ted Sta tes we re 10 t;i k e th e a ct ions rec ite d,
it might the more re ad ily be tha t ot h e r co 111Hries \\'O t1 ld li ke wi se be
willing to keep th e ir doors r eason;i b ly ope n fo r su ch h u111:11 1itarian co n siderations and to d c 1no n ~trate in a p ra cti cal ma n n e r th e ir d isa ppro val
of NaLi policy whic!t u11fo rtunatcl y l1:1, poiso ned so m uc h of Euro pe .
(3) To the e x te rn that such e 111igra ti on from G et many an d Amtria
is delayed. some im m ediate temporar y so luti o n n111q b e fo1in d. In any
e,·ent there will be a substantial n umb e r o f pe rse cu te,! pe rsons w h o a r e
not physically fit or o t henvi sc presently prepared fo r emigra ti o n.

..,.

Here I feel _stron g ly th J. t greater and more ex te n si ve e ffo n sho uld b e
made to get them o ut o f camps, for th e y are s ick of li vi ng in camps.
In the first pla ce, th e re is real need fo r such spec ial iLe<l p laces as (a)
tulicrrnlosis sa11i1aria and (b) rest ho 111 es fo r t hose wlio a rc m e n tally ill
or who need a period of re adjustm e nt bdorc li ving ag:i in in th e wo rld
~ t large-anywhere. .So rne \\'ill rcq11 ire at leas t sho rt period s o f t r aini ng
m retraining bdClle 't!t (' y can b:: rea l l)' u ~cf1 il iti ,e ns.
l\ut \1H ·Jki11µ 1110 1-c l> ro:1 d ly, th c,:l' i~ :1 11 <,pp11r w11i1 ) h nl' to g i\T some
real -11,e:ining 111 the /JC ii icy ag reed up111 1 a t l' ot sda 111. If it he tn ie , a s
K'ClllS 10 lil· 1,·idcl\ r1111rcd ed , th at tlic- C e 1111 :rn p eo ple at !:JJge d o no t
ha\'e any se nse u f 6 uilt w i th rc~pcct to the ,,·ar and its c.111 scs a nd resu l(s,
[ ll l
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· It seems much t'nore equ itable, alll.l as it should be, to witness the
'very few places where fearle ss an<l un comprom isillg military officers have
'either requisiti o n ed an entire village for rlie benefit o[ di~placcd perso ns,
:l0111pelling the C:erlnan population to fine! l1 ous ing where they can, or
' have required th e loc al population to billet a re.a so n ab l_e number of them.
Thus the displaced perso ns, i11clucli11g the persecuted,. live more like
normal p eople am! fess li ke priso11ers or criminals o r hc'rcl ccl sheep, They
1arc· in Cern,;iny, 11\ 0S l of them a11d certainly the Je ws, through 110 fault
~> r wish of their ow'n . . i'his fac t is, in this fa shion, being brought h ome
:to the Ger111an p eofilc, but it is bei ng <l one on too small a scal e.
At many places,· however, th e military government 01T1cc rs manifes t
·' the utm ost rclu cta11ce or indispositi o ~: . j[ not timidity, about incon•
_ve11ie11ci11g the Ger 1n)a 11 p o pulation. ,, T he y eve n say · that their j o b is
communities ,vo1:king properly and so undly agairi, that they must
'.' live with the G eni'1'ans whi le th e DP's (di splaced perso ns) are a m ore
·ie11iporary p oblc m '.'.' .
: ,. ; . ...

io

·. ,, get

'\
~

,,.

.,i

.. : ~ .!

~fhus (and I a111. rca Jy 10 ci te th e example) if a group of Jews are
·o rdered ·10 vacate thc i~ tempo rary qua rt ers, need ed for military purposes,
an~l th e·re are two p bss iblc si le5, one a block. of Hats (model apart;ncnts)
1vith conveniences :inu the o th er a se ri es o f shabby buildings with oul•
\idh' toil et and wash ing faci liti e5, the Hurgome ister read ily su cceecls in
'pe rs t1adi11g the to wri mayor . lo all o t the latter to the displaced persons
an<l ·to save the fo rrti er for r eturni ng German civilians.
, i :

I

t.

.

This tendency rellccts i tse lf in othe r ways, namel y, in the employment
· of German ci\·ilian s in the offices o f J\ ! ilitary Gove rnme nt when equally
~u':i tif1cd p erson nel _'co ul d eas ily be loun cl a 111 011g the di sp laced p ersons
~d1 ose repatri'ation
n o t immine nt. Actu ally, th ere ha ve been situations
\vlt ere displlcccl pc t.'s om, especi a ll y .Jews, h av e {0 1111<1 it di fficu lt to obt:iin
:iuili cn r:o with 111ili1 'n ry gcwcrn111c11t ;wt lw ri1i c, licca 11 se ironica lly the y
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·respects .
. (4) To the ex te nt that (a) eva cu a tio n fr o m Germany a nd A ustria
is not immediatel y p ossible a nd (b) the former l y p ersecuted group5 ca nnot be ·housed in vi ll ag es or billct ccl with the G er m an p o p u lati o n, I
recommend urge ntly that separa te ca mps b e 5et u p fo r Jew,, o r at least
for those who wish, in the absen ce o f a be tter sol u t io n, to be in such
camps. There arc several reasons fo r this: (1 ) A g reat major ity wa nt
it; (2) it is the o nly way in which a dmin ist rat ive ly th e ir spe ci al needs
and problems c:111 be m et wi th o ut ch a rges o f p rcfcrrnt ia l treatm e n t or
(oddly enough) charges o f "di1 cri111i 11 at io 11" wit.Ji resp ec t to J ew i5h :igc n de., 110w prepared a nd r eady to g ive th e m aui,t :rn c:c .
In this connecti o n, I wiah to emphasiz.e tha t i t is n o t a case o f si ng ling
out a particular group fo r apeci a l p ri vilcgc.1 . I t is a matt er o f ra isi ng
to a more n o rmal level the p ositi on o f a group whi ch h as b ee n d e pre ssed
LO the lowest d e pths con cclvaol e b y yea rs of orga n i, ed a n d inhuman
oppression. The measures neccl &a1 y fo r the ir r estit u ti o n do not come
within any reason ab le interpretat ion o f p riv ileged tr eat m ent an d are
required by consicler a ti o1u of j11sticc and h uman it y.
There has been w me tend e ncy a t spo ts in the J irec tio u o f se parate
camps for those w h o might b e fou nd to b e sta teless o r n on-rcpa tr ia blc
or whose repatri a ti o n is likel y to be defer red so me Lim e . A ctually, too,
this was announced so m e ti m e ag o as SHAE.F p ol icy, bu t in pr act ice i t
has not been· ta k en to mean mu ch, fo r th e re is (und l' ·sta ncJ ab ly i{ no t
carried too far) a refusal to co 11te1 n pla te p o ss i Li le st a Lelc ssnc ss and an
insistence, in the i n te rest s o f th e h rge r cp:H r ia t io n p rog r;i 1n , t o cons id er
all a.s rcpatriaolc . . T h is r es ults i n a resistan ce to a n ything i n t h e wa y of
special planning fo r the "h:ml core," a lth o u g h a ll ad m it it is t 11cr e a n d
will inevitably ap p ear.
While spea k in g of camps, thi.\ sh o uld b e po in ted o u t : Whi le i t m ay
be that con di ti o m in G er ma ny and Au stri a a rc ~ti ll ~t1 ch th :1t cc rt ai11
control meas ures arc r eq u ired , there scc lll s li ttl e j 11s1 ilic1til> ll for th e
continuance of b a rb ed -wire fence s, a n n ed g 11 :in ls a1 11 l p r<J! 1ilJit io 11 :i ga io st
[ 13
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j~J~ . ,_,~ ~ SJt~f~iiT f>;e~~t ~-~~:,P.~.5~~~~Vf!Er,~ k~?~c Jf\.i iG~~i}!.~,..Hh .l, gt~rtt11~
tl;!..
·ttJ/~t~~,Pf~V~~l!O~,~f loot c~r1s giv.~~l!~~~w~.c ~~~·on ~~ t~hp~~~t~t.?,.~?C~~urcs;;! ~H.;ti,
1
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lllttrwing th ~~•.t;n por.t!~~~ oUh ,:Sc~e~!.~1~ r~y? re_a:~.~ }~~fC gr~~;~.c.v t..i:J
lluerty of movement m and .out of.camps IS g1,ven, there ts ac~ually muc!1:-·: 1 ·:.: l.
·-·· i}\ '\_ less plundering Lila~ , in oth~r).reas whe;e people, ,_:ji~hing:..t~.-leave
temporarily, d o ·so ;by stealth.
•:< fJ::.r;1,,-.,,; . '{j~_::.. ::( .;;,:;·:,: .).;. :,-h\ !1~;; ~-~ ·
(5) As <tu icklr'.'. its possible the act't1al operation ~t suci1 . camj~s sh o ulci '.:·· .~. ,;
turned over to a ci vilian agcncy-UNRRA. , Thal organization '.i5
aware of weaknes~es in iu present struct\H~ and is pressing lo rem edy .
them. In Lhat con'ncction, it is believed t hat greater ass istance could be · · ·
:, gi,·en by the milita r y authorities, upon whom any civilian agency in _
i: Germany and Austria today is necessarily d epen d e nt, so far . as hou si ng,
:· transport and 0Lh t 1: item s arc concerped. Whil<; it is true : the military
, have been urging 1UNR.RA to get ready to assume responsibility, it is
; also the fact th a t in s11ff1c ienl coope rati o n of an active nature has been,
gl\1en Lo accom p lish the d es ired end .,.,
~•
·.
· ' " (6) ' Since, in any e vent, the military a uth orities must necessarily co;1 ..
'
ti 1i ue to pani ci pate in the program fo~ . a II di.s p laccd persons, especia lly
with respect to housi ng, transport, :s~r,t;rity and certain supplies, it is
.rci::ommendcd that· th e re be a revi e,~ o( the military p ersonnel elected
,for · camp co1111nanuam p os i t io n s. Some serving at prese nt, while per•
hap~ adc<Jllate fo r the n1a s5 repatriation j o b, arc manifcsLly _unsuited for
· the longer-term job of wor king in ·a camp composed of people whose ·
.1cpatriaLion or rese ttlement is lik ely to be clcl ayecl . .. Officers who ha ve
: had so111c uackground or expcricnc:-c ··in _social wclfa~·e work are Lo be
· -prefe rred, and it is beli e ved there are 'so~.1~ wl10 .~r<; ?,vaila~le. It is most
', · . i lll p o rt a 11 l th a t the / ,ff1cers se lected Ii~.
pa~lic,t ic ~i,th the program ahd
tltey b e te mperamen tally alik ~o :_
,y,c;nk an~I ; to cooperate wi_th
1that
'. UNRRA and other reli ef a nd w elfare agencies.
·
\'
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Pendin g the assumption of rcspohs ibi lity for operations by
. ,UNRRA, it wout<l be desirable if a more cx i.c nsi,ve plan of ficl<l visitation
. ·, .~
· ,by appropriate Ar~1y group . h cadq u i rtcrs he ii1st itutccl . ' It is believed
. , , .
,that many 0£ the s:onditi o ns n ow existing · in th e camps ·would not be
tolcratccl if m o re intimat el y kno wn ..
·supcr~isory _officers through in•
'
. : 1) /, '
.
.
·
15p~c t1 o n tours.
1_
1
, . . (8) It is urgently i-eco mmcnded that plan s for t racing serv ices, if on open
· J JO Stal card only, Ge.~ade av ailab le Lo di sp laced pcrso m withii:i Gcm1any
· and Austria a3 soon as possible. The drrf1cultics arc appreciated but it is
i1ie i ic vccl that , if the anxiety of th e people, w lo ng abu sed ~nd harassccl,
,were f1illy und ers tood, ways and rn c:rns cou ld be fo und within the n ear
'fu t ure to make sucli' com mu ni cati on J.nd t rac in g o f rcl:uives pm, iblc . I
,\.>~ lie\ e :ibo 1liat s01n c of the pri va lc age n cies coul tl be hel p ful in this
\ 1ircctin11 if i;i ven a11
., oppo rtunity to fu n ction .
,
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and Austria in getting hack to their h o mes as many as possible o[ the
more th:u1 /i,000, 000 cl i,p la cc ll p e rso ns found i11 those countries. Lcs5
than three mo11ths after V-E Day , more than 4,000,00 0 of such pcrsom
have been repat r iated-a ph e nomenal pcrform anc:c. One's first impressi on , in sun-eying the situati on , i.~ that of complete a<lrnir:1tion for what
has been acc umplish cci by th e 111ili 1·ary a11thori1 ic~_in so m;itcrially reducing the time ;is pred icted to h e req uirccl for thi s stupendous task. Praise
of the high es t o rder is cine all milit,uy units with respect to this
phase o[ pos t-fighting jobs. In directing- attention lo cxistin~ conditiom
which unqu es tionably require remed ying, there is no intention or wish
to d etract one part icle from t he preceding sta te ments.

(2) While l di d not ac tually sec con di t io ns as they cxistc(\ immediately a ft e r lilicrat. io11, J had the m d f'sc r ibcd in dc1;iil rnrTic:icnt to m:1kc
e ntirely cl c:lr th;it there had b ee n, dorin~ th e intcrvcnin~ paiocl, wme
i111provc111c11 1 i11 the: ro 11di1ions tllldcr w ltir:h mmt of rite rc111aini11g cli~placcd p e rsons ·arc livin g. R. c pons which have r:nmc out of Germany
informally from refugees th c ,nsc lvcs and from persons intcrcst.crl in
refugee groups indi ca te wmct!t ing as a t.e ncl e ncy not to t;ikc into acco11nt
the full scope of the overwhelming ta sks and respo nsibilities faring the
mili tary autho r ities. \Vhilc it is umlcrsta11d :1h lc that those who ha\'C ·
been p e rscc:11tcd an d dthcrwisc mi streated over su ch a long- peri od should
be impati ent at what appcar3 to them to be undu e delay in meeting their
special need s, fa irness di ctates that., in evaluating the progress made, the
entire pro blc:m and all its ramir1c;itions he k e pt in mind . My effort ha~
b een, th e refore, to w~igh g11ite ca refull y the m;1 11 y compl;iints made to
m e in th e rom,c of my survey, hnt h by di spl:i ccd perso ns tltcimclvcs ;rnd
in their b e h a lf, in the lig h t of th e man y r espomiliilit ies which confronted
the military auth o rities.
·
(3) Wh ile fo r the sake o f b rev ity this repor t n ecessa rily consisted
largely of general statem e nts, it should he reror; ni 1cd that exccpti o m
e'xi st with respe c t to practicall y all of su ch g.c 11 n;i li zati o 11 s. One hig h ranking military authority p redi cted, in ach·:i11 rc of my trip tltro11g-h Germany and Austria, that I wottlcl fi11cl, wi th res p ect to c:i 111 p\ co 111:1i11i11g
cli spbcccl p e rso n s, " some t h a t ;ir e ci11it c goocl. some th ;i t :,re , ·c ry' bad,
with the ave r:11~c som c1hi 111: 1111 clcr ~:1ti ~f:i ctory." ?\fy s11hscq11ent tr ip
confirmed that ,,r cdiction in all r espects.
[ ISl
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over. The sto rm Is i. o ne. O u r ship Is wre c k ed. A lew

/.· ., _, : ~-·: _. ;:·ot us ablpwrecked folk.., have been saved on t he ~rcst.5 o ! th e v,n v1.= ::1 . Th r own
: ·. • . :.· · ,.. up by the stormy seas we remained o n th e m o untalr..:i o l B av :iria lonely and
; :, · ·. . .' ., · ... _.• miserable . . Friendly breezes are w aiting in. Slo w l y we be ca:n c a w a r e h ow
·.·. viclou.s the strtlte w.u that knocked us down. We are aw a i t in g lmpaticnt ly
.l .: ·, :~ _..., tho dove that ghall bring u:1 lhe o liv e bran , h l rom th e su!lny i.:reen shore s
·.'; ··· '.' where we ahall !Ind o ur inward pea ce.

,<·.. . . ·,.
.:.,,

Five mont.h.1 have

·· l,.'t

j'

l
I

l-

r

l

t,

,.:·

)-,',
I_:

r

gone by since we

w e re lib era te d.

We

c a me o ut

' : / - ) ot the concentrntion c a mp3 s tarve d , ema c iated, c n! e cb led and co v e r ed w ith

·,ennlne, atllicted with vari ous disease,. Ou r ma in t asks were to he a l tr.e
~lck and to · reHore t he phy~ lcal s t rength o r t h e t o rtur t.:c! c:i pliv es.
We are grati!led to state due-. to e11crit:tlc m ca s ur t.: 3 w ,, have t ake n
tha . majority ot the p eo ple w e r e re,to r ed phys lc n ll y. Our y o uth ai: a ln impresa us . with their vli:or and exuberan,c , a: id t h e th o,CJg h L is ri pening
toward the beilnnlng ol our second a n d rno r c Impo r t an t t ask
e. to he a l
the mental : state ot our peo p le a n d to resu,re t hei r sµir! tu a l c qulll hrium .
Tbls Is a tn.5k di!tlcult a nd c omplic a ted t: ven l n n orma l ti m e s .

1:

Any• educated person kno ws how t an g led anc! con(u se d are t he ps ych ic
1and mental processes In man. At t he prc ge nt t lme l~ Is Impossib le lo ! Ind
one' s way in the labyrin th o ( th u hum a fl sou l a nd to fathom t he sp rings
ot the varloua actions o! hu man bein gs bo t h l(OOd and b a d.

We former camp Inmates. wh o s uU c red so much ,, n d wh o w itn esse d
the chaotic condition o! ma:i's mental s t ate, we k now and we understana
how dH!lcult lt Is to re sto re t h e men ta l equi li brium in t he fonner In ma te s
o! concentration ~amp s . Bu t it w ou l d be d o wnr lish t c ri m inal on o ur p nrl
to look on the Idle a n d Indo lent ll le In the ca mp wi thou t do in g a nything
&bout. It and pem1lt ours elv es to be c anl e d away uy th e st re a m. We havt!
to give the man in th e cam p U10 p ossib , Ull es o f a (11 t un: ldc. We have to
rdorm the daily . ll! e, Introdu ce work o f ll v or ia t ions and adumb r o ti on s

,.--·• ------ ,-_____ _j
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We h a ve lo !e el o n ce m o re th e p u ls :i tl o n o f a ctiv i ti es . On ly In t h a t wa y w tJI ,~_:; ·.,•·a·:, .,. ,,,
we be a b le lo avert t h e f u r the r d e m ora lization nn d d cle rl o r a t! o n o! l hl ~-:=,~.- ~ ' \(_\~ ·
klni. ond fe eling amon g ou r ! e Uo w sd!cre r~.
, . . ~ .•
It h :is b.cc n y ea rJ n ow r- in tc w e w c r o ! lu ng ou t fro m ou r p c m:cC ul on d
n o rm a l w ;, y o ! ll!e . Our li ves th a t we bu ilt up t h roug h ye ars o f phys ical
nnd men t :i l lnbor we re d es tro ye d b y lh e l!lt lc r reg ime. W e sun k to a s t::it c
lo w e r lh ::i n lh ::i t o l P ::i r l:i h~ . I n t h e yc n r~ o f t he HlllPr r e g im e w o rk 1,eca rno
o 11houl lhnl drovo u~ Int o t ho n r m a o ! t h o cl cnth .
Wh e n we s e c now In t h e n nv nrtnn v l ll :11:cs th e o x e ncn r ts :ind n~ w e
loo ll o n b l'. :i st clu ms i ly dr :1.t:R l11 g o n , w e nre v l\' ld ly rem l nd e o f ou r wo rk
In the co n cc n tr :1tlon c:1m ps . Du t t h e o x en h a v e a helte r lo t In th ese n av a r i:i.n vl ll::ii:cs :i s w as o urs In t he c :i mp s . Th ey arc k e p t cl e:rn , th e y ,1rc
w e ll !cd and \ h e y arc n o t beaten . DQca us e o ! th e co ndi tl o;is s uper im pos ed
\Jpo n us by t h e H it lc rlle s wo rk b e .: arne ou r i:.,re:it es t ene m y. I n t he ln nc r111 ost ol o u r h ear ts a co m p lex wos cre a ted th a t cau sed u s to t a ke 11 ne g ative
· alt! tud c tow a r d l abor.
T he ti me s and co n d i ti ons o ( life have, h o ·,v t: ,· c r, r nd lc;:i lly ch :rni.: cd. \V('
s h all n o t remain !o r e ve r in t h e c ::imp an d we h:1\'e to co ns id e r th e latter
on ly a3 a p r c p a r :i to ry s te p and t r a nsi to ry to a no r m3 l Ii.fr. T he r e fo re w e
must ex p lo it aU µoss lbl li \l c~ In t his tran s i t io n PC"ri od :rnd tr y e v c r y t h i nr;
to p re pa r e th is r em n a n t o r t he J e ws fo r a n e w lif e .
No r mnl li le m ea n~ a ll! c o ! m e :in l n,: an d purpo s e3 , filled w ith u s cCu l
and creati v e w o r k whi c h co u ld lie p!nced la te r a t t h e dispo sa l of t h e community . Now we h a v e to en deav o u r to cra d icn tc f ro m ou 1· mi n ds t he n egative nttlt udc to w o r k , to d es tr o y th\ t ,compkx tli:i t ls no t juG l if i::11, le under the pn:scn t ci r cu mstan ces .
"ll a b a t a la H e e Eim K o l C h :i ti.s"
-- " ld !<' n cs,; I~ t h e m o th e r of a ll si ns. "
We sec l'he ! ir5l at tempts lo d i re c t l ife l n lo no rm.it c h :iu nc ls In t he cs ta hlls hm cnl o t lr;:i d e sc hools nn d ot h e r In s ti tu ti o n ., o r !c or ning , wh e re t he
f o r m e r l nm ::itc s o r co n ccn t r ::i tl o n camps ;ire !e :irn ing some t rndc in a <:co rd a nce wit h th e i r ag e s and l n cli n ::it ion.s. Only wh e n l h ls form e r ln m :it cs
will b ecome qu ali fied w o r ke r s wi ll t he y be a !.i l.:: lo lead n we ll o rd e r ed
Ille. Th e so ul ot .,camper .. h as nb $orb c d so rn n:iy te r ri b le c x pe ri encl'.3 a n d
rncmo rlc, t hat h ,o vc l ik e r, rcu l d a rk sh n,lo ws In t ill'. c li :irnl.,c 1"!! o f hl5 Inn e r
Ille. Only t hrou g h crc.i ll vc w o r k c on w e ten r t h e m ou t l ro m thi s co ndi ti o n
an d . bring t hem In to n ll g h lcr wo r Id .
This con viction ge ts strd n ::e r anct Hro nge r in me w h e n I spe nd my
time In the wo rksh ops of the prolcssl on nl scho o l 011,I in t h e vari ous p ro !e sslonal cou rs es nnd note th e e x p r l'. ss lo ru o ! t he for m e r ca m p ln m:itcs.
Already In t h e ye nr 1931 I be came co nv in ce, ! th :i \ 01.l:,- t hr ou g h r e e du c ati o n
u~ qual ill cd wo rk e rs c o n su d , pev ple r cg:iln n n e w 111<:ant n g nn d p11 r posc
In Ille . Thi s wa, a t t he li m e w hen the fi rs t victims o r !litle r lsm , tl ,e Jews ,
rame from Germ a ny to Lit hu an ia to lc3 r n som e t rade or p rol es si o n to p r e pare th e ms elv es for P a le s ti ne an d tor othe r co untrl cs. No thw lt hs tnnd ln g
the prlmltl vc co nd l ll o n.s a m ids t wh ich th ey , li ve d In Lithuan ia o fte r h a v ing
been lurn o ut from th e ir co m [or tab le humcs In Gc r m nn y , they we re l u ll
of joy o( ll !e 011d !n lth i n t h c lr l u turc . An d wh t:: n yo u v is it o u r t r a d<!
sc hools and ou r tech nical co u rs c-s t hen yo u wi ll s ec th e !n ccs lit wit h Joy
nnd the gl ow o{ c-rc n ll ve w o r k.
The wo rki ng out o f de nd ~ 1b6t nnce , the t oking ot! ot the un f rien d ly
S'Jrlnce or the m :itcrl nl In orde r to giv e It s hope ond con ten t In co nne c ti on
with the pro ces s o! creotl vo w or k, ls n d iv ine ne t o ! c r c;i tl on . H e r c ma n
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:0-h :;.,~;;; emulates

Divinity o n that !lrs t d :i y o l Lr c:1Llun , wh en God Almighty inr"•~·.1 ·) ·_
.:;,:t • stilled elixir of ll!e )nto t he de ad mater! J l. JI one follows the histor y ol
•.--, t~ 1 \ ~ '"the J ewl.sh menl..'.l l cre ation fr o m the Elbie to morl~ rn Jewi sh lite r a t ure one
··
can ~ce how the str ong p rin cip le th :i t t h e W(.,rk shapes t he !ound:itiun of
our Ille h as be en put Into r elief In t he cuursc o ! t ho usa n ds o ! ye Jrs . We
·en deavour lo es cap e ! rom the lmprc c ,, ll o n r, t G o d fd mi;:hty: " I n t h e
llwcal of thy brow y o u w e r e ln c :-i t y o11r br c:,tl ". l!\ll n c v c rlh r: lcss lllc d<:l' ·-: • •
r,ct ml n J or O\Jr Ille I~ t ho rrt•nll vo '" " ' It.
We ii:ivc m e t he re to appe al t o the who le o f the r csld ' n lS o f t he cam p
adrnon lshlng th em to n rr :rnce the i r d ily ll( ..: !n w o rk :-ind activi ty. I am
very gl;1d firstly lo sa lute t he pl 11rn.:c rs who ju :, l n ppr e ht.:nd c d t he t:>~k
Imposed 011 th e m and s e t to wurk w i t h :, tr o :i 1: lntt.:n ti on liy w o r k and 111duslry, b y ! o rgc ::i"nd wc!J, by l~Uie a nJ file: lo pave th e w;-,y !o r the f u ture . From this cate ,;o ry will be re c ruited ou r ! u turc lock -sm iths and me l:h a nlcs. F-...1rther we see here our !utcire nur~e s who arc r ead y to place
. ' themse l ves the d is pos:i l o! t hose w ho suff e r ::. tt c r thco rcli ca l :ind pr:iclica l
Instructi o n. I do no t won t to p :1ss ove r in silenc e al so t he dcal al t echn ici a ns, t he r adio te chniei::.n5 , m o to r t echn ic ians :ind th e t:ii !ors a n d t:iilorc ss cs who int end lo s ec re t heir futur c-udste nce by lc:irninr. o! t h cr<!
prokssio n s.
'·

·'

In our worksh op s 3c0 s c h o o lb o ys an d s, hoo li;i r! s le:ir n at the presen t
t im e. In community o ! 40 0 p erso n s thi s n11mhc r i~ very small. Thcr c !ore
we c:d l ou r br o ther s :i nd s l~lc r s to i; i n, "i' ldlcncs.5 , lo mt.:dit;i tc o n thclr ···
fate and ! u lurc nnd to · com e t o us in o rd e r lo k:, rn . In :ill pl 3l .:S o ! the
camp t he pul s :ition o ! th e w o r k mus t be fd t.
Goethe w ho with h is s h .J rp :ind pol'lic co mprdicnsivc vi e w set a bou t
t o penetrate the dcc p myster y o f n :1lurc a nJ U1e hum:in b c in r, . G o ethe, th e
Eplc ur, who surely h as J r11n k o n hi s lo ng , 0 11r,;c o ! •,: ay !ro i:1 the ue akcr
ot t he human luck, G oethe wli o 5u r cly un dcr olo<, d i n hi s o ld :i1:c lo value
the h:ipin cs ~ 0 ! ll l c fo r th e h11m:i11 bcl n ::; pu ts Into lhc s cc 0n d p:irt o f his
" Fn"Jst '' the cxccu t:on t h at rn .1n c an f ind a :.:1~i:-·1Jc tl vn in t he c :·c.:i ti v c wvrl<:

Yc 51 l :im q u it e at t :ic h c d \o th i:; ;c: :i ;i ti vc f :ic ult y
This 1s the wbd o n 1's l:1. t <.. C. c !u ::io n

Only tf-i :it ma n mcrll.s libe rt y "• w ell
\Vll o mu s l d.til y c·o•H l er il."

;1 1

l ife

We h::ive to ::i ccom p li ; h in th e f u! u rC' r,rc1 t cr c:i tive t :isks . J-:~e :'. Is r:icl
wa..l .t.s fo r men s o und in body ;}nd mi n d w l\u ·.,·: ll l.J t c r und ..: r s tand ::.o
l rans!orrn th ei r mu sc· u l::i r s tren g th In to ,~lt ;ib k a n J c r c:i tlvc w orl( .

send to a ll n lcn and won1cn u ! the

c:11i.1,

the cil l o [ the pvc.: t Ku! ~ak :

"~!us t \V C g o , n1t1st \Ve !;v ;ind l c- :ivc bch1:1 d t he cn ! ~~bl cd
Tile bells h:iv c ~·;n ,; :incl the you ;l\ uf b~or.z t.: c:i ~n~ 0 11 t hei r c:ill
Driven by the \ V tSh t o ~:-) p~ ~l SC the ~1:-icc r ~UO\.d the i c;s t }'l.!Jr S. "
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When our children cried in the sh3dow
of the gallows,
We never heard the world's anger;
For TI1ou didst choose u:1 from all
peoples,
Thou didst love us and favor us.
For Timu did.lit choose us from all
peoples,
Norwegians, Czechs and Britons ;
And when our chiWren are marched to
the gallows,
Jewish children, wise Jewish children,
They know that their blood is not
counted in tlie bloo<lshed'11iey only call l,ac-k lo their mothers:
"Mother, dun't look!''

And Thou dost scent it like the
perfume of flowe rs,
And dost spo11go it up in u kerchief;
And Thou wilt sct>k it from the hands
of them tha t murdered
And from the hands <>f those that kept
silent.

I low great the concern for paintings
and sculptures,
Trc.> asurns of art, lest they be bombed;

While the art treasures of baby-skull,
Arc dashed against walls and
pavemenb.
.
Their eyes only speak: "Don't look,

mother,
Veterans we are, soldien renowned. Only undenizedl"
Their eyes speak yet other things;
Cod of the patriarchs! We know
That Thou didst choose us from all
children,
That Thou didst love us, and favor us.
That Thou didst choose us from all
chikl rt'n
To be slaughtered before the Throne
of Glory;
And Thou dost gather our blood in
buckets
For there ii none else to gather it.
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RECITATION OF THE NAMES

Ill i llll'Sli i. Tuy lil·~li i IZ i \' l' k

Lcyl'nyu. Fl' ygl·n yu . Pl·rl·k .
Khat sh·k. M1lll·k . Kivl'l l' .
Hc:rshl'k. Ll' yk k . lk1ch.: .
Sha yl·sh i. Kli .1}' l'S Iii . C, ,ldc,li 1.
Mcndl'lckkh. C 11l't hkkkl1. J\ \ indck k h .
Kh'tsl'yl in Jcr 1ukht in dl'r shlullll: cr
Ncml'n fun yidishc ki111krkkl1.
N L'Illl'll fun y id islil· k i11dl'1 lc kli,
Rokhelckh, Rakhl'kkh , Nl'khl'kkh,
Getsclckh, Yclvcl ckh , YigJnkkh ,
Ya nkckkh, Yoynckkh , Ml'khckkh .

Vl' r kon gdincn itst fv\l) yslickn ,
S!ioylikn, Shrnu li k11 , Sru l ikn 1
G u t h ot af zcy ni s ht Jcrbarl'm t zikh ,
H1 1 t zcy gcs honkcn Amukykn.
llli111l·shi - Tuyl1l'~hi -- ll ivl'k.
Lcy cn y u - Fcygcnyu - l'crck .
Khat s kck - Motl'k - Kiv c k .
I krs hck - Lcybdc .- Bnck .
nishtu ll1L'r di I kslickkh
I k s hckkh , Pcshekkh , Hindckk/1.
K h I igc 11, bluy z kl.1 ngcn, b! uyz lid k L111 _gl' 11 _
Ncrncn fun yidi s hc kindcrkkh .
()>' S LIil

Kopdc, vu iz Jayn kl'pck:
Yu iz dos likht fun d.1y11 l')',1:l•kl
Yu iz dayn hcntck , Ycn tl'k '.
Yu iz d:1yn fisdl', Fcygl·k:
Ncmcn-ot dos i: gl' hl1hn 11m :
Dvoyrck- Dv1)slh·k - Kl1;1yl·k
Shmerdc - Pcrck - Scrc k .
Shimclc-Shiyck- Sh:1yl'k .

Vu i:: Ja y n f1sc k, Z isL•k:
-1 ~ip c k, vu iz tl:iyn t~cp l·ic l
IZu ykli bistu, Ycn tck 's h cntl·k'
A" h hi s tu , Kopl'k 's kq1l' k'

Aaron Zeitlin, "A Kholem fun noch Ma i danek ," Part IV,
in Lider fun Khurbn un Lid e r fun gloybn , Vol. 1, pp. 9394. Copyright 1967 by Aa ron Zeitlin and r e printed with
his permission in Ni g ht Word s , a Midrash on the Ho loca ust,
comp i led by David Ra s kie s . B ' n a i B'rith Hillel Foundation,
Washington, D.C., 1971 .
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REMEMBE R .. .
Ly DH . t,11\Hl~ DW O!r-'.J:U :Y

-Re m ern l-:: r L 1o el 's C.:ito :; l;ophc.
Remernbur th'-' l:,Jht: 1h J u:,d the :.luu ih ter
fro m them.

a n d lea rn a l esson

A nd may tha t remembr cncc- be ycur compu: I1un, vil1e·n y o u d eop
and w h en y o u w oke.
'-...
Etern a l be the m0m o 1'/ 0f th ose wh o a f•J n o 111 o re· ·- ,
A n d 11: a y the 1nemor y o f t: 1c cot-_;.:: tr o phe Le stilt in y o ur· bloo d
un d lk,,:h cmd b o n e.
Gr i t y our te eth and rc1110:1.Lc ,, u 11d \'/livn y o u eo t 1c:111um uc r ,
and w hen you drn il:
· r L:11101 1, L., r;
a nd w hell you he o r c s ng --· reme:mbe 1;
and when t he su n b t1: s ts forth - · r emcinbcr,
0;1d ·.,·hen the shoJo w s loll - · re me111 b '-'r;
A n d shou ld y o u build o ho u se. ::;111w;h tl1roulJh o ne wal l -- tliut
y o u may a lw a y'. : ,;e e be fore y ou th e 1ui 11 o f yo u r people .
A nd sh ould y o u pl o ug h a fie ld,
hea p ::; tones the1 c:, m o untoin -h1q h,
as \v i1 11c,;s a n d 111crnc1 :a l fo r yc,ur l ,1o tli e 1:; 1:1!ic, d1tJ n o t huvr:
a Jew ish n t11o l b u 1iol
A n d shou ld y o u lead you 1 cl 11l d un to th<' hndol canopy,
Li lt h igh the me m ory o! Jev:ish chil urcn. w l10 neve r will be !t:d
un to i t,
A nd fo r tho::;0 v, h osc ::cu!::; no f..:add1~h w t!! e v er he sai <l
An d l et them b e On el th? p 6:ri she<l and the liv in g
he w l~o w as tern aw ay and l ie who'-'-' s ~pur ed;
deport ed , c.:Ild thn t v, ho r emain

he wh o

Hearken and hear. how 1t call s to each o f us th e lesso n of I srae l 's ca ta strophe;
to unres t ! to u nre st ! r em ember.
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